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1. Executive Summary  
  
“The entire charity sector has stepped up as part of our national effort to tackle 
coronavirus – from helping our NHS heroes to ensuring the most vulnerable among us are 
cared for properly” Secretary of State for Health and Social Care, Matt Hancock 
 
This survey and report follows on from the first resilience report published in July 2020 ‘Third Sector 
Resilience: Before and during COVID-19’ which highlighted the impact of the first wave of COVID-19 on the 
sector. The second survey conducted in September/October this year was completed by 215 Voluntary and 
Community and Social Enterprise (VCSE) sector organisations delivering services in West Yorkshire and 
Harrogate (WY&H). 
  
These organisations represent the diversity and breadth of the VCSE and the intrinsic contribution they 
make to the health and well-being of the population and reducing health inequalities.  
 
The findings from the survey captured in this report show the wide ranging impact of COVID-19 on the 
sector.  Over 40% of organisations are currently experiencing financial pressures and loss of income, but a 
small number have seen an increase in income during this period.  
 
All organisations have adapted how they deliver services to meet existing and emerging needs – especially 
for the most vulnerable and isolated in our society including BAME, those experiencing poor mental health, 
and more recently Long Covid. 
 
Since the start of the Covid-19 Pandemic, 41% of organisations said demand for their services had 
increased; this is a similar to the 37% of organisations that said demand had increased in July 2020 (Sector 
Resilience Survey, July 2020). About one in eight (12%) of organisations said that they were still currently 
closed for delivery and 22% said that demand for their services had stayed the same. 
 
In the Sector Resilience Survey of July 2020 74% of organisations said digital exclusion was an issue for 
people they worked with. In this survey there was a small reduction in that 70% of organisations now 
thought digital exclusion was an issue for people they worked with.  
So digital exclusion continues to be a significant barrier to reaching some of the most vulnerable with three 
issues specifically identified: 
 
1. People we work with are not confident using digital technology: 62% 
2. People we work with don’t have access to digital technology: 58% 
3. People we work with don’t have access to Wi-Fi connectivity: 49% 
 
The VCSE sector itself also needs investment with many organisations working on old and outdated 
technology and with limited skills and knowledge.  
 
Volunteer re-engagement and engagement is an issue across the sector. The COVID-19 pandemic has seen 
an amazing volunteering response, but this report shows that 62% of organisations have less volunteers 
now than they did in January 2020. Many of these “missing volunteers” include vulnerable people, people 
needing support, older people, and people that are socially isolated reinforcing the need for support for 
volunteers themselves. 
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The report in July showed 55% of organisations saying they did not expect to be financially sustainable 
beyond the end of 2020 due to traditional methods of generating income ceasing to be possible, and social 
distancing and restrictions making delivering services harder and more costly. 
 
While comparisons of financial stability may seem to show a more positive outlook now than it did June 
2020, this may be because some organisations have now closed. This survey still showed that nearly a third 
(32%) of organisations didn’t expect to be financially sustainable beyond six months. 
 
34% of organisations have now used their reserves to continue operating and some are already winding 
down and will be closed by Christmas. This will leave significant gaps in provision for some of the most 
isolated and disadvantaged in our communities. 
 
This report clearly demonstrates the case for supporting a new, sustainable model of investment in the 
VCSE as we reset the way we commission and deliver services across WY&H. The financial vulnerability of 
the sector is clear but so is the vital contribution they continue to make to health and care in our 
communities and the generous and genuine heart that these organisations have to do the best for people.  
 
 
Recommendations  
 
 
1. NHS, Local Authorities and other funders and commissioners commit to moving towards longer term, joined up 

investment in the VCSE. 

 
2. Partners commit to taking practical action to reduce digital exclusion with a focus on the most socially isolated 

and at risk groups.  

 
3. All Partners recognise the social and economic value of volunteering and the need to invest in volunteering and 

better connecting the volunteering infrastructure across NHS, VCSE and LAs. This includes: working together to 

consider developing and adopting a volunteer passport; investing in volunteer training and development across 

sectors; and working together to develop a WY&H wide volunteering strategy 

 
4. Commissioners and funders work together to simplify and join up contracting and commissioning arrangements 

including monitoring requirements and to develop an accessible shared application format.  

 
5. The Partnership works with the VCSE to put in place a workforce offer which enables the further development of:  

workforce capacity including health and well-being; finance and business adaptation; leadership and governance. 

 
 

 
 
 
Our thanks to all the VCSE organisations who completed the survey  for sharing their experiences and 
giving us a better understanding and insight into the challenges and successes of the sector during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 
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Introduction 

 
 Charities and voluntary groups are playing a critical role in the response to the ongoing pandemic – 

indeed for many, demand for their services and support has increased dramatically. The financial 
implications of this, and of sustaining the mobilisation and support of volunteers, has placed 
continual pressure on the sector and requires them to work ever more flexibly. The findings of this 
Resilience Survey highlight the challenges the sector faces including around financial sustainability, 
dynamics of volunteers, digital inclusion and workforce. The report looks ahead to a 6 month 
pressure point and outlines the support needs of the sector. 
 

 Third Sector partners across Yorkshire and Humberside collected Resilience Survey data in 
September/October 2020 to follow up the original research and first VCSE Resilience Survey report 
that was published July 2020 highlighting the immediate impact of COVID-19 on the sector. This 
second report highlights the ongoing resilience and challenges faced by the VCSE and suggests 
areas for action. The follow up survey was coordinated by Voluntary Action Leeds (VAL).  

 As part of the MoVE Project Universities of Sheffield, Hull and Leeds conducted the analysis on the 
total results, the priorities being to understand the impact of COVID-19 on VCSE staff and 
volunteers. The analysis focuses on which services and types of organisation are struggling to 
deliver vital services in the context of COVID-19 and to make a strong case for the danger of not 
resourcing this kind of work. 

 

Background to this report 

 
An on-line questionnaire was completed by VCSE organisations between September and October 2020. 
The survey sought to capture the impact of COVID-19 on the Third Sector looking at: 
 

• Sector viability in the light of changing income and expenditure  

• Pressures on communities and changes in volunteering 

• The ability of the VCSE to adapt to changing circumstances and positive experiences. 

This report has been part funded through Harnessing Power of Communities funding and it looks at the 
data covering West Yorkshire & Harrogate Health and Care Partnership.  

 

The report team and how the data was analysed 

 
The data for this report was gathered through an on-line survey using Smart Survey and organisations 
answered a series of questions that produced both qualitative and quantitative data. There are additional 
references to data that was collected from the first Sector Resilience Survey that was published July 2020. 
The quantitative data from the survey was analysed and coded into themes which allowed the research 
team to identify commonality and key messages.  
 
Voluntary Action Leeds (VAL) worked in partnership with MoVE in managing and analysing the data.  
This report has been written by staff from Voluntary Action Leeds (VAL). Additional reports are being 
published that have used the data collected by this research, this covers other areas of Yorkshire and The 
Humber. One of these reports is being produced by MoVE that will analyse all the data for Yorkshire and 
The Humber. 
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All the qualative data collected for this report has been themed and included as appendices in this report, 
this research collected an abundance of qualative data and the research team thought it was important to 
share this feedback. 

 

Sample size 

 
The survey analysis was completed on 212 useable responses received from Third Sector organisations in 
West Yorkshire and Harrogate between September and October 2020.  

2. The report 

The organisations taking part in this survey 
212 Third Sector organisations took part in this survey that all deliver services in West Yorkshire & 
Harrogate.  

Area What Local Authority 
areas do you cover? 
(Number) 

% 

Bradford 41 19% 

Calderdale 47 22% 

Craven 46 22% 

Harrogate 51 24% 

Kirklees 50 24% 

Leeds 92 43% 

Wakefield 29 14% 

The % add up to more than 100% as some organisations cover more than 
one Local Authority Area.  

 

The type of organisations taking part 
 77% of organisations declared they are a Registered Charity and/or a Company Limited by 

Guarantee 

 18% a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO) 

 11 % a Community Interest Company (CIC)   

 8% a Group or Unincorporated Association.  
NB some organisations are registered in more than one way 

Organisations’ annual turnover 
Approximately one in five organisations (19%) said their annual turnover was less than £10K per year, this 
is similar to the previous survey (July 2020) that showed 18% of organisations had an annual turnover of 
less than £10K. 60% of organisations have an annual turnover of between £11K and £500K. Again, this is 
similar to the previous survey of 63% of organisations having this turnover 

 
 

Annual turnover of Organisation Number % 

Less than £10K 39 19% 

Between £11K - £100K 65 31% 

Between £101K -  £500K 61 29% 

Between £501K to £1 million 22 10% 
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Over £1 million 15 7% 

Over £5 million 8 4% 

 
 

How many Full Time Equivalent (FTE) paid staff members do organisations currently employ? 
 
Organisations were asked “How many FTE staff do you have?” 
 

 Just over a quarter (26%) of organisations said they have no paid staff, this figure is slightly higher 

than the previous Sector Resilience Survey (July2020) that showed 21% of organisations had no 

paid staff.  

How many FTE staff do you 
have? 

Number of 
Organisations 

Percentage 

No Paid Staff 56 26% 

1 – 2 Paid Staff 51 24% 

3 – 6 Paid Staff 39 18% 

7 – 15 Paid Staff 30 14% 

16 – 30 Paid Staff 15 7% 

31 – 50 Paid Staff 4 2% 

51 – 100 Paid Staff 4 2% 

101 – 200 Paid Staff 6 3% 

More than 200 Paid Staff 7 3% 

 

What has been the effect of COVID-19 on the number of staff employed by organisations? 
 
Organisations were asked: “Comparing now to “pre-COVID” how has the number of paid staff you 
employed changed?” 

 
 Nearly three quarters (72%) of organisations said the number of staff they employed had not 

reduced during the outbreak of COVID-19. While 15% of organisations said they had reduced the 

number of people employed, a similar amount (13%) said they now employed more staff than 

before COVID-19. While this may seem surprising, it is likely that many organisations are retaining 

paid staff through furlough and the financial support provided by national government. 

Organisations expressed concerns that once this financial support finishes there may be a need for 

additional staff reductions and redundancies. 

 

Comparing now to “pre-COVID” how has the 
number of paid staff you employed changed? 

Number of 
organisations 

Percentage 

We have about the same number of staff 114 72% 

We now employ fewer staff 23 15% 
We now employ more staff 21 13% 
Only organisations that employ paid staff have been included in the above calculation 

 
Organisations were asked “Have you had to make any staff redundancies from March to August 2020?”. 
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 Just over one in ten organisations (11%) said they had made staff redundancies March – August 

2020.  

 
 

Have you had to make any staff redundancies 
from March to August 2020? 

Number of 
organisations 

Percentage 

Yes 19 11% 

No 140 89% 
Only organisations that employ paid staff have been included in the above calculation 

  

 

Do you envisage having to make staff redundancies by the end of 2020? 
 
Organisations were asked to identify which statement best described their organisations position regarding 
staff redundancies up until 2020.  
 

 56% of organisations said they had made no redundancies and none were planned for 2020 

 12% of organisations said they had already made redundancies. 

 24% of organisations said they hadn’t yet made redundancies but were unsure if this would change 

before the end of 2020. 

 An additional 8% of organisations said they had not made redundancies yet, but were planning to 

do so by the end of 2020. 

 
Do you envisage having to make staff redundancies by 
the end of 2020? 

Number of 
organisations 

Percentage 

We have made no redundancies and non planned in 2020 89 56% 
We have made no redundancies but we are unsure about the rest of 
2020 

38 24% 

We have made no redundancies but plan on making some in 2020 13 8% 
We have already made some redundancies but have no more planned 
for 2020 

9 6% 

We have already made some redundancies and are unsure about the 
rest of  2020 

6 5% 

We have already made some redundancies and plan on making some 
more in 2020 

2 1% 

 
 
What impact has COVID-19 had on organisations staff numbers? 
 
In the survey organisations were asked to describe the impact that the COVID-19 pandemic has had on 
their organisation’s staff numbers. As already discussed, it may seem surprising that nearly as many 
organisations said they had increased their number of staff (13%) as the number of organisations that had 
to reduce staff numbers (15%). Several organisations said they needed to increase staff numbers due to 
increased levels of demand for their services: 
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 “As a result of Covid the demand for our service has increased. Service users accommodated in the 

refuge also require additional support in relation to Covid impact. In order to accommodate this 

increase in demand, we have increased number of staff and also increased some staff hours. In 

order to meet the human resource demand, board participation has also increased”. 

Another organisation said: 
 

 “Due to us having to set up an emergency food bank we have had to take a member of staff on”. 

Several organisations discussed how “short term funding” had enabled them increase hours or take on new 
staff but were concerned as to how this would be sustained: 

 

 “Luckily we have found funding for 1 of our part time staff to support during the covid period 

however this is likely to dry up soon”.  

Another organisation said: 
 

 “Emergency funding especially where we have secured funding for additional C-19 response projects 

has meant staff coming off furlough and 1 x .5 member of staff being employed additionally. 

However, these are short term fixes”. 

While several organisations had secured “emergency funding” towards staff costs in responding to 
increased demands for services, as many organisations were trying dealing with issues of increased 
demand for services without additional funding: 
 

 “Staff numbers have stayed the same but workload has increased enormously. Covid has increased 

vulnerability and health inequalities some of our service users face and our staff have had to do 

more to address this”.  

Similarly, another organisation said: 
 

 “We support domestic abuse survivors and have tripled in size since lockdown lifted with still only 

funding for one staff member to be partially paid so more hours are being worked and more 

management of voluntary support and partnering organisations support”. 

Feedback from organisations’ suggests that they are having to use reserves to maintain staff numbers: 
 

 “We have kept all our staff members and used our resources to pay them”.  

Another organisation made reference to staff restructuring: 
 

 “We are in the process of consulting with staff on a restructure. We are currently forecast to make a 

monthly loss and we have stripped into about a third of our minimum reserves”.  

While the majority of organisations (86%) in this survey had the same number or an increased number of 
staff now when compared to “Pre-COVID” organisations talked about a need to “restructure”, 
“redundancies under review” and “significant redundancies next year.” 
 

 “The restructure looks like it will impact the lowest paid staff the hardest as we are considering a cut 

to hours and some benefits... but at present everyone who wants a job has one on a fair hourly rate. 

We may lose 3 members of staff through this restructure however there may also be scope to use 

the Job Support Scheme”. 
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 “Subject to current restrictions, if they continue and if we couldn't open our facilities (which is our 

main source of income), we may reduce at least 50% of the staff. Currently we have sustained due 

to Furlough schemes”.  

 “We may have to make significant redundancies next year”. 

 “Possible redundancies are under review (these would be just prior to new financial year)”. 

 
Many organisations had not necessarily reduced the number of staff they employed but had instead “cut 
back on casual paid employees”, “staff moved onto zero-hour contracts” and “staff have had to reduce 
their hours by 50%”.  
 

 “We have had to cut back on casual paid employees for youth sessions”. 

 “While we haven't made any staff redundant, the number of hours worked by our workshop delivery 

staff has reduced and they have moved onto zero-hour contracts”. 

 “In addition to our employed staff we also provided regular work to our team of approximately 10 

freelance workers, we are now only able to provide work for 3 of our freelance workers”. 

 “We have had to cut the hours by half - so from full time to part time. By doing this we can manage 

financially until March”. 

 “We have lost 2 already with potentially another 2 before Christmas”. 

 
Later on in this report there is more analysis on the effect of COVID-19 on staff and volunteers, but several 
organisations raised the following issues when asked about staff numbers: 
 

 “The social and psychological benefits of working together in a physical space have been eroded by 

Covid. Also unable to work with customers face to face has meant service provision has suffered as a 

result. Talking by email or on the telephone is less effective than face to face. Staff have been less 

motivated than otherwise, because we have been unable to provide listening services in the usual 

way”. 

 “Have personally worked 6 days a week since 16th March 2020 and my amazing staff team have all 

put in extra hours along with all the wonderful volunteers that have gone over and above to deliver 

services and to ensure our community has been able to remain in lockdown”. 

 “Our volunteer base at the moment is still very unsure about returning so 75% of them are not yet 

back in their volunteer role. Our paid staff numbers are at the moment the same but as we are 

needing to cover many roles that were done by volunteers plus additional roles it is putting a strain 

on the staff whilst we are also have to manage loss of earn income and plan for what next. Lots of 

challenges ahead. We had a new pool of volunteers during lockdown but many are not back at work 

and unable to continue”. 

 
While most organisations in this survey had not reduced staff numbers, 14% had already reduced numbers, 
and only 60% of organisations employing staff said they didn’t envisage a need to make staff redundant by 
the end of 2020: 
 
“Covid has impacted the charity in that we are now winding down the charity for the end of December 

2020. The charity was operating in a challenging environment pre-Covid and the impact of the significant 

decrease in income from venue hire has meant the charity has taken the difficult decision to close”. 
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Volunteering 
 

Impact of COVID-19 on volunteering Numbers 

Volunteering Numbers January 2020 and October 2020 
 
Organisations were asked to state the number of volunteers they had in January 2020 and in October 
2020, this was to see the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on volunteer numbers. In January 2020, 9% of 
organisations said they had no volunteers, by October 2020 this had increased by 10 percentage points to 
nearly one in five organisations (19%) having no volunteers. Also, in January 2020 nearly half or 
organisations (45%) said they had sixteen or more volunteers, by October 2020 less than a quarter of 
organisations (24.5%) said they had sixteen or more volunteers. 
 
In the previous Sector Resilience Survey (July 2020), 35% of organisations said they had no volunteers, this 
though has reduced to 19% of organisations saying they had no volunteers (October 2020) which may 
imply that some organisations are reengaging with their regular volunteers. However, for many 
organisations, the number of people volunteering at their organisations has significantly decreased when 
compared to the start of the year. 

 
Comparisons of number of volunteers 
organisations reported January 2020 
and October  2020 

Number of 
Organisations 
January 2020 
 

% of 
Organisations 
January 2020 
 

Number of 
Organisations 
October 2020 

% of 
Organisations 
October 2020 
 

No Volunteers 18 9% 40 19% 

1-2 Volunteers 14 7% 23 11% 

3-6  Volunteers 24 11% 37 18% 

7-15 Volunteers 61 29% 57 27% 

16-30 Volunteers 35 17% 30 14% 

31-50  Volunteers 27 13% 9 4% 

51-100 Volunteers 17 8% 6 3% 

101 – 200 Volunteers 7 3% 1 0.5% 

201 + Volunteers 8 4% 6 3% 

 
 
Volunteering numbers March – August 2020 compared to October 2020 
 
Organisations were asked if their volunteer numbers had increased or decreased during March - August 
2020, when compared to January 2020. This question was asked to see the effect of COVID-19 on 
volunteering numbers. More than half of organisations (62%) said the volunteering numbers had reduced, 
with only 11% of organisations saying their volunteering numbers had increased.  

 

During March – August 2020 did your total number of volunteers increase or decrease when 
compared to January 2020? 
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During March – August 2020 did your total number of 
volunteers increase or decrease when compared to 
January 2020? 

Number of 
organisations 

Percentage 

Increased 21 11% 

Decreased 119 62% 

Stayed about the same 51 27% 
Only organisations that worked with volunteers have been included in the above calculation 

 

Reasons for reduction in volunteering numbers 
 
Organisations that reported they had a reduction in volunteering numbers were asked to identify the 
reasons for this reduction. The biggest reason identified (61%) was that volunteers stopped volunteering 
due to shielding, and just over half (51%) of organisations said they had stopped delivering services that 
volunteers were involved in. 
 
More than one in four (28%) organisations said they were unable to support volunteers as staff were 
working from home, and the same number of organisations (28%) said they had been unable to engage 
their volunteers since the “first lockdown”. 

 
If you said there was a reduction in Volunteer 
numbers please can you tick which statement(s) apply 
to your organisations: 

Number of 
organisations 

Percentage 

Many of our volunteers had to stop volunteering due to shielding 64 54% 
Services stopped which meant we no longer needed volunteers 54 45% 
As staff have been working from home we have been unable to 
support our volunteers. 

29 24% 

We have been unable to engage our volunteers since Covid-19. 31 26% 
Other (specified below) 25 21% 
Only organisations that said they had seen a reduction in volunteer numbers are included in the above 
calculation. Organisations were able to tick more than one statement meaning total percentages are above 
100%. 

 
Other reasons as stated by organisations around reduction/increase in volunteer 
numbers. 
 
Organisations were asked to specify any additional reasons for a reduction in volunteer numbers that were 
not included in the statements for them to tick. Several organisations talked about the challenges of 
volunteering while following “social distancing”, volunteering in “small spaces”, and recruiting volunteers 
while “unable to meet face to face” was difficult. 
 
Reasons organisations gave for reduction in volunteering numbers: 
 

 “Reduction to comply with physical distancing guidelines” 

 “We stood down volunteers for their well-being and safety” 

 “Recruitment hard when unable to meet face to face” 
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 “Some volunteers were in face to face situations which we were not able to facilitate” 

 “Confines of our small premises meant that the capacity for volunteers was reduces, even working 

more days” 

 “Service changed from direct client contact to delivery altering the roles available. Additionally, 

reduced space due to social distancing means less people allowed in buildings” 

 
Several organisations said because they were now delivering “remotely” it made it difficult for volunteers: 
“Services were delivered remotely or stopped making continuation opportunities difficult.”. Many 
organisations also reported that their volunteers had not returned due to “fears for their own safety” and 
that they were “anxious about returning”. Numerous organisations specifically identified challenges in 
reengaging with older volunteers: “Most of our volunteers are over 65, so nervousness was a main factor.” 
 
Other reasons organisations said there had been a reduction in their volunteering numbers: 
 

 “Services were delivered remotely or stopped making continuation opportunities difficult” 

 “Due to lack of consistent services many of our volunteers have disengaged” 

 “We are still in regular contact but they can't deliver at the moment” 

 “Risk mitigation - reducing the number of contacts and many volunteers have learning difficulties - 

placing them at high risk” 

 “Some of our volunteers are older members of society who have felt unable to continue volunteering 

due to fears for their own safety; some volunteers have also struggled to engage with the shift to 

digital work we have had to implement” 

 
Additional comments around reasons for reduction in volunteer numbers: 
 

 “We have been unable to arrange training opportunities, which had previously been one of the main 

incentives for volunteering” 

 “Some volunteers feel very anxious about returning” 

 “A couple of our volunteers had to stop volunteering due to shielding” 

 “Retirement of committee member through poor health” 

 “Some passed away” 

 “We could no longer enter the GP surgery but volunteers still helping on virtual platforms” 

 “Due to lack of consistent services many of our volunteers have disengaged” 

 “We are still in regular contact but they can't deliver at the moment” 

 “We have maintained our volunteer numbers, but many of them are unable to work at the moment. 

We continue to engage actively with them every few weeks, where they are unable to work, to keep 

them up to date and involved. Our volunteer drivers have been stalwarts and some of our library 

volunteers come in after hours to re-stock shelves, etc.” 

 “Some took other opportunities such as supermarket jobs” 

 

 
 
Volunteering response to COVID-19 
Impact of COVID-19 on volunteer numbers and volunteers in general 
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Organisations were asked: 
 
“What has been the impact of COVID upon your volunteer numbers and volunteers in general? (We are 
particularly interested to know has there been changes in the profile of your volunteers, have you had 
new volunteers, are you finding it difficult to engage with your long term volunteers and any other 
impact upon your volunteers and volunteers’ numbers).” 
 
The following section of this report looks at what organisations said when answering this question. 
 
In response to COVID-19 there was an amazing volunteering response:  
 

 “We took on about 100 new volunteers” 

 “We have new volunteers who wanted to get involved in the food bank” 

 “We had an influx of volunteers during the pandemic to cope with the increase in demand” 

 “As we are part of the delivery of the Leeds Cares Volunteer Scheme we have increased our 

volunteer numbers - at least doubled our usual volunteer numbers” 

 “We previously did not have any volunteers but a specific project required volunteers during 

lockdown. It was surprisingly easy to recruit volunteers. Mainly people looking for something to do 

during this time” 

Because of this volunteering response several organisations said “we have had more volunteers”, “lot of 
new volunteers to join us” and “new volunteers to help with the community response to Coronavirus.” 
Many organisations talked about how many of these “new volunteers” were often different from their 
“usual” volunteer profile: 
 

 “A further 250 volunteers stepped forward to provide emergency support for people. These were 

generally working age people who had been furloughed or students, compared with our ""usual"" 

profile of volunteer who would typically be recently retired” 

 “They are very different from our regular volunteers who are usually participants turned volunteer. 

The new volunteers are mostly working people who have been furloughed and come from further 

afield in the City than our local communities” 

 “Due to the changes in roles during the altered operation we have had new volunteers coming on 

board to develop the new operating system these have tended to be from a younger age group due 

to the physical activity and computer literacy requirements” 

 “Our regular volunteers are unable to volunteer currently - some because they have been shielding - 

but mostly because the normal activities that they would volunteer at like groups meeting; 

community gardens; contributing to creative projects have not been happening. Most of our regular 

volunteers do not have cars and some have their own mobility and health needs which prevent them 

from volunteering on the Leeds Cares scheme” 

A significant number of organisations said that many of these “new volunteers” were no longer able to 
volunteer as they had “returned to work or university” or were “no longer available”: 
 

 “At the start of lockdown, we allowed a lot of new volunteers to join us to assist in shopping etc. A 

lot of these have returned to work and are no longer available” 

 “We had around 30 regular volunteers. We then recruited another 150 volunteers in March and 

April from the local community. These were mostly people who were on furlough for working from 

home or part time, also students now at home and newly retired. We moved to running double the 

number of shifts. Since then, in August around 50% of these have now gone back to work or were 
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unable to continue volunteering due to other commitments. Some of our longer term volunteers are 

also coming back, but around half will not be back at all.” 

 “Due to the increase in demand for our services we have needed to recruit more volunteers with 

more specialist skills and substantial experience in our area. However, these are only short term 

volunteers that will soon need to return to paid employment. This has only been possible as larger 

organisations have had to release staff due to their shortfall in funding. It is hoped that we will soon 

be able to secure additional funding which will enable us to employ these volunteers.” 

 “Our new volunteers are dropping off since the end of the national lockdown and they return to 

work. We are finding it increasingly difficult to recruit volunteers.” 

Some of these “new volunteers” had found “new volunteering roles” or had continued providing 
COVID-19 support activities: “we had a surge of volunteers join us to support vulnerable people 
throughout COVID. Some have continued”. Several organisations though also commented how they had 
found it difficult to find roles for volunteers: 
 

 “As we changed our approach during covid (becoming a food hub) we were able to recruit more 

volunteers for this purpose however we lost volunteers due to the lack of services which interested 

them.” 

 “Our workload increased massively however, due to the sensitive data protection policy we were 

unable to involve our volunteers with day to day work.” 

 “More people are coming forward wanting to volunteer but no opportunities just yet.” 

 “Our core volunteer numbers pre covid were in the region of 30 people (90% of them over 70!). 

During covid many people stepped up and we recruited a new pool of volunteers to help with 

shopping, prescriptions etc. and we had a total of 70 sign up and about 40-50 became regular 

volunteers. Many of these were on furlough so were able to help. We surveyed to see if they were 

happy to continue volunteering and have a reasonably positive response but in reality only 1 or 2 at 

the moment have been able to volunteer with our 'normal' activities and the help has been adhoc 

rather than being able to provide a regular commitment. Our original core volunteers are slowly 

feeling they are able to return but only about 30% of them so far.” 

 
While many Third Sector organisations were directly involved in delivering COVID-19 Support activities, 
many organisations amended, reduced or stopped delivery of core services, resulting in reduced 
opportunities for volunteers, particularly “longer term” and “our volunteers”.   
 

 “As we are not delivering any sessions at the moment. So none of our volunteers are active now.” 

 “Our in-person services ceased, which meant we had no need for physical volunteers.” 

 “We usually engage around 70-100 people each year to volunteer on the houses we refurbish. 

Under lockdown, we have not been able to engage volunteers due to safe operating procedures. For 

Canopy, it has meant a slowdown in the rate we turn round properties. The impact on volunteers 

has varied - Young volunteers have lost the opportunity to learn construction skills; older volunteers 

have lost the opportunity to share their skills; volunteers with social problems have lost the ability to 

be part of a team and get involved in meaningful activity; and all have lost the sense of achievement 

they get from volunteering with Canopy.” 

 “Most of our volunteers have had to be 'mothballed' for now due to our inability to offer our normal 

services. We hope to be able to reuse most of these volunteers in due course but nothing can be 

guaranteed. We have picked up a handful of new volunteers throughout lockdown but our needs 

are currently greatly reduced.” 
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New Volunteering Roles 
 

Due to social distancing and other COVID-19 influences, many Third Sector organisations had to change the 
ways in which they deliver services: “we have lost volunteers who do our community transport but 
increased them on a befriending project”, and “our numbers have decreased significantly due to people 
being more cautious, local lockdowns, social distancing work restrictions etc.”.  
 
New roles for volunteers have been developed, however, in contrast to this is that for many volunteers, 
the role they did before COVID-19 may no longer exist: 
 

 “We recognize the need to look at how we induct and train as many of our volunteers are now not 

able to come into our buildings and the offer is different.” 

 

 “When lockdown first began, we repurposed the organisation as a community response centre for 

the local area, organising food and medicine deliveries, and providing signposting, coordination 

with local businesses and organisations, and emotional support for isolated and vulnerable people. 

About 200 volunteers came forward, many of whom had never volunteered with us before, and 

mostly of a younger demographic, while the majority of our regular volunteers, mostly of an older 

demographic, were unable or unwilling to volunteer with us. In September, we handed over the 

community response efforts to another organisation, and many of the new wave of volunteers 

returned to work or university, but some have started volunteering with us long-term. As things 

stand, we don't yet know when we will be able to return to normal activities, but we know of several 

older volunteers who have made the decision that they won't be returning to volunteer with us.” 

 

 “With pretty much all pre-covid volunteer roles, physical presence was required. Since our 

adaptation to COVID, much of this is on the phone or through remote computer access to help 

people with sight loss connect with others, and grow their independence” 

 

 “The shape of the work has changed so we no longer do informal drop in sessions in community 

advocacy and so have lost 10 volunteers; we matched other volunteers with people with learning 

disabilities living in the community and this area of our work was unaffected. Our mentoring service 

similarly continued unaffected. It was just our community volunteer numbers which were hit.” 

 

 “Some volunteers are not involved because the work has changed, new volunteers have now got 

involved in new work. providing online services. rather than face-to-face work.” 

 

 “It's been hard to carry on the tasks we did because we've had to stop various groups - our fear is 

that we will lose people due to a lack of connection.” 

 

Re-engaging with longer term volunteers 
 
The importance of maintaining a “connection” with volunteers, even when not currently actively 
volunteering, was identified by many organisations as being important. Many organisations are working 
towards volunteers being able to return: “we have maintained contact with volunteers and are working 
with them to return to us”. 
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 “We are maintaining contact with our volunteers and have been able to engage with 3 in 

undertaking roles different to their normal ones” 

 “We envisage that volunteers will return once the service is back to full capacity. Through the period 

of Covid -19 March-September the staff have continued to communicate and speak with the 

volunteers, checking on welfare and informing the volunteers what is happening with the service.  

We hope that the majority of the volunteers will return once we are back to full service. A few 

volunteers have continued to run virtual groups and gardening service it maintains in grounds of the 

library buildings.” 

 “We have always taken great pride in the way that we look after and support our volunteers. We 

have registered with us, 359.” 

 “Our volunteers are still in contact and help when needed on virtual platforms.” 

 “Have kept in contact with volunteers and had meetings.” 

 “We kept in touch with all volunteers throughout lockdown, even when services were closed, via 

email updates and pastoral phone calls. On services resuming, our active volunteer complement has 

reduced by 50% from 8 to 4, mostly due to shielding but one for work reasons and another declining 

to use PPE. However, the remaining four have been enthusiastic and flexible about our revised ways 

of working.” 

Several organisations said “volunteers are not yet confident enough to re-join us” or talked about the 
challenges of maintaining contact with volunteers “when we don’t have face to face contact.” Other 
organisations talked about the challenges faced by volunteers that were being asked to adapt to new 
“procedures and protocols and increased paperwork”. 
 

 “It has not been as easy to engage with our long-term volunteers and we have no new volunteers at 

present.” 

 “Now we have recommenced services, most volunteers are not yet confident enough to re-join us.” 

 “It is difficult to engage with some long term volunteers if we don't have face-to-face contact 

especially since some are not very good at responding by emails.” 

 “We have fewer volunteers but are still not fully operational. Volunteers are struggling with changes 

to procedures and protocols and increased paperwork.” 

Lack of capacity to support volunteers 
 
Several organisations identified challenges around providing adequate “support” and “supervision” for 
volunteers. Reasons given were the challenges in supporting “volunteers remotely” and staff “don’t have as 
much time”. 
 

 “Direct supervision is more difficult to achieve in a safe way” 

 “Volunteer numbers have decreased mainly because it is difficult to support volunteers remotely.” 

 “Our staff also don't have as much time at the moment to supervise volunteers” 

 “Due to remote working we were unable to truly support the diverse range of volunteering we had.” 

 “We have found that some volunteers have declined our support and felt neglected so no longer 

want to work with us. Most of our volunteers use the Centre as social contact but we have not been 

able to offer this.” 
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Supporting Vulnerable volunteers 
 
Many organisations shared their experiences of the challenges faced in supporting and keeping volunteers 
engaged that had “long term condition(s)”, “vulnerable” volunteers, and volunteers who were “young 
adults with learning disabilities”. For many volunteers adapting to using “digital skills”, being able to “feel 
safe”, and the “risk of meeting” were significant barriers in actively engaging in volunteering.  

 

 “Many of our volunteers had a long-term condition and 3 volunteers have passed away during the 

last 6 months. We are finding it difficult to engage with some volunteers due to lack of digital skills 

or recourses. We are all feeling quite low and moral is difficult to keep up during these times.” 

 “A substantial number of our volunteers are in the ""Vulnerable"" group and higher so are not yet 

ready to return. They have indicated they will do so when they feel it is safe. We have had one 

enquiry from a new volunteer who, when seeing the situation, has never been heard from again. We 

believe it is likely that, at the end of the day, a substantial number will not return and envisage 

having to mount a recruitment campaign but feel that is pointless at present.” 

 “Many of our volunteers were also young adults with learning disabilities and the risk is too high to 

have most of them in work at the moment.” 

 “Due to many of our volunteers being vulnerable and in residential care, they have shielded since 

the start of the pandemic. 50% of the volunteer population returned in August but due to the new 

restrictions in Leeds and the spike in cases I have asked all volunteers to remain at home for the 

foreseeable future to protect the whole team” 

 “Volunteers reluctant to take risk of mixing / working thus numbers down by a good 50%.” 

 

Older Volunteers 
 
Organisations fed back that many older volunteers were finding it difficult to do volunteering that now 
relied on “digital access”, “meetings via zoom” or having to use “tech in a way they did not have to before”. 
One organisation stated that “a number of our older volunteers have told us that they will not be 
returning”.  
 

 “We have recently recruited new volunteers to fill any gaps and are finding that these are in the 

younger age groups” 

 “Volunteers nearly all over 70, some have no and do not want any digital access at all, so difficult to 

communicate with them. Also a lack of enthusiasm to engage with meetings via zoom etc. or 

engage with official documents such as govt. guidelines” 

 “fewer older people, vols forced to use tech in a way they did not have to before, we need them to 

own the tech and have enough money/credit to do zoom calls, as well as the ability to do these. 

Volunteering remotely is less rewarding and more stressful - plus it’s basically not what people 

signed up for. morale remains high but not sure how much this is a chin up, keep calm and carry on 

approach” 

As well as barriers for older volunteers around using “digital access”, organisations identified the fact that 
older volunteers felt “unwilling or felt unable to return”, they “want to stay away for safety”, or are 
“fearful of going out.” An important challenge in “coming out of” or in “adapting to” COVID-19 will be 
around re-engaging with and supporting vulnerable and older volunteers” 
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 “Most of our volunteers were older people. Many of them are now paranoid they will get COVID and 
die, even though nobody knows anyone else who has had it, and so they are refusing to become 
involved in activities out of far. Ironically the client group we support are older people who are 
socially isolated.” 

 “Most of our volunteers are retired age group. Some volunteers want to stay away for safety. Most 
did not want to deal with the public, putting pressure on a few volunteers to deliver public facing 
activities. Some new volunteers came forward who were willing to help remotely.” 

 “70% of our volunteers pre Covid are older people and since Covid restrictions, are not able to help. 

 Many volunteers support us in our charity shops; often they are older people, and although some 
have come back to their roles, many have been unwilling or felt unable to return due to the Covid-19 
pandemic.” 

 “Some of our volunteers have been able to safely return, however the older volunteers have largely 
chosen not (so they are able) to remain safe.” 

 “A small number are happy to volunteer, a few are self-isolating but wish they could volunteer, most 
are elderly and several have declined in health meaning they cannot volunteer.” 

 “Older volunteers who were fearful of going out so all are temporarily (we hope) are suspended 
from active roles but hoping to reengage when they are able.” 

 “We have had some interest from new volunteers and are in the process of adapting our training to 
be delivered online” 
 

Challenges to returning to pre-COVID Volunteering numbers 
  
As previously discussed the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic saw a significant new number of people 
come forward to volunteer, both formally and informally. However, 62% of organisations in this survey 
said their overall number of volunteers during March – August 2020 had decreased when compared to 
January 2020.  
Only 11% of organisations reported that their volunteer numbers had increased, many of these “missing 
volunteers” are undoubtedly the more “longer term” volunteers who are vital if many of the services 
delivered by VCSE organisations are able to return to delivering their important previous “core services”. 
It is also equally important that these “missing volunteers” are able to be re-engaged as volunteering is 
such a crucial element for so many people’s health and well-being. For many people – particularly those 
most vulnerable – volunteering gives them access to important social and support networks. 
  
 

 “Drastic drop in volunteers due to fears” 

 “The loss of volunteers is a concern for us in being able to continue to deliver our work” 

 “Our volunteers are generally reliant on public transport and, as such, have been unwilling to return 

to their roles post-lockdown” 

 “As we try to reconnect with our young members either virtually or face to face with strict 

guidelines, many of our volunteers are stepping down. It's difficult to recruit new ones as we're not 

able to showcase our usual settings” 

 “We’ve had new volunteers and are still supporting our original volunteers, they are struggling with 

feeling low” 

 “They have struggled with their mental health” 
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Areas of Service Delivery 

 
Organisations were given a list of delivery areas to choose the most relevant one(s) to their organisations. 
Organisations were asked to make choices in up to three areas. The list to choose from contained more 
categories than are included in the table below. All areas identified as main areas of delivery by at least 
10% of organisations have been listed.  
 
In this research the most common area of delivery that organisations said was their “main area of delivery” 
was:  
 

 Older People 

 Education and Training 

 Children/Young People 

 Mental Health 

 

How would you describe your main areas of delivery? (You can tick up 
to 3 categories) 

Number % 

Older People 51 24% 
Education and Training 49 23% 
Children/Young People 43 20% 
Mental Health 40 19% 
Community Hall/Village Hall 34 16% 
Community Development 34 16% 
Social Activities 34 16% 
Health 34 16% 
Social and Community Care 30 14% 
Disability 28 13% 
Arts, Culture & Heritage 26 12% 
Volunteering 25 13% 
Sport & Leisure 22 10% 
All areas of delivery that were identified by at least 10% of organisations have been listed. As organisations 
were asked to identify up to 3 categories the percentages add up to more than 100%. 

 

 
How has demand for services changed? 

Organisations were asked how demand for their services has changed since the start of the COVID-19 
pandemic.  

 40% of organisations said demand had increased; this is a similar to the 37% of organisations 
that said demand had increased in July2020 (Sector Resilience Survey, July 2020). 

 Just over one in four organisations (26%) said demand had decreased; this is significantly lower 
than the 41% of organisations that in July 2020 said demand had decreased. This may imply that 
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organisations that were originally finding it difficult to deliver services at the start of the COVID-
19 pandemic are now getting busier again. 

 About one in eight (12%) of organisations said that they were closed for delivery and 22% said 
that demand for their services had stayed the same. This percentage is exactly the same 22% of 
organisations saying demand for services has stayed the same in June 2020. 

 
In the previous Sector Resilience Survey (July 2020), 89% of organisations said that due to the COVID-19 
pandemic they had to close or put on hold all or part of their service. In this survey, questions were 
designed to get a sense of how many organisations were now delivering services, how many had put some 
services on hold, and how many were not currently delivering services.  
 
Key findings in this survey showed:  

 One in twelve organisations (8%) had stopped delivering services due to COVID-19 and all delivery 

had stopped. 

 Just under half of organisations (45%) had put some services on hold but were still delivering 

services. 

 Just over one in four organisations (27%) had closed during the “first lockdown” but were now 

reopening services. 

 Two in ten organisations (20%) said that none of their services had been stopped or put on hold. 

 

Have you had to close/put on hold all or part of your service? Number % 
Yes we closed during lockdown but are now reopening our services 54 27% 

All delivery has stopped and not restarted 17 8% 

Yes some services put on hold 91 45% 
No services have been put on hold or stopped 41 20% 

 
Organisations planning to restart delivery 
This survey asked organisations that had stopped or put on hold some services when they planned to re-
start these. 

 
Key findings in this survey showed:  

 28% of organisations said they didn’t know when their services would re-start. 

 26% of organisations said they were planning to re-start services in the next 1-2 months. 

 23% of organisations said they were planning to restart services before the end of 2020. 

 23% of organisations said they would be re-starting services next year. 

 
 
 

How has demand for your service changed? 
Number % 

Increased 82 40% 

Decreased 52 26% 
Stayed The Same 45 22% 

We are closed for delivery 24 12% 
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If you have stopped or put on hold some service delivery do you 
have plans to restart? 

Number % 

Yes within the next 1-2 months 37 26% 

Before the end of 2020 34 23% 
Next Year 33 23% 

Don’t know 41 28% 
Only those organisations that said they have closed/put on hold services have been used in this calculation. 

 

 

How are organisations maintaining services and how have they changed? 

 
In this survey, organisations were asked: “If you are maintaining a service how has it changed?”.  
Lots of organisations shared their experiences of now having to deliver through “using virtual platforms”, 
through switching to a “telephone service”, and “on line groups”. While many organisations had moved to 
deliver a “virtual offer”, some had tried maintaining some “blend between online and limited face to face” 
and “limited face to face”. 
 

 “We continue to offer wellbeing and befriending calls over the phone and by using virtual platforms. 

We actively signpost people to the right services and share information about services, however we 

are unable to support people to engage with successfully. The hand holding and walking then 

through the door element is currently not be offered” 

 “We work remotely rather than face-to-face.” 

 “We now run more telephone befriending services” 

 “We are providing telephone support on a weekly basis to all our 800 Service Users. Our Befriending 

Service has switched to a telephone service.” 

 “blend between online and limited face to face.” 

 “We no longer run the weekly group at the community centre and overnight changed to a 24/7 

WhatsApp group.” 

 “Our weekly groups were suspended on 16/3/20. Since then we have kept in touch with members 

with phone calls and emails to offer support and stay connected. We have been providing Facebook 

and Zoom Dancing for Well-Being sessions.” 

 “Group based support for mental health - this is now individual phone calls and on line groups - 

number of referrals have decreased. Counselling service has moved from face to face support to 

online and phone. 1:1 case work has moved from face to face to online or phone. Development of 

new groups is limited.” 

 “Legal support is now offered via phone/Zoom with some in-person appointments when necessary; 

we are setting up a digital legal advice surgery for our asylum seeker clients” 

 “Groups are now all via zoom, which is not as effective and which also means less people attending 

groups. We have had to pause all our training.” 

 “Some advice and support is still being offered on the phone where possible” 

 “We were slow to start digital delivery as we knew it would exclude around a third of our 

participants. Digital Leeds resources have been very useful in reducing this number. However, one-

to-one training has been needed to ensure people feel confident to join on-line groups.” 

 “We are unable to meet but run a What’s App group for members and a Zoom quiz weekly.” 
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Despite so many organisations adapting their delivery models, there were concerns expressed around 
those that “don't have the technology/can't use the technology/can't afford the technology”. Concerns 
were also expressed around technology not always being accessible “to the most vulnerable” and “not 
everyone can participate”: 
 

 “We are unable to deliver groups in person so have to do so via zoom. This means that not everyone 

can participate as they don't have the technology/can't use the technology/can't afford the 

technology. So our group’s numbers have diminished as a result.” 

 “No longer accessible to the most vulnerable” 

 “The main effect has been to the training and development of our volunteers with learning 

disabilities as they have not been able to attend due to local restrictions.” 

 “We are not able to facilitate larger group activities such as the wellbeing cafes and social support 

groups which are for some of the most vulnerable people.” 

 “No networking/events mean that we are not able to build relationships which, in turn, brings in 

work.” 

Some organisations shared their experiences of only being able to “offer a basic service”, delivery that “has 
stopped” and “services that are closed”: 
 

 “All under 18's work which was delivered in schools and colleges has stopped.” 

 “Because of social distancing we can only offer a very basic service” 

 “We are offering just under half our normal range of clubs but with greatly reduced capacities. This 

undoubtedly affects the financial viability of the service moving forwards” 

 “We are currently just offering one gathering per week to try and help isolated people within the 

community connect.” 

 “Some services commenced recently, due to 90% of the staff is on Furlough and govt guidelines 

restricted us to deliver certain services because of Social Distancing.” 

 “Majority of the services are closed” 

One organisation described in detail how this reduction in service had financially effected their 
organisation: 
 

“No longer able to offer emergency accommodation - gone from providing 14 emergency beds a 

night to 0 and no obvious way forwards. Office is shut - we're wasting £23k on offices we can’t use, 

but also can’t vacate in the crisis.” 

While some organisation stated that their service delivery had reduced, many more organisations 
described how they were now supporting “more people”, had seen an “increase in demand in services” and 
now had more “requests for support”: 
 

 “More people in need of support.” 

 “1:1 support was previously available but there has been a severe increase. Calls reached a 700% 

increase in the first couple of weeks” 

 “Increased numbers of families seeking support - for emotional and financial help as well as 

practical support.” 

 “More needing home support” 

 “We've seen an increase in demand in services where we support vulnerable, isolated people” 

 “Massive increased need for our work which is supporting and representing health and care third 

sector and wider third sector - we are a membership organisation” 
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 “More demand” 

 “More refuge requests” 

 “We have increased weekly allowances to destitute asylum seeker guests in our hosting schemes; 

offered books and activities for those self-isolating “ 

 “We run a Food Bank. Demand rose by 150% in April and May” 

 “demand was 80 % up year on year at the end of March” 

 “The service needs will be increased, as we take referrals from stat bodies and they are stretched 

and observing social distancing etc.” 

 “We deliver workshops and therefore the space required/participant has increased meaning we 

have had to reduce numbers/workshop just as demand has increased” 

 “As a day-care provider we have had increased interest from families eligible for 'free' childcare 

hours. Unfortunately, we need to reach close to our maximum capacity not to make a loss as these 

hours are underfunded. Due to aiming to maintain covid19 restrictions this is a significant challenge 

with staggered start and finish times etc.” 

 
Reflecting on how they had to adapt their services due to “government guidelines”, several organisations 
were having to “draw up lengthy risk assessments” and new procedures were taking “more time to 
process”:  

 

 “We have spent more time ensuring risk management and risk reducing activities in order to ensure 

risk of transmission remains as low as possible, keeping staff and service users as safe as possible. 

We have increased cleaning at the refuge. We have applied for Covid impact funds from various 

opportunities in order to assist to cover the unexpected costs in relation to Covid impact. Support 

and advice calls require more time to process.” 

 “We have had to adapt and put protective measures in place and phasing in our service users 

gradually. The community hub is here but without the buzz of activity” 

 “Our National H&S committee have had to draw up lengthy risk assessments and documentation for 

the tutors” 

 “Our service provision is totally dependent on the government guidelines and how these affect 

individuals and their businesses so we keep everyone up to date and they tell the directors how 

things work out. It is a weekly assessment of needs” 

 “Restrictions on visiting, constantly under review to maximise visiting in light of risk at the time” 

 

Digital Inclusion & Exclusion 
 

Are you finding digital exclusion an issue for people you work with? 
 
In the Sector Resilience Survey of July 2020, 74% of organisations said digital exclusion was an issue for 
people they worked with. In this survey there was a small reduction, in that 70% of organisations now 
thought digital exclusion was an issue for people they worked with. It may seem surprising that six months 
later, while many organisations have found new ways of working digitally, this figure has only reduced by 
4%.  
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Are you finding digital exclusion an issue for people you work with? Number % 

Yes 139 70% 
No 46 23% 

Unsure 15 7% 

 
What did organisations think are some of the main issues of accessing digital technology 
for people they worked with? 
 
Organisations were presented with a list of issues that can contribute to digital exclusion, organisations 
were asked to identify up to three issues. Three issues were significantly higher than any other identified, 
these were: 

 
1. People we work with are not confident using digital technology: 62% 

2. People we work with don’t have access to digital technology: 59% 

3. People we work with don’t have access to Wi-Fi connectivity: 49% 

Building on this point, organisations stated: 

 “Our service users are on a low income and struggle to afford access to Wi-Fi or digital technology” 

 “Financial poverty impacts on digital inclusion.” 

 “Most of our bereaved clients have only rudimentary IT at home- some not at all. They are having to 

rely on neighbours for basic provisions.” 

 “Live in rural area with variable Wi-Fi” 

Nearly one in four organisations (23%) said their organisation didn’t have the necessary resources to 
invest in digital technology that they needed for people they worked with. Furthermore, just over one in 
five (21%) of organisations thought that digital technology didn’t work for the services they delivered: 
 

 “We are all volunteers & use our own laptops. Do have website, twitter & fb but don't have spare 

funds to buy in Zoom or Microsoft Teams.” 

 “Staff find it easier to engage people to talk about difficult topics” 

 “Don't really see what difference is having a coffee morning with yourself and a screen, when you 

can you ring a friend” 

 
What do you think are some of the main issues that people you work 
with are encountering when accessing digital technology (tick up to 3 
boxes) 

Number % 

Lack of training for staff 21 10% 

We don’t have resources to invest in digital technology 49 23% 
People we work with don’t have access to digital technology 125 59% 

People we work with don’t have access to Wi-Fi connectivity 103 49% 

People we work with are not confident using digital technology 131 62% 
It doesn’t work well for the services we deliver 45 21% 

Other (please specify): 25 12% 

 
Other reasons for digital exclusion that are faced by people organisations work with:  
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Organisations were asked to identify other issues/barrier that contributed to digital exclusion to people 
they worked with. The fact that many people were dealing with “poverty” meant for many they can’t 
afford a “Smart Phone so cannot access the technology”, and there was not always adequate support 
available for people to “learn the skills”: 
 

 “Financial poverty impacts on digital inclusion” 

 “Not all our customers can afford a Smart Phone so cannot access the technology” 

 “We work with some people in supported living who don`t have access to digital technology, the 

homes don`t make it available to residents and don`t support their residents to learn the skills.” 

The Sector Resilience Survey of July 2020 identified that “many organisations identified that poverty is a 
key factor in access to online services, and lack of access can cause exclusion”. This was an issue that was 
also identified in this research. Several organisations shared the challenges faced by people who “speak 
English as a second language”, those with “additional needs” and “older people find it hard to learn a new 
skill”: 
 

 “Many of our beneficiaries speak English as a second language and we are based in an area of 

deprivation so there are multiple barriers.” 

 “It takes a lot to staff time to talk through and explain in community languages. Due to their 

disabilities, staff even have supported them with video call explaining how to download or use an 

app. Most of our staff work part time and with one individual it can take up to 1-2 hours to set up 

and then on a weekly basis when they need support to join the group for online classes” 

 “Attention span online is limited for some children, especially those with additional needs.” 

 “Older people find it hard to learn a new skill, would much prefer to just talk on the phone, don't 

really see what difference is having a coffee morning with yourself and a screen, when you can you 

ring a friend.” 

One organisation shared the belief that there was a particular challenge in engaging with people online. 
This was particularly difficult when asking new people to share sensitive issues. Another organisation 
commented on the challenges faced by staff working at home that needed to have access to “confidential 
spaces” to support people:  
 

 “More difficult for our clients to engage with people you haven't met before on line, and to then 

discuss sensitive issues with them.” 

 “Some staff do not have confidential spaces at home to deliver support.” 

 
Several organisations though also shared how experiences of how “virtual platforms” had kept their 
organisation going and another organisation said they thought “enormous leaps and bounds” have been 
made by the VCSE sector in using digital technology “creatively”: 
 

 “ Virtual platforms have kept the Charity being able to contact members and with setting up 

individual training some members have now been able to join in.” 

 “We work with people who are themselves workers/volunteers - people across the sector have made 

enormous leaps and bounds in the past 6 months, both buying kit, leaning how to use it and 

applying creatively” 
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What did organisations think are some of the main issues of accessing digital technology 
for their staff? 
 
Organisations were given a list of potential barriers that may stop staff from accessing and using digital 
technology effectively. The most singularly identified issue was that “Staff are feeling isolated by relying on 
digital technology”, this was identified by more than a third of organisations (35%). The issue of staff 
feeling isolated is looked into in more detail later on in this report. The next biggest barriers identified was 
“Lack of training for staff”, and “We don’t have resources to invest in digital technology”, both of these 
issues were identified as barriers by more than one on four organisations (26%). Additionally, 7% of 
organisations said staff didn’t have access to home Wi-Fi. This may seem a small percentage, especially 
when compared to the 49% of organisations who thought people they supported didn’t have access to Wi-
Fi. This though was identified as a barrier by nearly one on fourteen of organisations. 
 
 

 
What do you think are some of the main issues that staff are 
encountering when accessing digital technology (tick up to 3 
boxes) 

Number % 

Lack of training for staff 56 26% 

Staff are feeling isolated by relying on digital technology 74 35% 
We don’t have resources to invest in digital technology 56 26% 

Staff don’t have access to home Wi-Fi connectivity 16 8% 
Other (please specify): 28 13% 

 
Other reasons for digital exclusion that are faced by staff 
 
More than one in four organisations (26%) said they didn’t have the resources to invest in digital 
technology for staff and several organisations highlighted this in the research. Organisations talked 
about “struggling to afford to update old IT equipment” and “Staff use own devices”: 
 

 “We are struggling to afford to update old IT equipment in our offices (though we are bidding for 

funding for this). Staff use own devices” 

 “We would like to develop digital technology to support the businesses of the future” 

 “Bad internet connectivity where we work” 

 “Slow internet speeds - having to use their own equipment” 

Several organisations shared their experiences of securing funding to provide staff with the equipment 
they needed and the difference this made: 
 

 “Staff did not have work laptops to use at home however through grants we were able to purchase 

and provide them. This included work mobiles.” 

 “Thanks to Covid emergency funds to support us buying few equipment i.e. laptop, headphones 

etc.” 

Some organisations said that a significant barrier for them was not having the help needed in “setting up” 
new digital systems, the “time to learn” and the “unreliability” of some software: 
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 “Many of our volunteers are running old computers with unsupported software and cannot access 

many of the services that would be useful. They are willing to upgrade but need help setting up and 

that is not possible with social distancing and restrictions.” 

 “The unreliability of many ICT packages, especially video conferencing.” 

 “New systems introduced which have taken time to learn as all training being done remotely” 

 “Zoom has its limitations.” 

While many organisations shared the challenges of staff working remotely and in new ways, many also 
thought staff were “managing well”: 
 

 “Staff seem to be managing well” 

 “Staff find it easier to engage people to talk about difficult topics” 

 “Not a problem for staff” 

 “I think our staff are managing fine with technology” 

 “We have digital technology and it is not a problem as such in our environment” 

Financial 
 

Thinking ahead how many months do you expect you can continue to be financially 
sustainable? 
 
In the July 2020 Sector Resilience Survey organisations were asked “Thinking ahead how many months do 
you expect you can continue to be financially sustainable?”. Organisations were asked this same question 
in this survey to provide a comparison with organisations feedback five or six months later. 
 

Thinking ahead how many months do you 
expect you can continue to be financially 
sustainable? 

Number  
(Oct. 2020) 

%  
(Oct. 2020) 

%  
(June 2020) 

1 Month 2 1% 5% 

3 Months 16 9% 17% 

6 Months 46 25% 33% 

12 Months 67 37% 27% 

Indefinitely 50 28% 18% 
Organisations that indicated “NA” when asked this question have been excluded from this calculation. It is possible 
organisations may have ticked NA because they have no financial concerns, but they could have ticked “indefinitely”. It 
could also be that organisations ticked “NA” as they had no paid staff and minimal running costs, 26% of organisations 
in this survey said they didn’t have at least one full time paid member of staff.  

 

Key findings in this survey showed: 

 10% of organisations said they did not expect to be financially stable beyond the next three 

months. This is a worrying statistic but it is a significant decrease on the 22% of organisations that 

said the same in June 2020. The explanation in the difference may be that some of these 22% of 

organisations (June 2020) that did not expect to be financially viable beyond three months have 

now closed. Another explanation is that organisations have now remained “financially viable” 

beyond three months through the use of reserves or through securing funding after June 2020. 
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 65% of organisations said they expected to be financially stable for at least 12 months, when 

organisations were asked the same question in June 2020 less organisations (45%) expected to be 

financially sustainable for 12 months or more. 

 While comparisons of financial stability may seem to show a more positive outlook now than it did 

June 2020, this may be because some organisations have now closed. In addition, this survey still 

showed that more than a third (35%) of organisations didn’t expect to be financially sustainable 

beyond six months. 

 
Further analysis is being undertaken around financially stability, using data used for this report and with 
wider data that covers other areas of Yorkshire & The Humber. This analysis is looking at “risk factors” that 
may be associated with financial sustainability, such as an organisations’ main area of delivery, number of 
staff, income and reserves.  
 

How COVID-19 has effected organisations “earned income” 
 
In the Resilience Survey of July 2020, several organisations shared their concerns around their ability to 
deliver activities that brought in “earned income” to their organisation. Examples of this included not being 
able to hire out rooms, deliver training, or other activities. 
 
In this survey organisations were asked “In ‘pre-COVID times’ was earned income an important source of 
funding for your organisation?” 
 

 More than a third of organisations (63%) said earned income was an important source of income.  

 
In “pre-COVID times” was earned income an important source 
of funding for your organisation? 

Numbers % 

Yes 132 63% 

No 79 37% 
 
Organisations that said earned income had been an important source of revenue were asked how much of 
their income was earned income in “pre-COVID” times. 65% of these organisations said “pre-COVID” times, 
earned income generated at least 26% of their total income, with nearly a third of organisations (32%) 
saying it had generated more than three quarters (76%) of their total income. 

 

If you generated earned income in "pre-COVID” times, 
approximately how much of your income was earned 
income? 

Number  %  

Up to 10% 24 19% 

11%- 25% 20 16% 
26% - 50% 32 25% 

51% - 75% 10 8% 
76% - 100% 41 32% 
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Organisations that generated earned income were asked how much their earned income had dropped 
when compared to “pre-COVID” times. 59% of organisations said earned income had more than halved 
(51% reduction) and 39% of organisations said their earned income had been reduced by at least three 
quarters (76% reduction). 

 

If you generated earned income in "pre-COVID" times, 
approximately how much has your earned income 
dropped since COVID-19 

Number  %  

It’s about the same 10 8% 

It has decreased by up to 25% 14 11% 

It has decreased by 26% - 50% 28 22% 
It has decreased by 51% - 75% 25 20% 

It has decreased by 76% - 100% 50 39% 
 
Over the last 6 months have you had to use your organisations financial reserves? 
In the July 2020 Resilience Survey, no specific question was asked around using financial reserves, however 
many organisations shared their experiences of having to use reserves to financial difficulties as a direct 
result of the situation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. In this survey, we felt it was important to find 
out more about how many organisations were relying on their reserves to “pay their bills.” 
 
Key findings in this survey showed: 
 

 More than a third (36%) of organisation have had to use their financial reserves over the past 6 months.  

 An additional 25% of organisations said they had not yet had to use their reserves but said they may need 

to before the end of 2020.  

 39% of organisations said they have not had to use financial reserves but an additional 7% of organisations 

said they had no financial reserves to use. 

 

Over the last 6 months have you had to use your organisations 
financial reserves? 

Number % 

Yes 66 36% 

Not yet but we may need to before the end of 2020 46 25% 
No 71 39% 
Only organisations that said they had financial reserves have been used in this calculation 

 

 “We have chosen to use our reserves and reallocate our resources rather than needing to survive” 

 “We may have to start using reserves, we normally keep at least 6 months of total running costs.” 

 “We are having to use reserves to meet income shortfalls each month. Obviously this is not 

sustainable long term. We negotiated a deferment of rent but the main risk is that the landlord will 

not defer this again in the new Year and we will have to pay £150% of rent each month” 
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If you have had to use reserves over the last 6 months, approximately how much of your 
reserves have you had to use? 
 
If you have had to use reserves over the last 6 months, 
approximately how much of your reserves have you had to use? 

Number % 

10% or less 23 35% 

11% - 25% 19 29% 

26% - 50% 9 14% 
51% - 75% 5 8% 

76% - 100% 5 8% 
Don’t Know 5 8% 

 
 
What did organisations think was their main risks to their income? (until the end of this 
financial year) 
 
Organisations in this research were asked: “Thinking about the period to until the end of the financial year 
(31 March 2021) what are the main risks to your income?” 
 

Loss of earned income and revenue 
 
In the Sector Resilience Survey of July 2020, many organisations highlighted the financial challenges they 
faced due to loss of earned income. In this research, many organisations again saw this loss of earned 
income as a major challenge to their financial stability. Many organisational relied on things like “room 
rental”, “membership fees” and “donor income” to be financially sustainable. Because of the COVID-19 
pandemic many of these sources of income have either stopped or been drastically reduced:  
 

 “Loss of room rental - whilst maintenance costs remain” 

 “No membership fees” 

 “Not being able to open our village hall” 

 “no cafe income as not safe to reopen due to spike in cases and vulnerable volunteers” 

 “Continued lockdown” 

 “We are very dependent or hiring out the Hall. Some hirers have returned, with some new faces, but 

income will not be back to normal.” 

 “Buildings not generating income and having to decide to keep or ditch” 

 “Room hire not picking up - Covid restrictions forcing people to work online and not meet in person - 

having to use reserves and making redundancies” 

 “Our main risk for sessional hire relies on the government allowing sport and health and educational 

classes to continue.” 

 “Our income comes from a) invested funds in the form of endowments b) income from the rent of 

buildings c) fees for management of grant programmes.” 

 “Rycroft leisure is a sports and youth centre; our youth centre side is grant funded so at the moment this is 

sustainable. However, our sports centre is reliant on income from the bar, food sales, gym and room hire plus 

the user groups such as football and majorettes training and competitions. Pre Covid we had a lot of disabled 
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groups that used the sports paying for bike hire, buying food and drinks which all contributed to the 

sustainability of the centre.” 

 “Our financial year ends on 31st December. Main risks are enforced closure, a reduction in footfall as 

individuals feel reluctant to visit or hire the premises, inability to screen or showcase events.” 

 “Fundraising via social events, the Summer Gala and a Fireworks event has not been possible” 

 
Many organisations are dependent on delivering services to achieve an income, without this delivery 
most organisations are not bringing in enough income to cover their core costs.  
 
Organisations said “funding applications will not cover staff costs for everyday work”, “we have to work 
with much smaller group numbers” and “our groups we will have no income”: 

 

 “The main risks to income Oct-March will be if we have to close our dementia cafes again. Income 

from these is £550 per month (i.e. £3300 over the 6 months)” 

 “We cannot offer a full service; therefore, our income stream is reduced. Core costs - staff wages are 

an issue as most funding applications will not cover staff costs for everyday work keeping us viable, 

including time for future planning, writing bids, building partnerships etc.” 

 “The main risks to income streams is the lack of earned income from our countryside activities. This 

is because we have either had to suspend services or because we have to work with much smaller 

group numbers when we do go out.” 

 “If we can’t restart our groups we will have no income apart from a small amount from a charge for 

Zoom sessions.” 

 “Drop in need due to increase in virus” 

 “School closures and therefore our services not being needed” 

 “no customers” 

 “The lack of demand for community transport and social distancing requirements making room hire 

booking unlikely” 

The need for longer term funding 
 
The VCSE Sector often has to rely on short-term funding. This is never ideal and it does not allow 
organisations to plan long-term. The COVID-19 pandemic has understandably lead funders to offer short 
term funding to deliver “Covid support activities.” While this funding has been vital for allowing 
organisations to deliver important actives and support, several organisations commented on how this 
short term funding was “not allowing charities to plan for longer term”:  
 

 “Too many Trusts and Foundations are focusing on emergency funding and not allowing charities to 

plan for longer term.” 

 “As well as dealing with services during Covid additional pressure to apply for additional funding 

from other sources for sustainability has been immense!” 

 “The requirement of all emergency funds to be spent by year end, creating a cliff edge for many 

organisations whose earned income streams will not have recovered by then.” 

 “Unless we are successful in gaining some of the funding bids submitted our reserves will be 

completely depleted and trustees may have to close the charity and make staff redundant” 

 “We are fortunate to be supported by the National Lottery Covid fund to cover our overheads over 

the next six months... this gives us enough breathing space to improve our trading income back to 

pre-Covid levels and aspirations” 
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 “Council contracts being terminated due to lack of funding having serious repercussions on the 

Charity.” 

 

Flexibility of Funders 

How flexible have funders been during the COVID-19 pandemic? 
 
In the July 2020 Resilience Survey, 15% of organisations said funders “had not been flexible”, in this survey 
only 4% of organisations stated that “none have been flexible.” Also, in this survey more than half of 
organisations (54%) said that funders had “All have been flexible.” An additional 42% of organisations said 
funders have offered “Some flexibility.” 

 
If you receive grant/contract income, have funders 
offered flexibility? 

Number % 

Yes – All been flexible 82 54% 

No – None have been flexible 6 4% 
Some flexibility 65 42% 
Only organisations that said they received grant/contract income have been included in this calculation.  

 
How have funders been flexible? 
Organisations gave lots of examples of how funders had “enabled us to re-invest underspends”, “have 
allowed funding to be spent on new ways of working” and “to use funds in the way we see best”. Many 
organisations talked in terms of how funders have “supported and valued our changes”, and imposed “less 
restrictions on how money is spent” and “allowed us to redeploy some staff”. 
 
One organisation detailed the positive outcomes that can be achieved when funders offer flexibility:  
 

 “Funders have been proactive in talking with us. Understating of the issues we are facing. 

Reduced the monitoring burden. Appreciating that the services have had to shift to meet the 

needs of our service users, and trust! They trust us!” 

 

Organisations provided numerous examples of how funders have supported changes to delivery and 
allowed for flexibility over how resources are invested. Responding to changes caused by the pandemic, 
organisations welcomed the ability to “use funds in the way we see best”: 
 

 “Money allowed to be diverted” 

 “Amendments to delivery methods accepted” 

 “Enabled us to re-invest underspends, adapted ways of working” 

 “Understanding of changes to service” 

 “Allowed us to use funds in the way we see best” 

 “We have been able to adjust our service to ensure we are following the current restrictions and 

enable social distancing and adequate health and safety. The adjustment is different to the delivery 

we had intended when receiving statutory funding” 

 “Supported and valued our changes in focus responding to need of our members” 

 “Flexible in ways of working and re-assignment of funds to priority activity” 

 “Sharing ideas and problem solving solutions” 
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 “Allowed us to redeploy some staff in the emergency phase” 

 “Purchase of equipment to change delivery methods” 

Many organisations gave examples of how funders had allowed flexibility to allocate resources to COVID-
19 pandemic support and activities: 
 

 “Redirected our funding to Covid support” 

 “Asked us to flex our services to support the Covid community response locally” 

 “Allowing us to use funding for Covid-19 related support” 

 “They have all agreed for us to adjust the service to meet the needs of the pandemic in the short 

term” 

 “Two funders are happy for us to reprioritise our work delivery based on our experience we gained 

during COVID19. We are currently working on this” 

Some funders had supported the move to remote services: 
 

 “A couple of project funders have allowed us to re-allocate grants between budget lines to better fit 

with what we have been able to deliver from home-based working” 

 “Allowed us to change project delivery to deliver training and events online” 

 “Allowing different ways of working (remote contact with service users instead of face to face)” 

A few organisations had been offered advanced payments and had received funding without as many 
“conditions” as normal. Others were offered a simplified application processes:   
 

 “Have paid in advance” 

 “Paid a year up front” 

 “have paid up to 3 months in advance” 

 “We have received grants without conditions” 

 “No conditions applied to the new grant we have received” 

 “The Hospitality grant was easy to access and kept us in business” 

 “Received one £500 grant. No restrictions on how I could use it” 

 “Agreeing that a loan element of funding would not have to be paid back” 

 “bunging us cash, occasionally” 

 “I think the application process has been simplified and quicker and results issued faster” 

 “Offered Booster grants and emergency grants without a lengthy application process” 

Many organisations talked in term of how funders had “extended deadline for delivery”, allowed resources 
to be “rolled over”, “more time to complete projects” and “less stringent on reporting deadlines”:  

 

 “They have been more relaxed about spending/monitoring timeframes.” 

 “allowed paperwork not to be signed and meet audit standards (where we have not seen families)” 

 “Reduced requirements for reporting compared with normal” 

 “Flexibility with monitoring targets and evaluation methods - these don't always work well with 

remote working.” 

 “less focus on original outcomes” 

 “adjustments of targets” 
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 “Funders have been very understanding that our ability to support our volunteers has been greatly 

affected by the Covid 19 pandemic and have continued to support us with our agreed funding. We 

are very grateful.” 

 “Extended delivery dates by 3 months.” 

 “less stringent on reporting deadlines” 

 “Given us more time to complete projects” 

Organisations’ feedback suggested that some funders had been flexible through being “relaxed about 
spending”, “accepted some shortfalls” and “recognition of core overheads”. Similarly, several organisations 
described funders as being flexible through “less demand for reporting” and that funders had “simplified 
the reporting”: 
 

 “They have been more relaxed about spending/monitoring timeframes” 

 “Projects have been put back but the funds remain with us even though delivery outcomes are 

delayed” 

 “Reduction in the number of people we need to work with” 

 “Funders have been very understanding that our ability to support our volunteers has been greatly 

affected by the Covid 19 pandemic and have continued to support us with our agreed funding. We 

are very grateful.” 

 “They have been more relaxed about spending/monitoring timeframes.” 

 “Some funders have continued to fund us even though we are unable to offer our usual services.” 

 “Reduced requirements for reporting compared with normal” 

 

In what ways have some funders not shown flexibility? 
 

Organisations that has said funders had not shown flexibility were asked: “what have been the reasons for 
funders not offering flexibility?”. While the majority of organisations shared their experiences of the 
flexibility of funders, some organisations felt their funders had not provided adequate reasoning, 
suggesting “they haven't provided reasons”, “I wish I knew! Ask Whitehall or the EU!” and “difficult people”. 
 

 “No idea, some not flexible at all” 

 “They haven't provided reasons” 

 “The lack of flexibility has been from European funded projects where the rules are less flexible” 

 “National guidelines on big funders seem to be stricter for understandable reasons” 

 “We have also had some funders who have not been flexible and have still expected targets and 

claim deadlines to be met” 

 “They do not understand the impact of Covid on grass roots charities and how limited resources are 

to deliver support. Nor do they understand that digital is not always the answer” 

 

One organisation when asked in what ways has flexibility not been shown by funders said: 
 

 “Lack of understanding of how Covid-19 has impacted and the need to ensure that community 

organisations and community buildings can be sustained as they will be a critical part of the 

recovery planning and new support required in the coming weeks, months and possibly years.” 
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Sources of support and advice that organisations are using. 
 

Organisations were asked “What sources of support and advice are you using?” 
 

This same question was asked in the Sector Resilience Survey of July 2020 and the results, in terms of 
where people were going for advice, were fairly similar. One notable change is, however, apparent. In June 
2020, 29% of organisations said they were using “National Media” for advice, in this survey this had 
reduced to 20%.   

 
What sources of support and advice are you using? Number % 

National Infrastructure (e.g. NCVO) 58 27% 

Council for Voluntary Service (e.g. Voluntary or Community Action 
organisations) 

70 33% 

Other Infrastructure (e.g. Forum Central/SEYH, Community First 
Yorkshire) 

67 32% 

National media 43 20% 
NHS and related Health Services 46 22% 

Local Authorities 128 60% 
Local networks 119 56% 

Partners 77 36% 
Local contacts/other (please specify) 33 19% 

 

What support did organisations say they most need? 
Organisations were asked: “What are the top 2 areas in which you feel you need more support?” 
 
Financial support 
The biggest requested support need was around financial assistance and funding, with organisations 
stating “We need cash”, “Operating costs”, and “Staff salaries”. Many organisations talked about the 
challenges of being able to pay their “overheads” and “running costs”:  
 

 “The national £10,000 Business Rate rebate grant has saved us from closure but this needs to be repeated” 

 “Financial sustainability” 

 “Financial support for our plans to develop new business ideas and to continue to improve and maintain the 

building to a high business and community standard to meet the modern day needs (which is a challenge as it 

is a 1932 build)” 

 “Direct government funding separate from that delivered by the Big Lottery would be a great help. 

 “Finance and funding opportunities (particularly opportunities for local authority tendering and 

commissioning)” 
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 “Local authority - rent reductions” 

 “Funding to get back up and running with smaller groups in mind due to social distancing I would 

have to charge more for my sessions” 

 “Guarantee that minimum operating costs can be covered to avoid the building/ organisation going 

under” 

 “Lobbying of key funders like Big Lottery to release new criteria for future non-emergency funding 

and resumption of funding streams; accepting larger contributions to core” 

Opportunities for funding? 
One organisation asked for “more clarity from funders on when grant programmes will reopen” and 
another organisation shared their concerns around some funders not being “open for business”: 
 

 “Post March 2021 funding - none of the main grant bodies appear to be open for business and this imperils 

our whole outfit. Next year we have a 250k shortfall which I would usually have submitted grant apps for 

maybe 50% of this already. I have not so far because the grant makers are not open to new proposals of this 

kind.” 

Support going digital 
Many organisations called for support in “going digital”. As organisations are finding new ways of 
working, often needing a “digital offer”, that requires an “infrastructure” and “digital adaptation.” 
Therefore, it is not surprising that many organisations asked for “digital support”, “digital infrastructure” 
and “IT support”: 
 

 “Use of IT platforms to deliver services online” 

 “A grant to improve our online presence would be helpful” 

 “Using Zoom & WhatsApp ourselves so okay currently but may need more help from the surgery to advertise 

which they have done previously as our charity was originally run & supported by the Patient Participation 

Group” 

 “Purchase of laptops for volunteer leaders to offer our services digitally, and also the same for some young 

members so they can access it and be included” 

 “Digital technology and access for clients” 

 “Our Service Users are in the majority over 75 years of age, and they do not have broadband at home, or a 

computer. The majority of them do not have any IT skills and they have really suffered with loneliness and 

social isolation over the 'lockdown' period. We are currently trying to develop a Tablet Lending Scheme, 

where we would give those that were interested in learning IT, a computer tablet with a pre-loaded wifi card 

on it so that they could have an internet connection. We would then work with them remotely and guide 

them through how to develop their IT skills in partnership with Digital Leeds and 'Learn My Way' modules, 

using our own and BT's volunteers.” 

COVID guidance 
Another popular support request from organisations was “clearer guidance” and support surrounding 
“Covid Procedures”. Organisations asked to “reduce the amount of confusion”, “more explanation” and 
“advice on safely running events”: 

 

 “People who can dissect the confusing and ever changing messages about what you can and cannot 

do” 

 “COVID-related posters, clarification for volunteers” 

 “managing changes to guidance!” 

 “We need clearer guidance from government and more explanation of the reasons behind actions.” 

 “reduce the amount of confusion in the guidance provided.” 
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 “We need clearer guidance from government and more explanation of the reasons behind actions.” 

 “reduce the amount of confusion in the guidance provided.” 

 “Advice on safely running events in community buildings.” 

 “Clarity about some of the guidance - it is often unclear or contradictory” 

 “Clear guidance on what local restrictions mean we can deliver” 

 “Support and guidance to help us to continue to safely operate (for as long as possible) our 

dementia cafes if/when government and local rules change” 

 “Government guidelines and keeping up to date with new and ever changing things” 

 “disability shielding guidance” 

 

Support around “returning to work safely” and resuming “face to face services” 
Several organisations wanted support around “when we can start meeting at groups again?”, how to plan 
for “Safe Premises”, and how to hold “socially distanced events”. One organisation said they wanted 
“recognition from the government that our sector cannot reopen - we feel forgotten”.  
 

 “Advice setting up the return to face to face.” 

 “returning to work safely - use of other venues as the rooms we have are not appropriate.” 

 “Ensuring systems are in place which are practical to allow activities to take place at our activities 

centre” 

 “With the grant support we feel optimistic as long as the school continues functioning and we are 

able to hold socially distanced events.” 

 “Beneficiaries - they have used our face to face services for a long time, many are finding it difficult 

to switch to virtual approach. Also, we are unable to provide what we used to - where do parent 

carers go locally for the help they need when they need it?” 

 “Safe Premises to meet- small number of clients only- but requires support with Assessment which is 

not forthcoming and a source. We could afford to pay for premises.” 

Support in partnership development, collaboration, sharing best practice and knowledge 
Organisations asked for more “partners”, support to “share learning” and “better strategic thinking to 
reduce poverty”. 

 

 “developing partnerships with larger organisations such as NHS.” 

 “the NHS has to become a player, working with CVS organisations, to ensure that transport services 

are joined up” 

 “We feel very alone as there is traditional charity thinking and NHS big cumbersome structure and 

Social Services with one size fits all approach and registered care providers who think of us as 

competition so Social Enterprise does not seem to have any real support structure organisation in 

the Harrogate District” 

 “Support in keeping in touch with other providers to share learning” 

 “More joined-up networking and better strategic thinking to reduce poverty in our area - very 

patchwork at the moment.” 

 “Our organisation can deliver services on the behalf of statutory organisation and we can do with 

sustainable SLAs” 

 “More joined-up networking and better strategic thinking to reduce poverty in our area - very 

patchwork at the moment.” 

Support for future planning  
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Organisations asked for support around “Business planning”, “recovery and sustainability” and “training”: 
 

 “Business planning for the future” 

 “Financial planning” 

 “Keeping sustainable after Covid” 

 “Refocusing and re-prioritising our delivery” 

 “Trying to understand which services we could provide which would be valued by the wider 

community at this time” 

 “Help to develop a strategic plan for if lockdown happens again, as many resources have now come 

to an end.” 

 “Planning for recovery and sustainability” 

 “business development and marketing” 

 “training to enable us to secure funding” 

 “technology training” 

 “Training for staff so that they can answer literally any questions from members of the public” 

 “Time for training staff and volunteers in online systems” 

 “Appropriate free training to upskill the entire NCVO workforce” 

 “Delivering training to staff who are too busy to book on training” 

 “Accessible training - especially for specialist roles” 

 “Developing our digital offer e.g. delivering training online instead of face to face” 

Support around volunteer recruitment and management 
Several organisations asked for support around “Volunteer recruitment”, bringing “volunteers back on site” 
and “to get back our volunteers in a Covid world”: 
 

 “Volunteer recruitment and retention” 

 “getting volunteers back on site.” 

 “More volunteers recruited to replace leavers” 

 “How do we then start recruiting new volunteers in an uncertain world to make up numbers that 

may have decided not to return.” 

 “Support with returning volunteers and are we able to get back our volunteers in a Covid world” 

 “Regular, reliable volunteers that can drive, with clean license and access to their own vehicle.” 

 “Removing the burden of DBS checks. Groups that rely wholly on volunteers have to do around 10-

12 checks to get the same number of hours as a full-time employee - who requires only 1 DBS 

check.” 

 “More managers to support volunteers” 

Support for “vulnerable people” 
Some organisations recognised the extra support needed for vulnerable people and those with mental 
health needs: 

 “Support for wellbeing of vulnerable people” 

 “Mental health support” 

 “support for groups to feel safe to come back” 

 “Safeguarding through virtual means” 
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What support for staff and volunteers are organisations providing for their health and 
well-being? 

 
Organisations were asked “What support do you have in place for staff and volunteers in your organisation 
to support their health and well-being?”. 
 
As many organisations provided peer support as provided line management support, 56% of organisation 
provided both in equal measures. One surprise in these figures is that while 74% of organisations in this 
survey said they had paid staff, only 56% of all organisations said they provided Line Management support. 
This means that at least 18% of organisations employing staff do not provide Line Management Support to 
staff. This may be due to some organisations having only one member of staff, part-time staff, or sessional 
staff, and without the infustructure to provide Line Management support. It could also be the case that 
one of the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic is that staff are getting less management support. 
However, later on in this report organisations share their experiences of providing additional supervision to 
staff during the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 
What support do you have in place for staff and volunteers in 
your organisation to support their health and well-being? 

Number % 

Line Management 119 56% 

Peer Support 119 56% 

Online resources 68 32% 
Access to specialist support services 47 22% 

Other (please state) 12 6% 
 
Key findings: 

 Nearly one in three organisations (32%) said they were providing staff and volunteers support though online 

resources  

 More than one in five organisations (22%) said they had provided staff access to specialist’s support. 

What additional support have organisations provided staff during lockdown? 
 
Organisations were asked: “Have you introduced any additional support arrangements for staff during the 
pandemic?”. Just under half (48%) of organisations said they had introduced additional support for staff, 
with just over half (52%) saying they had not. 

 
Have you introduced any additional support arrangements for 
staff during the pandemic? 

Number % 

Yes 80 48% 

No 85 52% 

 
Organisations that had introduced additional support for staff were asked “please can you describe” this 
support. Many organisations talked about providing “free counselling” for staff, along with a “range of 
wellbeing services “and “Additional staff surveys”: 
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 “Unlimited free counselling” 

 “Increased emphasis on wellbeing and good MH. Encouraging time off. Discussing burnout and 

being kinder than usual” 

 “Online coaching/support sessions” 

 “Support Domestic Abuse and isolation” 

 “Peer networks, mental health first aid - both learning and support, listed resources of different 

support for staff, customers, children, BAME groups, training” 

 “A range of wellbeing services. Hardship funds” 

 “Clinical supervision has been increased for all support workers to enable them to access it outside 

normal supervision” 

 “Wellbeing workshops on-line by staff member for other staff” 

 “As a company we send regular messages out to staff in relation to their wellbeing and mental 

health, we will finance any additional help if required.” 

 “Additional staff survey to gauge staff wellbeing and highlight any areas of concern” 

 “We're offering webinars to support mental health to all staff and 1-2-1 coaching for office staff, 

funded through one of our existing grants and delivered by an external company” 

Several organisations talked about providing additional support for staff, such as “catch ups”, “check ins” 
and “coaching” for staff: 
 

 “regular social distancing catch ups” 

 “Regular phone calls/check ins” 

 “Higher frequency of 1-1 support” 

 “Teams have 10-15 minute check-ins three times a week rather than a weekly team meeting” 

 “More regular online supervision meetings” 

 “External supervision/coaching.” 

 “While supervision was previously carried out, due to their own COVID issues we needed to change 

arrangements and have been able to acquire specialist supervision free of charge for 12mths” 

 “More frequent staff meetings” 

Another way additional support had been introduced for staff was through “Daily zoom meetings”, “24-
hour contact with the management” and “Keeping staff involved in as much as possible”. One organisation 
shared their experience of holding “Team meetings held outside in the Dover Street car park”: 
 

 “Daily zoom meetings with all team members” 

 “More frequent support to staff, volunteers (before Pandemic monthly) now at least weekly” 

 “on line daily zoom team meetings” 

 “When staff were furloughed, regular contact by me as manager of the charity by regular round-

robin email updates and individual pastoral support telephone calls. Keeping staff involved in as 

much as possible, for example involving all in the return to working risk assessment process and 

consulting on protocols for new ways of working. Team meetings via Zoom” 

 “24-hour contact with the management about any matters arising during their working day if 

needed” 

 “Building individual and team resilience. Team meetings held outside in the Dover Street car park, 

social distancing at all times: 

Organisations shared how they had changed some of their staff meetings so staff could “just have fun”, 
talked more in team meetings “about people’s general wellbeing” and “zoom gatherings for socialising”: 
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 “Online weekly check-in to just have fun - not work based - mental health based” 

 “We talk about people's general wellbeing every team meeting and in supervisions” 

 “Twice-weekly lunchtime zoom gatherings for socialising, to enable sharing, nattering, peer support 

and general banter!” 

 “Debrief sessions for staff to discuss concerns before they go home for the day” 

Several organisations talked about supporting their staff through “flexible working arrangements”, 
“Adaptations to staff workloads” and support with “home working” arrangements: 
 

 “Although we already operate flexible working arrangements, we have been even more supportive 

to ensure that staff can balance additional demands due to Covid-19 e.g. home schooling.” 

 “Offered changing hours or the ability to work from home in order to accommodate children being 

at home” 

 “Arrangements to better facilitate home working” 

 “Time off for childcare” 

 “Provision of equipment for home working” 

 “We have been more flexible with working hours as this is a stressful time and want to support the 

team through the struggle” 

 “Flexibility in their roles” 

 “Was generous with working from home arrangements” 

 “Adaptations to staff workloads on a daily basis” 

 “Different working practices and peer support” 

 “Also have changed the staffing structure in order to ensure senior staff are on site full time” 

 “extended hours management and flexible working” 
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Positives of COVID-19 
 
Organisations were asked “What are the positives for your organisation/your service users to emerge from 
COVID-19?”.  
 
Unsurprisingly a few organisations thought there were “none”, “Can't think of any”, or “Ask me that in 6 
months”. However, lots of positives were identified by organisations. These positives included “A 
community pulling together”, “Connections and partnerships between other organisations” and “More 
imaginative ways of working”. 
 
Organisations were positive about how “we are a strong and supportive community”, there had been an 
increase of “community bonds” and there was now a “clearer sense of purpose”:  
 

 “Its shown we are a strong and supportive community who work hard to deliver a comfortable 

space for our village and surrounding areas” 

 “Community has come together” 

 “Social networks established prior to Covid now coming into play with beneficiaries caring and 

looking out for each other” 

 “Greater links with other charities, groups & our community as a whole” 

 “Strengthening of community bonds. Improved communication with local authorities and Council” 

 “Support networks and individual helping one another to get through this period of Covid 

uncertainty” 

 “Sense of community and togetherness and a recognition of the very many good things we had pre 

Covid-19 and the importance of these” 

 “A lovely close knit community with very caring people.” 

 “There are many people who want to help, in many ways, but it just all needs organising!” 

 “Increased trust with our communities” 

 “Participants have had the opportunity to meet people they wouldn't normally be able to” 

 “Some staff realising that people are very resilient and don't need wrapping in cotton wool” 

 “There will be more needs within the communities and more potential to use our building for 

community use and support our wider community with the services we offer” 

 “A deeper and clearer sense of purpose and what we can contribute to our local community and 

wider world through radio and our presence in Seacroft, an area with a general shortage of third 

sector and arts organisations” 

Organisations also described “strengthened partnership working”, working together to “establish a 
community response” and emphasised how COVID had facilitated better working partnerships with “VCS 
and statutory partners”: 
 

 “Greater joint working across agencies” 

 “Improved links with VCS and statutory partners” 

 “Some good partnerships built up with other agencies that we wouldn't have anticipated” 

 “Our organisation teamed up with some other local providers to establish a community response in 

the area, from this we have established good working relationships both with the community and 

with partner organisations.” 

 “New and strengthened partnership working” 

 “Connections and partnerships between other organisations.” 
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New and expansive opportunities for digital delivery were recognised as a positive outcome of the 
pandemic. Lots of organisations mentioned “Zoom” when talking about positives, “we are all zoom 
experts”, “Zoom has made this possible” and we all “Zoom call regularly”. Some organisations welcomed 
the opportunity to “expand our reach through the use of online activities”, staff have “been creative in how 
they support service users”, and “We should have offered virtual appointments as a possibility before”: 
 

 “We should have offered virtual appointments as a possibility before” 

 “Young people are engaging more with us as they like the digital offer. Providing Instagram live 

support sessions have been really successful. Our technology has stood up to the challenge and we 

are proud of that” 

 “Staff are more 'tech savvy' and have been creative in how they support service users” 

 “We have been forced into using remote technology for meetings (teams) this will continue and save 

money in terms of mileage/time etc.” 

 “More imaginative ways of working e.g. use of digital technology not tried before 

 better use of digital technology to increase reach” 

 “We are now able to offer clients the choice of Zoom/WhatsApp appointments, with some face-to-

face appointments for those who cannot access digital technology or prefer to come to our offices.” 

 “An increase in digital offerings. Although this won't necessarily benefit the organisation's finances” 

 “We're setting up a parent / carer support network - we've not been able to do this before as we 

work across Yorkshire, but Zoom has made this possible” 

 “We have been able to Zoom call regularly. We will continue to use video calling in the future” 

 “Increased flexibility new online record keeping system purchased” 

 “We have learned that we can expand our reach through the use of online activities. We are seeking 

to ensure all our beneficiaries are digitally-included. We have reviewed our referral process, made 

our care services more fluid and reconfigured our entire care provision, enabling us to support more 

people. Also, although not preferred, we are undertaking many online presentations to supporting 

churches and to our support groups, whilst in-person get together are not feasible. We have 

increased our social media presence. We have also increased fundraising measures” 

 “Embracing new tech and ways of working - we are all zoom experts” 

 “Service users developing new social skills around zoom etiquette” 

Several organisations talked about how they had to adapt to “new ways of delivery”, had “realised that we 
can be flexible” and found opportunities to be “innovative”: 
 

 “Learning new ways of delivery - forced us to try new forms of delivery” 

 “Lots of learning around different delivery models” 

 “Staff really rose to the occasion! Set up new services, changed working practices” 

 “We have realised that we can be flexible and able to change and innovative when it comes to 

finding solutions to issues. We have completely switched what we do from facilitating to delivery of 

essential services” 

 “We have shown we can adapt and continue to support families even from afar” 

 “We have found new ways of supporting our members during lockdown (practical help with 

shopping etc., regular phone calls, lending people our supply of games, books etc. to use at home, 

regular zoom meetings with live music for singalongs - obviously only for those people who have the 

means of joining in a Zoom session.” 
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 “It has forced us to be creative” 

 “We've had to think creatively about how to deliver funded work, which has opened up new 

opportunities” 

Many organisations talked in terms of their teams “pull together”, showing “individual strength” and 
having a “resilient team”. Also in terms of positives, organisations talked about “our users have been more 
appreciative of the work we do”, and their work had “become more relevant”: 

 

 “Resilience, understanding, person centred approaches in building confidence” 

 “We pull together” 

 “We know that we can cope with what ever is thrown at us” 

 “Observing staff and how they have had the opportunity to show individual strength which had not 

been apparent previously in a face to face world” 

 “We have seen that some of our users have been more appreciative of the work we do and that we 

are a charity so heavily hit by the closure - we hope to capitalise on this when we can open properly 

to engage them more in our activities, events, friend’s schemes etc.” 

 “We have had confirmation that the community needs our support service” 

 “As we work with domestic abuse survivors it means we have become more relevant and have been 

highlighted in the local press and statutory organisations have given us positive feedback and set up 

referral pathways. It means we have received vital funding and are now able to provide our clients 

with a wider range of emotional and practical support for both the women and the children we work 

with” 

Perhaps unsurprisingly several organisations talked about “increased volunteers”, “more willingness to 
volunteer” and “New cohort of volunteers”: 
 

 “Increased voluntary commitments. Increased hygiene. Booking enquiries as other venues not 

available” 

 “There's more willingness to volunteer in the local community” 

 “New cohort of volunteers enjoying making a difference” 

 “Increased number of volunteers” 

 “increased volunteers” 
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Other issues raised by organisations 
 

At the end of this survey organisations were asked were there “Any other issues you want to raise?”. 
While organisations shared some of the “positives emerging from Covid-19”, some organisations wanted to 
reiterate further concerns around the “vulnerable and digitally excluded”, and people becoming “more 
isolated and lonely”: 
 

 “My fear is those that are vulnerable and digitally excluded are becoming invisible to many services as many 

retreat to working remotely. This cuts across all ages, people want people not online even if they do have 

access to the equipment. People are becoming more isolated and lonely and there are no services for people 

to access face to face putting additional pressures on those places like ours where we are open to the public 

and we refuse to turn people away” 

 “We have realised that those groups working with disadvantaged groups are often unable to communicate 

with their clients via digital channels” 

 “Signposting people remotely is a big challenge” 

 “Some clients still want to meet face to face as they are older and don't like using technology, even though 

they have it available” 

 “Social contact is vital to volunteering. There are clear negatives well-being to the suspension of face to face 

activities” 

 “In the long term, and as an older person myself, I am worried about the quality of life for older people. It 

feels as if we are being sacrificed and forgotten. It is hard to envisage a time when groups of older people can 

be together again and feel safe. I don't know if any thought is being given to that?” 

 “Need for wellbeing activities for isolated people” 

Organisations also stressed their concerns about “long-term financial sustainability” and the large-scale 
impacts that the pandemic has already had, and the future uncertainties it continues to create: 
 

 “Yes, we need to stop thinking this is short term and look for innovative ways to deliver services safely longer 

term” 

 “We are worried about the long-term financial sustainability of our organisation. We are a not-for-profit 

organisation and being without income for five months was a real blow” 

 “Huge negative impacts to for people - especially re MH, loss of income, jobs, access to health services” 

 “The longer that Covid restrictions apply the future of all organisations will be in danger of financial ruin. 

 “It is difficult to find funding for core costs such as staff salaries” 

 “Current work environment is particularly difficult for organisation that: Earn income: rely on fundraising / 

donations, have staff on furlough, run buildings” 

 “We need to know what funding is available post-March 2021, so many funders haven't any ideas what 

grants they'll be giving out next year and this is worrying - will there be any money for charities to apply for? 

We need to know!” 
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Recommendations 

 
1. NHS, Local Authorities and other funders and commissioners commit to moving towards longer 
term, joined up investment in the VCSE. 
 
2. Partners commit to taking practical action to reduce digital exclusion with a focus on the most 
socially isolated and at risk groups.  
 
3. All Partners recognise the social and economic value of volunteering and the need to invest in 
volunteering and better connecting the volunteering infrastructure across NHS, VCSE and LAs. This 
includes: working together to consider developing and adopting a volunteer passport; investing in 
volunteer training and development across sectors; and working together to develop a WY&H wide 
volunteering strategy 
 
4. Commissioners and funders work together to simplify and join up contracting and commissioning 
arrangements including monitoring requirements and to develop an accessible shared application 
format.  
 
5. The Partnership works with the VCSE to put in place a workforce offer which enables the further 
development of:  workforce capacity including health and well-being; finance and business adaptation; 
leadership and governance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our thanks to all the VCSE organisations who completed the survey  for sharing their experiences and 
giving us a better understanding and insight into the challenges and successes of the sector during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 
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Appendix  
 
West Yorkshire & Harrogate qualitative questions & responses 
 
Responses to qualitative questions have been categorised thematically with subheadings. Organising 
responses in this way aims to make sense of the variety of ideas and viewpoints by highlighting key 
patterns and areas of concern. This should also allow organisations to quickly access information most 
relevant to them.  
 
 

Can you describe what impact has COVID had on your staff numbers?  
 
Increased staff numbers due to increased levels of demand  
 “As a result of Covid the demand for our service has increased. Service users accommodated in the 

refuge also require additional support in relation to Covid impact. In order to accommodate this 
increase in demand, we have increased number of staff and also increased some staff hours. In 
order to meet the human resource demand, board participation has also increased.”  

 “Due to us having to set up an emergency food bank we have had to take a member of staff on. 

 They have increased with shift patterns to cover an increased 24/7 operation 

 We have needed to increase the hours of our staff to meet the increase in demand for our service 

 We have had to staff up due to increased demand. We have taken on another 2 FTE's. 

 Challenge Staff numbers have broadly stayed the same. We are likely to make one post redundancy 
in one particular area of the business. However, we have also taken on staff in other areas to deal 
with increased demand and changed role of the organisation. 

 Covid has enabled us to increase staff capacity with temporary and sessional workers to meet the 
needs of survivors whose numbers have grown phenomenally 

 
Increased staff numbers supported by short-term funding 

 “Luckily we have found funding for 1 of our part time staff to support during the covid period 
however this is likely to dry up soon.” 

 “Emergency funding especially where we have secured funding for additional C-19 response 
projects has meant staff coming off furlough and 1 x .5 member of staff being employed 
additionally. However, these are short term fixes.” 

 We succeeded in getting some funding which included money to pay a part time Admin & we 
desperately needed one. It has allowed us to give someone a trial period & is proving to be a 
fantastic help 

 Reduced numbers of volunteers increasing the workload of part time staff therefore funds obtained 
to increase hours temporarily 

 
Increased demand for staff but financial difficulties supporting this  

 “Staff numbers have stayed the same but workload has increased enormously. Covid has increased 
to vulnerability and health inequalities some of our service users face and our staff have had to do 
more to address this.” 

 “We support domestic abuse survivors and have tripled in size since lockdown lifted with still only 
funding for one staff member to be partially paid so more hours are being worked and more 
management of voluntary support and partnering organisations support.” 

 “We have kept all our staff members and used our resources to pay them.”  

 “We are in the process of consulting with staff on a restructure. We are currently forecast to make a 
monthly loss and we have stripped into about a third of our minimum reserves.”  
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 Although our hall rental virtually ceased we have still paid our staff, currently the rental has started 
to come back, albeit greatly reduced, however we will continue to support our staff. 

 It has resulted in a reduction in the number of paid hours we can offer staff whilst at the same time 
demand for some of our services has increased but without additional resources being secured 

 Due to the increase in demand for our services we need to employ many more staff as soon as we 
are able to raise the funding. 

 
Restructuring and redundancies  

 “The restructure looks like it will impact the lowest paid staff the hardest as we are considering a 
cut to hours and some benefits... but at present everyone who wants a job has one on a fair hourly 
rate. We may lose 3 members of staff through this restructure however there may also be scope to 
use the Job Support Scheme.” 

 “Subject to current restrictions, if they continue and if we couldn't open our facilities (which is our 
main source of income), we may reduce at least 50% of the staff. Currently we have sustained due 
to Furlough schemes.  

 “We may have to make significant redundancies next year.” 

 “Possible redundancies in under review (these would be just prior to new financial year).” 

 We cannot afford to keep all of our staff in their pre covid roles 

 Our main unrestricted income came through the cafe hubs where we delivered soft support. Our 
staff were all paid. With the new regulations required, and the priority of keeping some of the most 
vulnerable within our society safe we have had to concentrate on delivering support and activities 
virtually as well as in real time. The cafe hubs can only be utilised in a very limited way with activity 
and support staff and we no longer have hub assistants (where we had to make all the 
redundancies). 

 Without normal activities, there is no longer a viable position for the facilities manager. 

 Some of the contracts that might have continued/renewed have ended 

 Staff remain on books but all work is done voluntarily for time being. So 100% reduction at the 
moment. 

 We have fortunately secured small grants to keep us going this financial year but have a number of 
contracts/grants due to end on 31 March 2021 so are likely to have to make at least a couple of 
redundancies 

 
Staff reductions, increased precarity (e.g. reduced hours or reduced pay)  

 “Meant 2 staff have worked full time only paid part time hours can’t afford to pay full time hours 
due to loss of income” 

 “We have had to cut back on casual paid employees for youth sessions.” 

 “While we haven't made any staff redundant, the number of hours worked by our workshop 
delivery staff has reduced and they have moved onto zero-hour contracts.” 

 “In addition to our employed staff we also provided regular work to our team of approximately 10 
freelance workers, we are now only able to provide work for 3 of our freelance workers.” 

 “We have had to cut the hours by half - so from full time to part time. By doing this we can manage 
financially until March.” 

 “We have lost 2 already with potentially another 2 before Christmas.” 

 We have not been able to extend our service as we had planned to do. Our staff have had to reduce 
their hours by 50%, which isn't enough time to do all the work needed, they do quite a bit of unpaid 
work, which isn't acceptable or sustainable long-term. 

 The impact has not been immediate but we are seeing current funding streams being diverted, so 
we anticipate some projects not being re-funded 

 Many staff are working reduced hours and accessing furlough 
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 Covid hasn't affected staff numbers, but has meant that staff are on reduced income 

 We employ two members of staff, one on 30 hours per week and the other on 35 hours per week. 
Both staff have been furloughed fully during the early part of lockdown when the Hall was closed 
completely and since we were able to reopen then both staff have been flexibly furloughed, working 
approximately half of their usual hours. The CJRS has ensured that we have not, at this stage, had 
to consider redundancies and it is hoped that the new Job Support Scheme will be accessed in order 
to ensure that doesn't change through into 2021. 

 We had to furlough staff for several months. We are now up and running again but due to financial 
uncertainty have had to cut back on sessional staff who we usually employ on a casual basis. This 
has increased the workload for existing staff. Full impact will probably not be known until 2021. 

 
Challenges faced by staff  

 “The social and psychological benefits of working together in a physical space have been eroded by 
Covid. Also unable to work with customers face to face has meant service provision has suffered as 
a result. Talking by email or on the telephone is less effective than face to face. Staff have been less 
motivated than otherwise, because we have been unable to provide listening services in the usual 
way.” 

 “Have personally worked 6 days a week since 16th March 2020 and my amazing staff team have all 
put in extra hours along with all the wonderful volunteers that have gone over and above to deliver 
services and to ensure our community has been able to remain in lockdown.” 

 “Our volunteer base at the moment is still very unsure about returning so 75% of them are not yet 
back in their volunteer role. Our paid staff numbers are at the moment the same but as we are 
needing to cover many roles that were done by volunteers plus additional roles it is putting a strain 
on the staff whilst we are also have to manage loss of earn income and plan for what next. Lots of 
challenges ahead. We had a new pool of volunteers during lockdown but many are not back at 
work and unable to continue.” 

 Staff numbers have stayed the same but workload has increased enormously. Covid has increased 
to vulnerability and health inequalities some of our service users face and our staff have had to do 
more to address this. 

 Staff anxiety and mental health is a concern. 

 It has been a struggle with our staff members due to thinking they may have Covid and then 
waiting to get tested and not being able to work, staff off due to their mental health, staff issues 
around sharing inappropriate things on their Facebook page which is not in line with our 
organisations policies around their views on Covid and conspiracy. 

 It has affected their mental health and ability to work in the community 

 Immense negative impacts in terms of mental death - furlough, worry about job security, working 
remotely and not connecting with colleagues and participants etc. 

 
Extreme difficulties and closures  
 “Covid has impacted the charity in that we are now winding down the charity for the end of 

December 2020. The charity was operating in a challenging environment pre-Covid and the impact 
of the significant decrease in income from venue hire has meant the charity has taken the difficult 
decision to close.” 
 

Staff still paid or furloughed 

 Our group employs a freelance Tai Chi practitioner once a week to run the group. We have continued 
to pay and support this worker, even when they were unable to deliver any sessions. 

 Thanks to the furlough scheme our staffing numbers have remained the same. We should have 
enough funding to keep everyone in work until the end of March 2021 
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What has been the impact of COVID upon your volunteer numbers and 
volunteers in general? 
 

Big Challenges 

 Some of the trustees are ready to step down but recruitment has been difficult. It is becoming harder 

and harder to find beneficiaries able to take on the commitment and our all-white management 

committee is not representative of our beneficiaries, staff team or wider community. 

 We will probably have to start again from scratch, but would need a major training programme to 

restore our capacity to what it was ten years ago. 

 Many of our volunteers had a long-term condition and 3 volunteers have passed away during the 

last 6 months. We are finding it difficult to engage with some volunteers due to lack of digital skills 

or recourses. We are all feeling quite low and moral is difficult to keep up during these times 

 We have found that some volunteers have declined our support and felt neglected so no longer want 

to work with us. Most of our volunteers use the Centre as social contact but we have not been able 

to offer this. 

Put on hold/ reduced capacity  

  As we are only offering a very limited service, it's difficult to ascertain how many of our volunteers 

are still interested.  

 We usually engage around 70-100 people each year to volunteer on the houses we refurbish. Under 

lockdown, we have not been able to engage volunteers due to safe operating procedures. For 

Canopy, it has meant a slowdown in the rate we turn round properties. The impact on volunteers 

has varied - Young volunteers have lost the opportunity to learn construction skills; older volunteers 

have lost the opportunity to share their skills; volunteers with social problems have lost the ability to 

be part of a team and get involved in meaningful activity; and all have lost the sense of achievement 

they get from volunteering with Canopy. 

 We were planning to recruit volunteers but that has now been put on hold. 

 Our work was mainly face to face support to our beneficiaries and our Volunteers supported that 

work. 

 Our volunteers are our trustee’s/management committee. At least half need to be beneficiaries of 

our charity so it has been a difficult year as almost all have childcare responsibilities, all have had 

challenging workloads and several have had personal situations. 

 We have cancelled all activities which were delivered in the Community Room (Roost) at Oakwood 

Lane Medical Centre. Also (before the second restrictions) we were attempting to look for a larger 

venue in order to re-establish our Move to Music sessions, in response to enquiries from service 

users. This is on hold until circumstances change. 

 Not able to do previous work i.e. soup run which has meant not being able to engage with current 

volunteers 

 It's been hard to carry on the tasks we did because we've had to stop various groups - our fear is 

that we will lose people due to a lack of connection 

 Our regular volunteers are unable to volunteer currently - some because they have been shielding - 

but mostly because the normal activities that they would volunteer at like groups meeting; 
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community gardens; contributing to creative projects have not been happening. Most of our regular 

volunteers do not have cars and some have their own mobility and health needs which prevent them 

from volunteering on the Leeds Cares scheme. 

 No change in overall numbers. Not been able to run face to face meetings for young people but no 

volunteers dropped out for any reason related to Covid 

 We were planning to restart our groups on 21st September but decided to delay this because of the 

increasing infection rates and problems with getting tested.  

 No impact due to no activity 

 Volunteers have stayed the same but activity levels have slumped 

 Stayed about the same but due to measures by government it’s been restricted 

 Most of our volunteers have had to be 'mothballed' for now due to our inability to offer our normal 

services. We hope to be able to reuse most of these volunteers in due course but nothing can be 

guaranteed. We have picked up a handful of new volunteers throughout lockdown but our needs 

are currently greatly reduced. 

Positives 

 Volunteers have been given a voice something charities don’t allow or hide behind a committee wall 

this has meant we have herd first-hand issues out there 

 Our clients and the volunteers themselves who are empathetic and gaining strength by donating 

their services having had their own life experiences leading them to want to support our particular 

organisation. 

Volunteering Response to COVID 

 As we changed our approach during covid (becoming a food hub) we were able to recruit more 

volunteers for this purpose however we lost volunteers due to the lack of services which interested 

them. 

 As we are part of the delivery of the Leeds Cares Volunteer Scheme we have increased our volunteer 

numbers - at least doubled our usual volunteer numbers. 

 We have retained all our existing volunteers we have many come forward during covid however we 

did not require all of them as there was not the demand 

 Village residents responded to help and support each other during Covid lockdown. After lockdown 

the requests for help and need to use volunteers has declined to zero. 

 We previously did not have any volunteers but a specific project required volunteers during 

lockdown. It was surprisingly easy to recruit volunteers. Mainly people looking for something to do 

during this time. 

 Our core volunteer numbers pre covid were in the region of 30 people (90% of them over 70!). 

During covid many people stepped up and we recruited a new pool of volunteers to help with 

shopping, prescriptions etc. and we had a total of 70 sign up and about 40-50 became regular 

volunteers. Many of these were on furlough so were able to help. We surveyed to see if there were 

happy to continue volunteering and has a reasonably positive response but in reality only 1 or 2 at 

the moment have been able to volunteer with our 'normal' activities and the help has been adhoc 

rather than being able to provide a regular commitment. Our original core volunteers are slowly 

feeling they are able to return but only about 30% of them so far. 

 We didn't have many volunteers before Covid. We took on a few new volunteers to help with the 

community response to Coronavirus work. We also worked closely with a lot of the mutual aid 

groups. 
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Maintained service  

 Our volunteers make up the management committee. They have been able to continue to make 

decisions about the group and to communicate either by email or zoom. 

 Our counselling service is the exception - where numbers have stayed the same 

 We have always had difficulty recruiting volunteers. The ones we had pre-covid have stayed. 

 We have had no new volunteers come forward recently, so there has been no change in the 

volunteer profile 

 Everyone who is a beaver scout leader, cub scout leader or scout leader is continuing to be so, and a 

Young Leader who has just turned 18 is likely to became a leader as well. 

 No change 

 We usually rely on the support of almost 1,000 volunteers registered at any one time. 

Keeping in touch with volunteers 

 We have maintained contact with volunteers and are working with them to return to us. However, it 

will be on a reduced timetable (social distancing/limitations with vehicles) 

 We are maintaining contact with our volunteers and have been able to engage with 3 in 

undertaking roles different to their normal ones. 

 The Library service had to stop business due to covid. The service is now in recovery and staff are 

starting to run library services. We envisage that volunteers will return once the service is back to 

full capacity. Through the period of covid -19 March-September the staff have continue to 

communicate and speak with the volunteers, checking on welfare and informing the volunteers 

what is happening with the service. We hoping that the majority of the volunteers will return once 

we are back to full service. A few volunteers have continued to run virtual groups and gardening 

service it maintain grounds of the library buildings. 

 We regularly keep in touch with each and everyone of them. 

 We have always taken great pride in the way that we look after and support our volunteers. We 

have registered with us, 359. 

 We have a volunteer manager and they have kept in regular touch with our volunteers. 

 Our volunteers are still in contact and help when needed on virtual platforms. 

 We have not met in person but we meet online weekly 

 Much the same. Have kept in contact with volunteers and had meetings. 

 We kept in touch with all volunteers throughout lockdown, even when services were closed, via 

email updates and pastoral phone calls. On services resuming, our active volunteer complement has 

reduced by 50% from 8 to 4, mostly due to shielding but one for work reasons and another declining 

to use PPE. However, the remaining four have been enthusiastic and flexible about our revised ways 

of working. 

Needing to re-engage volunteers  

 Need to engage in recruitment publicity campaign soon. 

 It has not been as easy to engage with out long-term volunteers and we have no new volunteers at 

present. 

 We are finding it difficult to engage with our long term volunteers. 

 Just before March we had developed volunteer programme (6-week) and was hoping to increase 

volunteering opportunities within our services. We are now in discussion with management 

committee looking at different ways to engage with new/existing volunteers. 
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 It has been more difficult to engage some volunteers (eg those who helped with people facing group 

work). 

Volunteers struggling (e.g. emotionally/ financially)  

 Lost the sense of community. Shielding and local lockdowns have impacted our work. A number of 

people have now shared that they are in precarious financial situations. 

 We’ve had new volunteers and are still supporting our original volunteers, they are struggling with 

feeling low. 

 They have struggled with their mental health 

Social distancing and new safety procedures  

 We recognize the need to look at how we induct and train as many of our volunteers are now not 

able to come into our buildings and the offer is different 

 Due to Covid and the need for social distancing the need for volunteers reduced significantly. 

Volunteers assist us in supporting service users to appointments and outings. Most outing venues 

were closed and most key agencies were no longer carrying out face to face appointments and 

therefore volunteers were no longer needed. 

 Direct supervision is more difficult to achieve in a safe way (industrial and catering settings) 

 We are trying to keep the numbers of people on site to a minimum to reduce risk.  

 We are unable to meet with the volunteers face to face because of safety. We employ a number of 

people part time and we can only meet them in very small groups. 

 Volunteers are reluctant to visit and work in the same building, due to COVID restrictions. 

Found new ways of working and new volunteering opportunities (e.g. telephone befriending, outdoor 

services, doorstep deliveries, digital and remote roles)  

 We continue to support and train volunteers including the induction of new volunteers. Most 

volunteers were involved in face to face activity which is currently not happening, so numbers of 

active volunteers have reduced, though we are recruiting more new volunteers with IT skills to 

support people to engage remotely. 

 We have lost volunteers who do our community transport but increased them on a befriending 

project 

 We have been able to offer different roles to some and others have taken some time out (but 

haven't stopped volunteering altogether). 

 There was an expansion in telephone befriending which they were able to do from home and a small 

group continued to help with new, different services such as Doorstep Deliveries. 

 Some volunteers are not involved because the work has changed, new volunteers have now got 

involved in new work. providing online services. rather than face-to-face work. 

 Generally our volunteer team have been keen to return - we have (September) resumed our 

dementia cafes and we have sufficient volunteers to carry on with these 

 With pretty much all pre-covid volunteer roles, physical presence was required. Since our adaptation 

to COVID, much of this is on the phone or through remote computer access to help people with sight 

loss connect with others, and grow their independence. 

Restrictions due to covid 19 volunteers can not interact with our service users on home visits, new 

doorstep visits. Unable to meet in large groups. 

 We have managed to remain engaged with our volunteers, through various means. A few will be 

returning soon.  
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 Three volunteers worked from home to continue support for children, who had visited the 

Homework Club prior to the Covid outbreak, by delivering learning materials to their families. A 

further 4 volunteers have supported small walking groups, socially distancing. We have had Zoom 

catch-up sessions with the management group and established a PHC WhatsApp group to keep 

volunteers in touch with each other. We have contacted our service users via text messages and 

shared online resources - Tia Chi and Chair Based Yoga. 

 The shape of the work has changed so we no longer do informal drop in sessions in community 

advocacy and so have lost 10 volunteers; we matched other volunteers with people with learning 

disabilities living in the community and this area of our work was unaffected. Our mentoring service 

similarly continued unaffected. It was just our community volunteer numbers which were hit. 

 In some areas we have continued to use the support of volunteers but in smaller numbers (such as 

our garden). In some other volunteering roles (ward, finance, HR, admin etc) we have minimised the 

number of staff on site and have therefore asked most volunteers to stay at home to reduce the risk 

to patients, families, staff and to the volunteers themselves. 

 roles; we are artist lead creative writing workshops unable to meet now except for zoom. myself and 

2 volunteers now help with zoom, food parcels and delivering necessities ie. Medication. 

Short-term and temporary volunteers (challenge of keeping volunteers after COVID)  

 When lockdown first began, we repurposed the organisation as a community response centre for 

the local area, organising food and medicine deliveries, and providing signposting, coordination 

with local businesses and organisations, and emotional support for isolated and vulnerable people. 

About 200 volunteers came forward, many of whom had never volunteered with us before, and 

mostly of a younger demographic, while the majority of our regular volunteers, mostly of an older 

demographic, were unable or unwilling to volunteer with us. In September, we handed over the 

community response efforts to another organisation, and many of the new wave of volunteers 

returned to work or university, but some have started volunteering with us long-term. As things 

stand, we don't yet know when we will be able to return to normal activities, but we know of several 

older volunteers who have made the decision that they won't be returning to volunteer with us. 

 We have had an influx of new volunteers come forward to help us. This is a constantly changing 

landscape as many of these volunteers are returning to work, finding work or have changing 

circumstances. 

 Due to the increase in demand for our services we have needed to recruit more volunteers with 

more specialist skills and substantial experience in our area. However, these are only short term 

volunteers that will soon need to return to paid employment. This has only been possible as larger 

organisations have had to release staff due to their shortfall in funding. It is hoped that we will soon 

be able to secure additional funding which will enable us to employ these volunteers. 

 Our new volunteers are dropping off since the end of the national lockdown and they return to 

work. We are finding it increasingly difficult to recruit volunteers for Leeds Cares scheme. 

 However, they are very different from our regular volunteers who are usually participants turned 

volunteer. The new volunteers are mostly working people who have been furloughed and come from 

further afield in the City than our local communities. 

 We had a surge of volunteers join us to support vulnerable people throughout COVID. Some have 

continued although some have returned to work and can no longer offer this. We have seen a small 

number of our volunteers put a halt on their volunteering. This was due to needing to support their 

own family members, to shield themselves or because over the phone volunteering wasn’t a good fit 

for them when they had offered face to face previously. 
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 We had around 30 regular volunteers. We then recruited another 150 volunteers in March and April 

from the local community. These were mostly people who were on furlough for working from home 

or part time, also students now at home and newly retired. We moved to running double the 

number of shifts. Since then, in August around 50% of these have now gone back to work or were 

unable to continue volunteering due to other commitments. Some of our longer term volunteers are 

also coming back, but around half will not be back at all. 

 A further 250 volunteers stepped forward to provide emergency support for people. These were 

generally working age people who had been furloughed or students, compared with our ""usual"" 

profile of volunteer who would typically be recently retired. 

Loss and reduction of volunteers  

 We had two volunteers - one ex employee and one furloughed worker - neither still volunteering but 

both had really great impact 

 We have lost volunteers due to shielding and less work. 

 We have fewer volunteers. We have only recently begun to get requests from new volunteers 

 Volunteer numbers have decreased mainly because it is difficult to support volunteers remotely. 

 Locally, through our Anchor role, during furlough, there were a good number of volunteers involved 

with support and food distribution. this has decreased. People are starting to stay at home again 

due to local lockdown restrictions and the demand for volunteers is increasing. We are not able to 

hold public recruitment drives for volunteers due to local lockdown rules so rely on our networks 

with local groups, phone calls and zoom meetings 

 Drastic drop in volunteers due to fears 

 Volunteers reluctant to take risk of mixing / working thus numbers down by a good 50% 

 Our volunteers are generally reliant on public transport and, as such, have been unwilling to return 

to their roles post-lockdown 

 The loss of volunteers is a concern for us in being able to continue to deliver our work 

 The shape of the work has changed so we no longer do informal drop in sessions in community 

advocacy and so have lost 10 volunteers 

 We are working hard to support volunteers to feel safe to return to their roles and also seeking to 

recruit new and younger volunteers. We have seen a significant reduction in the number of 

volunteers in our shops, which has meant that we have been unable to re-open all our shops. 

 Those who could have volunteered remotely, couldn't volunteer due to their fulltime childcare 

responsibilities they had or as an organisation we couldn't provide training remotely. 

 During lockdown it became difficult to work with our volunteers remotely.  

 As we try to reconnect with our young members either virtually or face to face with strict guidelines, 

many of our volunteers are stepping down. It's difficult to recruit new ones as we're not able to 

showcase our usual settings 

 Our numbers have decreased significantly due to people being more cautious, local lockdowns, 

social distancing work restrictions etc. 

 Reduction of 25% in active volunteers 

New volunteers  

 As the Alwoodley Community Care Hub we took on about 100 new volunteers, recruited by VAL, of 

whom about 50 helped with shopping, collecting prescriptions, delivering food parcels etc. 

 We have had more volunteers join us to support with fundraising and awareness raising. These roles 

are remote roles. Engagement levels vary - some volunteers are very committed, others are more 
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sporadic. Most of of our volunteers pre-COVID were students or graduates and this has remained 

the same. 

 No significant impact, although some areas of the charity have had new people expressing an 

interest in volunteering recently 

 I had one new volunteer for a period. This was someone who was on Furlough from their usual job 

 We have a lot of new volunteers in our area via the network of 13 volunteer organisers across 

Nidderdale, but they do not specifically work for Nidd Plus--rather, they have been helping out their 

own communities, We have worked hard to retain our volunteer base, even though many cannot 

work at the moment, by keeping in regular touch with them and asking them to help with ad hoc 

things, such as the current flu jab campaign that is happening over 3 weekends in Nidderdale . We 

are feeling positive about them coming back when things return to normal next year some time and 

hope to retain and recruit more from the larger area where new volunteers have come forward to 

help their communities. 

 At the beginning of Covid Lockdown we had a number of retired health care workers living in our 

area that wanted to assist in the services we were delivering. 

 We have increased our pool of volunteers however as people have resumed work their availability to 

volunteer has reduced 

 We have a few new volunteers 

 We also have several new volunteers, as we have a long history of employing from our volunteer 

pool many newly unemployed have requested to volunteer with us 

 Our older volunteers have been shieling however we have gained some younger volunteers due to 

furlough 

 Volunteer numbers went up through a new initiative, remote working and training has allowed a 

great chance for this to occur. Going forward new volunteers may be difficult due to the concerns 

about further lockdowns and possible exposure to the virus. 

 We have more interest in beneficiaries showing an interest in becoming volunteers. 

 At the start of lockdown we allowed a lot of new volunteers to join us to assist in shopping etc. A lot 

of these have returned to work and are no longer available. 

 We have had some interest from new volunteers and are in the process of adapting our training to 

be delivered online 

 We have taken on an additional volunteer with the ability to drive and complete donation deliveries 

and two volunteer partnerships where business owners are donating their time therapy skills free of 

charge to the organisation to support our clients mental health needs. 

 We have new volunteers who wanted to get involved in the food bank. Some of these were service 

users and some were staff who were furloughed 

 We have not seen some of our volunteers as they specifically helped out with the technical and 

stewarding side of events. However, new volunteers have come forward to help with structural 

repair work during closure. 

 We had an influx of volunteers during the pandemic to cope with the increase in demand. 

 Some new volunteers have come forward but difficult to use them frequently because our Centre is 

not yet fully open. Longer term people came on a bank holiday weekend to sort out the garden 

 We have recruited new volunteers - we got higher calibre people and from London etc. as our 

volunteering is all done via phone 

 Business supported us/volunteered with us to assist in schools and with work experience 

placements. 

 New volunteers joined to help our local support arrangements. 
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Young volunteers and students  

 Due to the changes in roles during the altered operation we have had new volunteers coming on 

board to develop the new operating system these have tended to be from a younger age group due 

to the physical activity and computer literacy requirements 

 I have worked more closely since we went into Lockdown with a few younger volunteers who were 

keen to support other students in the Doncaster area with their learning on the online platforms 

which we had to move our provision onto. 

 We have gained some younger volunteers due to furlough 

 We have had young volunteers helping during summer 

 We have recently recruited new volunteers to fill any gaps and are finding that these are in the 

younger age groups 

Older volunteers  

 Our older volunteers have been shielding but are now out and about. 

 Most of our volunteers were older people. Many of them are now paranoid they will get COVID and 

die, even though nobody knows anyone else who has had it, and so they are refusing to become 

involved in activities out of far. Ironically the client group we support are older people who are 

socially isolated. 

 Volunteers are involved with managing the building. No new volunteers. Many of our volunteers are 

over 70 so have been isolating. 

 Many of our volunteers are in the 70+ age group and had to shield or are (quite rightly) extremely 

cautious in terms of Covid. 

 Volunteers nearly all over 70, some have no and do not want any digital access at all, so difficult to 

communicate with them. Also a lack of enthusiasm to engage with meetings via zoom etc. or 

engage with official documents such as govt. guidelines. 
 A lot of our volunteers are in the over 60 age group and so some have been shielding and have been 

unable to attend meetings etc. 

 We have maintained our volunteers throughout Covid, but due to them being of an older generation 

they are very cautious in re engaging face to face. Long term we feel if there are protective 

measures in place they will gradually return to volunteering. 

 Some of our volunteers have been able to safely return, however the older volunteers have largely 

chosen not to remain safe. 

 Most of our volunteers are retired age group. Some volunteers want to stay away for safety. Most 

did not want to deal with the public, putting pressure on a few volunteers to deliver public facing 

activities. Some new volunteers came forward who were willing to help remotely. 

 Less response from adult age group up to 50. 

 Most of our core volunteers stopped, either because they were self isolating (40% were 60+) or 

because all our activities stopped. 

 70% of our volunteers pre Covid are older people and since Covid restrictions, are not able to help. 

 New younger volunteers, older volunteers, still happy, overall slight increase in numbers, we are 

able to be more flexible as there is not as much dedicated commitment, i.e. as we are not running 

Groups every Tuesday, volunteers can be more flexible when they make there safe and well calls 

 Our older volunteers have been shieling however we have gained some younger volunteers due to 

furlough 
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 A small number are happy to volunteer, a few are self isolating but wish they could volunteer, most 

are elderly and several have declined in health meaning they cannot volunteer. 

 fewer older people, vols forced to use tech in a way they did not have to before, we need them to 

own the tech and have enough money/credit to do zoom calls, as well as the ability to do these. 

Volunteering remotely is less rewarding and more stressful - plus its basically not what people 

signed up for. morale remains high but not sure how much this is a chin up, keep calm and carry on 

approach 

 ALL our volunteers are elderly and struggling. We have no idea when our Bereavement Support 

Group will be able to meet again. AGE UK have had no volunteer recruitment or training in place for 

3 years. 

 Many volunteers support us in our charity shops; often they are older people, and although some 

have come back to their roles, many have been unwilling or felt unable to return due to the Covid-19 

pandemic.  

 Our group members are older people with health and mobility problems so at high risk if they catch 

the virus. 

 Our volunteers are mainly over 70 and some are in their 80s and they were concerned about their 

own health and safety. 

 Older volunteers who were fearful of going out so all are temporarily (we hope) are suspended from 

active roles but hoping to reengage when they are able 

 A number of our older volunteers have told us that they will not be returning 

Shielding and vulnerable volunteers  

 A substantial number of our volunteers are in the ""Vulnerable"" group and higher so are not yet 

ready to return. They have indicated they will do so when they feel it is safe. We have had one 

enquiry from a new volunteer who, when seeing the situation, has never been heard from again. We 

believe it is likely that, at the end of the day, a substantial number will not return and envisage 

having to mount a recruitment campaign but feel that is pointless at present. 

 Many of our existing volunteers have underlying health issues / are elderly / engender with our 

assisted volunteering scheme so when we went into initial lockdown we stopped all volunteering for 

a consistent approach. During lockdown we have been supported by new volunteers with a different 

profile ( many furloughed from work ) and we could not have continued providing our good services 

without them . We hope that many will remain as volunteers going forward. Our existing volunteers 

were starting to come back ( phased ) but thugs is obviously being revived due to the changing 

circumstances 

 The majority of our core organising group have been significantly affected. Our team includes 

people who are aged over 70, people who have been shielding for medical reasons and carers of 

others who have been shielding. We have been unable to hold two of our three major events this 

year, and our participants have not been able to get together at our community allotment. We 

found an alternative way of involving people in the summer, with new volunteers coming forward 

from our wider network to take plants to people's doorsteps. Some of our volunteers who are 

usually the most active are finding it difficult being the recipients of support, when they want to be 

out and about helping others. I'm worried about our mental health and wellbeing. 

 A mixed bag for us. Some volunteers have had to shield, some have struggled with their mental 

health and others have had demands on their time with family and their paid job so we have had 

less people volunteering for us. 
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 We have had to ask certain volunteers who are vulnerable to temporarily stop volunteering. We 

have been lucky to recruit new volunteers to fill the gaps and have increased our number of 

volunteers to meet the high demand for our service 

 Many of our volunteers were also young adults with learning disabilities and the risk is too high to 

have most of them in work at the moment. 

 Volunteer numbers fell largely due to the need to physically distance in our building. 

 A number of volunteers have continued to support families virtually, however some volunteers have 

found it difficult because of shielding and the effect on their own mental well-being. 

 Lack of motivation, fear of catching / spreading virus, too many restrictions making role too difficult 

 Some volunteers fell very anxious about returning or have family members who are shielding. One 

prominent volunteer was hospitalised with Covid and this did spook the others! 

 We have the same volunteers as previously however many still remain shielding due to health 

issues. 

 Some volunteers are shielding themselves as older and susceptible to the virus. 

 Unfortunately, some are shielding and some are students and have not been in Leeds during 

lockdown 

 Some of my volunteers have been impacted due to shielding this is in their own right - due to 

underlying health issues or because they are the primary carer for a family member who is deemed 

to be vulnerable. 

 Due to many of our volunteers being vulnerable and in residential care, they have shielded since the 

start of the pandemic. 50% of the volunteer population returned in August but due to the new 

restrictions in Leeds and the spike in cases I have asked all volunteers to remain at home for the 

foreseeable future to protect the whole team. 

 They have stayed the same 

 A lot of our long term volunteers are retired and therefore some were shielding. We keep in touch 

with them all and hope when all this is over we will be able to carry on as before 

 We have found it very difficult to engage with our long-term volunteers as they have also needed to 

shield. As we have little communication it is difficult to arrange social media times as they are not 

set to particular hours etc. like staff. 

 We have not been open. 2 older members have been shielding. Admin has continued at home. 

 Some of our long term volunteers have shielded and reduced their volunteering whilst we have 

benefited an overall increase in the number of volunteers supporting community hub activity. 

 Three of our volunteers decided they did not want to return at this stage because of their own 

health or because of concerns about keeping other family members safe. 

 All of our previous volunteers, apart from 5, had to step back as they were in the shielding bracket.  

 We have 3 employees & 12 Councillors. Whilst Council meetings could not take place, some Cllrs 

could not work technology to attend meetings virtually so missed out for a while. Some Cllrs are 

putting themselves at risk attending meetings now they have resumes as theoretically many due to 

age or health reasons should actually be shielding, but we have social distancing measures in place 

which should help a little 

 Now we have recommenced services, most volunteers are not yet confident enough to re-join us. 

No support for volunteers  

 A long legacy of training being inaccessible and/or unaffordable had reduced the number of skilled 

volunteers (those who could lead activities, drive a minibus, administer First Aid, communicate in 

BSL) to single figures. 
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 We have had two a great volunteers (in addition to our trustees - not counted) one who was 

furloughed from another job and another an ex-employee. We would love more volunteers but no 

time to recruit 

 We have stopped using volunteers. It was complicated enough ensuring safe practices for staff so 

keeping volunteers safe felt too difficult. Also reduced space available due to social distancing 

measures meant no space for volunteers 

 Many volunteers also support our events during ordinary times, but we are still unable to run most 

of our events due to Covid restrictions so we have not been able to offer volunteering opportunities 

to this group of people. 

 Our workload increased massively however, due to the sensitive data protection policy we were 

unable to involve our volunteers with day to day work. 

Nothing for volunteers to do (more volunteers than opportunities) 

 We have been able to run fewer face-to-face activities, which is our key use for volunteers. Our 

tandem clubs, utilising around half of our total number of volunteers, have been unable to run. 

 We haven't been able to meet regularly or organise/deliver music events. All were cancelled due to 

Lockdown.  

 Our young volunteers have stopped volunteering at the youth centre as there is no youth club on at 

the moment, some of our older volunteers have stopped volunteering due to shielding. We have 

however gained one very good volunteer from the Covid 

 We have had no events as the hall has been closed. 

 Currently less need for volunteer numbers as nowhere near as busy as pre-lockdown. 

 As we are not delivering any sessions at the moment. So none of our volunteers are active now. 

 We haven’t really lost any volunteers we just don't have things going on that they can get involved 

in at the moment 

 We are over-subscribed for volunteer / training placements and must ration opportunity in social 

enterprise to accommodate social distancing 

 Due to lack of service delivery, some of them are losing the experience by getting involved in the 

projects 

 Volunteers are still there, but we are unable to use them due to ceasing our activities. 

 More people are coming forward wanting to volunteer but no opportunities just yet. 

 Others cannot return as yet, as their former areas of service are not currently needed. 

 Our groups were suspended on 16 March and our group volunteers were no longer needed. We 

could have asked them to take part in keeping in touch with our members by phone and email but 

only a couple of them showed interest in doing this.  

 We do not need volunteers at the moment as all of our support and activities staff are professional 

and paid. 

 Our volunteers are mostly used for event support and so not having run any events means we have 

not had need of them during this period, but we have kept in touch with them to ensure they were 

up to date with our progress and to touch base with them etc. We have managed to pick up a few 

new volunteers who are willing to help us once we are able to run events again. 

 We have not been able to use our volunteers. 

 Our in-person services ceased, which meant we had no need for physical volunteers. 

 Not being utilised as much as before and concerned that we may then lose them in future 

Volunteers can do it remotely 
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 Many of our volunteers have asked to be put on hold as the work they were doing is currently 

suspended. So even though the number of our volunteers currently doing work for us is about half, 

the rest will be working again once face-to-face services resume. It is difficult to engage with some 

long term volunteers if we don't have face-to-face contact especially since some are not very good 

at responding by emails 

 We have fewer volunteers but are still not fully operational. Volunteers are struggling with changes 

to procedures and protocols and increased paperwork. 

 We have not been able to use any of our volunteers apart from two that have helped with admin on 

our Facebook page. 

 The activities take place digitally so the founder runs all the organisation groups and activities. 

 During lockdown we had some online volunteers who were not based near us which was interesting 

but ultimately not of huge importance or success. 

Unable to support volunteers  

 Our staff also don't have as much time at the moment to supervise volunteers 

 Due to remote working we were unable to truly support the diverse range of volunteering we had. 
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If you are maintaining a service, how has it changed?  
 

Digital, virtual, online or remote delivery  

 We have seen increase in older people, or people with disabilities connecting digitally, learning new 

skills and taking the digital platform positively. Many have joined our online classes. It has been 

popular and also they have requested and suggested different types of activities too. 

 We are unable to deliver groups in person so have to do so via zoom. This means that not everyone 

can participate as they don't have the technology/can't use the technology/can't afford the 

technology. So our groups numbers have diminished as a result. 

 blend between online and limited face to face. 

 Online 

 Move to digital 

 All on line now. 

 we have embarked on a wide range of virtual offerings. 

 Changes to service model- all referrals are now online  

 All online, or by phone.  

 It is via email/phone as much as possible and as little face to face as possible.  

 We are delivering our Lifelong Learning Programmes on Zoom rather than face-to-face  

 All adult services are now virtual  

 virtual offer 

 Mainly virtual working but always maintained care home and residential work. maintaining face to 

face contact with those most vulnerable. new group virtual sessions more use of Instagram and 

Facebook, phone calls, video calls, activity packs. 

 We are working virtually except for direct services such as delivering medicines. 

 The success of the Digital service will mean that we will continue to deliver this type of service in the 

Future as part of an extension of the events which were offered in the library can now be offered 

digitally 

 a lot of events now run online 

 We have adapted a virtual peer support meeting and one of the groups are running a virtual 

exercise session but this has been difficult to set up and we needed lots of support from the peer 

support coordinator 

 We no longer run the weekly group at the community centre and overnight changed to a 24/7 

whatsapp group. 

 All engagement was through virtual and digital offerings. This has resulted in an uncertain footfall 

when the libraries reopen doors to the public. We have had a massive increase in the usage of our 

digital service and EBook's and Audio, newspapers and magazines. 

 on-line delivery (supported by 100% Digital Leeds who have loaned ipads and dongles to 

participants who do not have home internet access) and delivery of nearly 4000 arts and well-being 

packs to approximately 400 homes fortnightly during lockdown. 

 Gone from face to face groups to safe and well calls 

 We have transitioned all our services to digital support and are most recently returning to office 

based work 

 All of the teaching & learning was migrated onto on line platforms. We are just rolling out a few 

very closely monitored Face to face pilots with key partners at 2 venues in Doncaster to see how 

things go. 
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 We have had to adapt to virtual means and largely increase our capacity. 

 Group based support for mental health - this is now individual phone calls and on line groups - 

number of referrals have decreased. Counselling service has moved from face to face support to 

online and phone. 1:1 case work has moved from face to face to online or phone. Development of 

new groups is limited. 

 Socially-distanced home visits and park walks have taken place as well as zoom/whatsapp & 

messenger video calls to enable welfare checks and continual support and forward planning for 

both the organisation and more importantly goal setting for the clients so as not to dwell on the 

uncertain current climate. 

 We are now delivering a service online but have opened to a small number of members in late 

September 

 We are running some regular activities over zoom for those who can access these. 

 online activity 

 Legal support is now offered via phone/Zoom with some in-person appointments when necessary; 

we are setting up a digital legal advice surgery for our asylum seeker clients 

 Significantly increased communications across the whole organisation including new staff webpage 

 Groups are now all via zoom, which is not as effective and which also means less people attending 

groups. We have had to pause all our training. 

 Largely remote but face to face when needed.  

 provision of remote support from Coordinator 

 Remote working, distant engagement, use of zoom and teams 

 Section Leaders sending challenges by e-mail. Started Zoom on-line meetings for young people 

shorter than normal face to face meetings 

 Often we are reliant on technology, which is not always robust and can be a source of irritation for 

Users and staff. 

 virtual online consultations and telephone support. 

 All virtual support 

 We have adapted ways of working to incorporate remote working. 

 We have a blend of online and face to face. 

 Various - more zoom and video calls and less face to face support. more online support and use of 

technology to engage. 

 All services are currently delivered remotely. We have planned and prepared for a phased return to 

face to face support, with hybrid face to face and online activity explored. 

 delivery model moved to remote 

 We have gone online and do more by phone now too 

 some on line groups. 

 All remote delivery at the moment. This should change within the next few weeks. 

 Has moved to virtual in the midst of lockdown. 

 Our weekly Tai Chi exercise group meet via zoom, but this has meant that at least 14 members are 

unable or unwilling to access the class online. The support that the group used to give to one 

another when they used to meet has diminished and in some cases has been lost completely by 

those who cannot attend online. 

 Had to move services on line. 

 We may be closed, but we are still in contact with most of our Shed members, either by phone, 

email and Facebook. 
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 The service delivery is one to one digital and some delivery of support materials. 

 All online, more training, less wraparound support. More mental health check-in,  

 Zoom online services - workshops - well-being calls - zoom online social groups - zoom online 

employment support 

 I speak to my members regularly via text, WhatsApp, email, telephone and zoom. 

 We have maintained regular telephone contact with our participants, moved some of our existing 

sessions on to Zoom and created some new sessions. In addition we post art packs, story-making 

sheets etc., to participants and their families, emailed weekly newsletters and created a dedicated 

Facebook page for 'Create & Connect' weekly postcard challenge which ran for 20 weeks throughout 

lockdown. 

 Most service user interaction on line and over the phone. 

 We have implemented virtual services where possible. 

 reverted to online 

 We currently only offer support via telephone, e-mail and webchat for some services. 

 much more phone and on line delivery 

 We have increased our engagement with people Via zoom 

 Changed from face to face visits to telephone call and virtual meetings with families 

 Gone online or emailed contact but poor response in some cases due to lack of 

knowledge/confidence / too many pressures e.g. home schooling, working from home 

 No longer accessible to the most vulnerable 

 We have tried to put it online but this has not been successful. Many of our clients do not have the 

technology or the knowledge to use it. 

 We used to provide IT classes in the community at various community centres. Most of the place 

where we have worked have been closed to the public since the first lockdown. We provide online 

classes and one-to-one support online and by phone. Not all our students have their own equipment 

and internet connections and are therefore excluded from accessing our services. 

 We work remotely rather then face-to-face. 

 Our weekly groups were suspended on 16/3/20. Since then we have kept in touch with members 

with phone calls and emails to offer support and stay connected. We have been providing Facebook 

and Zoom Dancing for Well-Being sessions. 

 We now provide as much support as possible remotely by telephone or Zoom 

 support is given by face to face appointments in the office, Telephone and email 

 We are unable to deliver groups in person so have to do so via zoom. This means that not everyone 

can participate as they don't have the technology/can't use the technology/can't afford the 

technology. So our groups numbers have diminished as a result. 

 Initially we had to suspend services between March 2020 and July 2020 due to the lockdown 

restrictions. We offered support by way of phone calls to families, help with grocery shopping, 

sharing online activities and resources and delivering craft activity packs to the children we support. 

 Zoom meetings for people with sight loss. 

 Home-based staff. 

 Most is online 

 We are using online and phone connections much more and in person contacts rarely, though we 

still use them on occasion. 

 We are delivering English conversation classes online via Zoom 

 Recruitment to groups (now meeting on-line) has proved very challenging. 
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 Home based/remote working 

 Remote advice and provision of <£50 sight loss equipment - for free. A new IT service to loan 

specially adapted mobile devices to people with sight loss, and support them with remote support 

volunteers. 

 Delivering training and events virtually/online, more e-mail enquiries than telephone enquires 

 The Scout Troop commenced holding scout meetings by Zoom in the first week of June, and apart 

from 3/4 weeks during the summer school holidays has held a Zoom meeting each week since then. 

The Beaver Colony commenced holding Zoom meetings for the beavers 2 weeks ago and is planning 

to continue this weekly. The Cub pack has been setting challenges by e-mail since this term started 

and is going to try weekly Zoom meetings from 29th September. All three sections encouraged their 

members to participate in the Online Virtual Big Camp organised by West Yorkshire Scouts over 

Spring Bank Holiday weekend, which replaced the cancelled Big Camp 2020, and also the Scout 

Association's Great Indoors staged badges which are available online, and The Great Indoors 

Weekender in July. 

 We were slow to start digital delivery as we knew it would exclude around a third of our 

participants. Digital Leeds resources have been very useful in reducing this number. However, one-

to-one training has been needed to ensure people feel confident to join on-line groups. 

 We have been broadcasting remotely with youth participants and volunteers and finding a new 

relevance in gathering stories and sounds from Covid lockdown as well as building an audio archive 

of this period for future use. 

 We have kept in touch with our vulnerable service users / volunteers by telephone / zoom 

 We are unable to meet but run a What’s App group for members and a Zoom quiz weekly. 

 The main effect has been to the training and development of our volunteers with learning 

disabilities as they have not been able to attend due to local restrictions. 

 We are holding our meetings virtually, but are limited to what we can do by virtue of it being virtual, 

we are limited to outdoor activities. e.g. no camping. We have not held any face to face meetings, 

either 

Remote: specifically telephone services and support  

 A greater demand for telephone befriending. 

 Some advice and support is still being offered on the phone where possible 

 Mainly telephone support rather than face to face 

 We moved to telephone support during lockdown 

 Telephone groups for people with sight loss. Dialling out if necessary.  

 We have been offering telephone advice during lockdown.  

 We now run more telephone befriending services 

 We are providing telephone support on a weekly basis to all our 800 Service Users. Our Befriending 

Service has switched to a telephone service. 

 Telephone the rest of the attendees who do not have the correct technology to make sure they are 

okay and have a chat. 

 Provision of new bereavement helpline for anyone in Leeds struggling because they have family 

members who are critically ill or have died Now bereavement telephone support transferred to a 

West Yorkshire regional helpline which we are supporting 

 We have moved from on-site group activities; creative projects; one-to-one sessions and volunteer 

development through community gardens and participatory projects to weekly phone conversations 

with known participants 
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 We deliver much more support by telephone, 1:1's and virtually - but we are being careful to ensure 

that this is measured and secure; we deliver support all over the UK and our support is very joined 

up. 

 making welfare calls. 

 We continue to offer wellbeing and befriending calls over the phone and by using virtual platforms. 

We actively signpost people to the right services and share information about services, however we 

are unable to support people to engage with successfully. The hand holding and walking then 

through the door element is currently not be offered. 

 The Library started a Ring & Read service in August where customers could call and request a 

number of books from the library, then pick up safely at an allotted time. The person could request 

particular Authors or Genre of Books 

No use of specific facilities/ cancellations/ closures 

 No use of Kitchen facilities. 

 Closed 

 We cannot offer residential holidays 

 No access to kitchen facilities etc. 

 All activities in the centre are cancelled, these include 3 sessions of Move to Music, 1 session of Tia 

Chi for arthritis, 1 session of Chair Based Yoga. Also the Support group for Parents with babies and 

young children, which ran alongside the Baby Clinic has had to be cancelled. Also a newly introduced 

writing group for parents has had to be cancelled. Craft groups no longer meet in the Centre but 

keep in touch with each other. 

 All in house activities ceased. 

 Part of our charitable approach and a means to introduce new families to the setting is having 'stay 

and play' sessions where anyone can bring their child to the nursery however these are not allowed 

under current guidance. Many planned activities such as a weekend breakfast club for dads is not 

going ahead. 

 Cessation of day services and outpatients though we have now begun some outpatient clinics again 

 We are not able to facilitate larger group activities such as the wellebing cafes and social support 

groups which are for some of the most vulnerable people. 

 

No networking or social events  

 No networking/events mean that we are not able to build relationships which, in turn, brings in 

work. 

 Social events ceased... 

 Reduced number of groups using the hall. No music events or private parties 

Uncertainty/ anxieties/ concerns 

 Increasing stress in supported living services - harder for staff to relax outside work, changes of 

routine for Autistic people we support and less variety of activity. Higher risk as people find social 

distancing hard to understand / abide by.  

 A number of service users are afraid to return due to CV19. 
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 We have not had enough children enrolled in full days to employ our cook (currently on furlough) 

however since having a temporary packed lunch approach children have been arriving with very 

unhealthy food which is giving us concern. 

 More support needed with anxiety around Covid via reception telephone. More financial pressures 

on families that then need support 

 As yet we have no plans to run larger events before the end of 2020 which will have a significant 

impact upon us overall. 

 It is very difficult to answer the above Q as much depends on what happens in the mid to longer 

term. We are beginning to resume organising group activities which in some ways is in response to 

demand, particularly for those who otherwise don't have the opportunity to get out and about and 

participate in the type of activity we organise - they have been disproportionately disadvantaged by 

living alone, not having a car, being older, etc. but some are still not ready to be involved again as 

yet, and are waiting to see what happens. 

 Our previous strength in providing a multi-purpose/use, busy, vibrant community hub is now 

working against us. 

 No plans from AGE UK as to the future. In the past their developments have not been communicated 

to us and we have had to repeatedly enquire. We have been warned not to meet as it would 

invalidate PL Insurance- an At Risk compiler of Assessments is in (paid) post in Darlington HQ but 

has not communicated with us. 

Reduced capacity  

 All under 18's work which was delivered in schools and colleges has stopped.  

 Because of social distancing we can only offer a very basic service 

 nature reserve volunteers restricted to very young & mums (when off school) but as now mainly 

older generation. 

 we have been unable to maintain the social aspects which are so key to our work. 

 We are offering just under half our normal range of clubs but with greatly reduced capacities. This 

undoubtedly affects the financial viability of the service moving forwards. 

 Reduce numbers during activities 

 We are offering a limited availability for our building. Only groups of 15 can attend. We have no 

large groups meeting, parties or performances. 

 We have had to reduce the numbers in our groups 

 We deliver workshops and therefore the space required/participant has increased meaning we have 

had to reduce numbers/workshop just as demand has increased. 

 Mainly in limbo 

 Appointments for urgent matters only. No big coffee mornings which were a regular weekly feature 

& brought in contacts, Supporters & people with questions 

 Spending has been slower.  

 Now spread over more days of the week with smaller teams operating in our confined premises. We 

don't have space for the public to come inside to browse bikes for sale so we are relying on the 

website to show the bikes available and then selling by appointment at the gate. Our 'van man' is 

shielding so we no longer offer a bike collection service. 

 From 3rd October 2020, we returned to our usual venue. On Saturdays we are currently supporting 

two groups with a maximum of 15 children for half a day. Previously we support one group of 

around 30 for a full day. 
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 Young people want to utilise our space and take part in activities however we are having to restrict 

numbers. 

 We are currently just offering one gathering per week to try and help isolated people within the 

community connect. 

 smaller social groups 

 We are looking to start our Sunday services back up soon. 

 Majority of the services are closed 

 Requests have been slower 

 We are open in a very limited way for small groups. About 15% of normal capacity 

 Some services commenced recently, due to 90% of the staff is on Furlough and govt guidelines 

restricted us to deliver certain services because of Social Distancing. 

 Initially we had to suspend services between March 2020 and July 2020 due to the lockdown 

restrictions. 

 We run the cafe twice per week 

 less activity 

 Some has maintained as we have smaller inside groups 

 But no schools work, car home work or some targeted project 

 Awaiting CQC registration which has been delayed due to COVID, our activities have been 

significantly delayed but had not yet started as need social care registration to then recruit delivery 

staff 

 Many of our earned income has gone and we are providing prescription pick up and shopping. We 

also provide a wide range of community development activities and run a community library, pre 

school and tourist and business support to our help our local business community. At the moment 

some of these activities are running in a different way (such as click and collect for library books) but 

other functions re on hold. 

 We have a community gym in which we have to restrict numbers and we have reduced session 

numbers. We are unable to provide sessions in schools and holiday clubs, as we as many other 

community based projects we would normally do 

No face-to-face services/ no home delivery 

 We are unable to deliver any face-to-face group work and have had to withdrawn one of our 

services for a people living with dementia. 

 no face to face sessions 

 The older group are now not meeting weekly from the centre they are sporadic and very frightened 

of meeting especially now with the increase in covid tests being positive. 

 No home visiting 

 We are currently not offering home visits 

 with limited face to face contact 

 Had to close our drop in. Much more community outreach 

 Currently the Library service as not offered a face to face service 

Outdoor activity  

 For those most in need of social contact, we have organised outdoor walks to keep people engaged. 

 We have moved towards a blend of our traditional outdoor activities, albeit with fewer numbers and 

a virtual offer, which is often completely new. 
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 We have changed the way we work instead of having youth club open we are now doing detached 

or outdoor sessions, the bar and gym are bookings only and not open access. 

 We have continued with some outdoor activities such as Walking Football and have just restarted 

indoor exercise classes. 

 Between July 2020 and October 2020 we resumed services outdoors with smaller groups of children 

at venues across Leeds. These sessions were for 2 hours per session. 

 outdoor activity 

 have hosted small outdoor gatherings when restrictions allow 

 Much of our group work is now outside and comprises walks etc 

 Volunteers at one community garden started to meet during lockdown with just a couple of 

volunteers at a time in a space where social distancing could be supported. 

 The walking group was organised to meet all Covid guidelines by reducing the usual number of 

participants by increasing the walking sessions from once a week to three times a week enabling 

smaller groups to socially distance. 

 park walks have taken place 

 We have offered one off outdoor cuppa and chats for very small groups 3 to 6 people and door step 

drop off services to support individuals who are most in need. 

New COVID secure procedures and regulations  

 A lot of work getting hall covid secure and imparting that info to hirers. Not able to take cash 

payments, have ad hoc sports sessions etc.. everything is much more regulated.  

 Crisis work is face to face with lots of restrictions and that doesn't make for the best interaction. 

Trying to get other services involved to meet need is an issues as many are busy in their won right 

but there is a sense amongst frontline workers that for some services this is a good time to do 

nothing! 

 Some support is given by face to face appointments in the office 

 Community care in people's homes delivered through a mix of face to face visits (very few at first but 

now numbers significantly increased) 

 We opened the building again from beginning of September however new local and national 

restrictions mean it may have to close again. 

 From September started to open up our library buildings for borrowing of books which as shown a 

steady flow of people using the face/ face service.  

 maintaining face to face contact with those most vulnerable. 

 had additional expenditure on premises to ensure we have a COVID secure setting. 

 Our service is to keep the businesses and those who use the building for sessional hire supported by 

the governing directors of the CIC at all times. The aim has been to keep the building open and 

running as much as possible and for sessional hire users to operate under the current government 

guidelines. 

 Largely remote but face to face when needed.  

 We have had to adapt and put protective measures in place and phasing in our service users 

gradually. The community hub is here but without the buzz of activity. 

 We have spent more time ensuring risk management and risk reducing activities in order to ensure 

risk of transmission remains as low as possible, keeping staff and service users as safe as possible. 

We have increased cleaning at the refuge. We have applied for Covid impact funds from various 

opportunities in order to assist to cover the unexpected costs in relation to Covid impact. Support 

and advice calls require more time to process. 
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 Securing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for the team and ensuring we always have adequate 

supplies 

 We are only just starting to pilot safe working practices with a handful of volunteers (currently 1 or 

2 for each site we operate). The rest are regularly in touch asking when they can come back!  

 Our National H&S committee have had to draw up lengthy risk assessments and documentation for 

the tutors 

 staff to return to face to face work in guidance with Government guidelines / protocol. 

 had started to offer face to face advice at the centre. 

 Restrictions on visiting, constantly under review to maximise visiting in light of risk at the time 

 some in-person appointments when necessary 

 The building did not shut during Covid 19 as all business users had their own individual offices and 

were fully compliant to the government guidelines. Sessional users could only use the premises 

when the government allowed their business to operate again. 

 For some activities we are dependent on other provision, such as the reopening of community 

centres and associated safety measures. 

 I have just started to reopen some of my exercise classes in the local community in south Leeds. 

 shopping support and other socially distanced activities i.e. deliver weekly activity books, trying to 

be a support contact when needed. 

 Our service provision is totally dependent on the government guidelines and how these affect 

individuals and their businesses so we keep everyone up to date and they tell the directors how 

things work out. It is a weekly assessment of needs. 

 Since 4th July we have been able to welcome back some of our sporting and educational activities - 

subject to additional periods of local lockdown - these have been slow to get underway as the 

organisers have taken care to ensure their members are ready and willing to return.  

 volunteering for village task and nature reserve maintenance continues with necessary safeguards 

Increased demand for services/ provision of additional support 

 The service needs will be increased, as we take referrals from stat bodies and they are stretched and 

observing social distancing etc etc. 

 More people in need of support. 

 1:1 support was previously available but their has been a severe increase. Calls reached a 700% 

increase in the first couple of weeks 

 Increased numbers of families seeking support - for emotional and financial help as well as practical 

support. 

 More needing home support 

 We've seen an increase in demand in services where we support vulnerable, isolated people 

 Massive increased need for our work which is supporting and representing health and care third 

sector and wider third sector - we are a membership organisation 

 More demand 

 More refuge requests 

 We have seen a 120% increase in demand for our servile nationally (we have 40 centres across the 

UK) In Sheffield we have seen a 340% increase in demand. 

 We have increased weekly allowances to destitute asylum seeker guests in our hosting schemes; 

offered books and activities for those self-isolating  

 Care has been fully reconfigured, with some permanent changes to the referral process, services 

made more fluid and focussed, and a greater number of people helped than pre-COVID. 
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 We have seen the demand for general advice and food support increase over the period so a mixed 

picture. Moved more into delivery we took over and combined the two local foodbanks and now we 

operate the local foodbank in the area something which we had not done previously. 

 We run a Food Bank. Demand rose by 150% in April and May, and was also very busy through the 

summer. We are now running around 25% more busy than we were at the beginning of March and 

are anticipating it being very busy this Autumn. We also moved from a collection model to a delivery 

only model, which required large numbers of drivers. We also had a problem accessing food in tins 

in supermarkets so moved to providing fresh fruit and veg instead. This has now finished, as tinned 

supply is back to normal. 

 As a reuse organisation we have been inundated with donations. Our service has changed as we 

now have to decontaminate all our donated goods for 48hrs which has meant that we need to hire 

containers to store them. We also have had to change our staffing structure to include 2 new 

positions, door monitor and container filler. In all though we are trading better than pre Covid 

 Demand for the outdoor market and parking has increased due to the increase in visiors to the area 

 Re a 21 demand was 80 % up year on year at the end of March. Then reduced during April to August 

as local welfare increased the provision. Demand has started to rise again since the beginning of 

September when local welfare support reduced. 

 It has both increased and decreased, levelling out at about the same. Decreased demand from older 

groups and from our village halls, increased demand from new users and those most engaged in our 

services. 

 As a community grant maker in Calderdale we have had increased workload from the February 

flood and covid. During lockdown a number of our funds ceased operating but fundraising and grant 

making with covid support has kept us busy. 

Unable to meet increased demand  

 we have seen an increase in the demand for places at holiday clubs, and weekend play sessions. 

Unfortunately COVID restrictions means these numbers have to be limited. 

 We deliver workshops and therefore the space required/participant has increased meaning we have 

had to reduce numbers/workshop just as demand has increased. 

 The LA have put restrictions on how many day services 1 person can attend (now only one) so we 

have lost some service users to services that remained open during lock down. 

 As a day-care provider we have had increased interest from families eligible for 'free' childcare 

hours. Unfortunately,  we need to reach close to our maximum capacity not to make a loss as these 

hours are underfunded. Due to aiming to maintain covid19 restrictions this is a significant challenge 

with staggered start and finish times etc. 

Reduced demand for services  

 Significant drop in numbers attending. 

 We have seen decrease in referrals. We are unable to continue with community development 

aspects of our work. 

 We are working virtually except for direct services such as delivering medicines. Demand for these 

type of services has significantly decreased since June but we assume will increase again now. 

 no one attending day care 

 number of referrals have decreased. 

 Many bookings lost but now new activities (socially distanced) as some competitors still closed. 
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 We deliver a wide range of services. We've seen an increase in demand in services where we support 

vulnerable, isolated people. However we've had a decrease in demand for services such as 

community transport & meeting room hire 

 Lower numbers, change in sports allowed change in age group participating in particuler less older 

people. 

 hoping to restart with day camps, though there isn't much demand. 

 Less demand for hiring’s. 

 Roughly the same level of demand but the nature of demand has changed. Advice issues have 

changed - huge increase in practical support, less need for specific formal advice, although this is 

beginning to return to previous balance. 

 Client demand has stayed the same over time but has had significant peaks and troughs. 

 With both our Family Mediation and Supported Child Contact Services, families who could resolve 

their differences during lockdown when we were closed did this, so although we are left with less 

demand in terms of numbers, those cases continuing with us and new referrals are the most 

complex ones. 

 It has both increased and decreased. Schools etc are less willing to have us work there, but we have 

seen an increase in the demand for places at holiday clubs, and weekend play sessions. 

Unfortunately COVID restrictions means these numbers have to be limited. 

 We have lost the trading arm of what we do although some small signs of bookings starting to pick 

up, have lost tenants of the office space due to being primarily let to the voluntary sector.  

 Service users have been told by LA that if they don't return by 30th October their packages of social 

care support will be terminated and they will have to reapply for reassessment so we envisage 

further loses due to this. 

 Reduction in activity for volunteers due to clients being screened for co-vid prior to volunteers being 

matched. 

More training/ information/ communication/ resources  

 more training 

 Blended learning. 

 one-to-one training has been needed to ensure people feel confident to join on-line groups. 

 More information, signposting, PPE distribution 

 Significantly increased communications across the whole organisation including new staff webpage 

 New resources and information for professionals, patients and families on Leeds Palliative Care 

Network website 

 Extensive external training programme delivered using tele-education to a number of local, regional 

and national providers and organisations 

 sending out activities in the post 

 We no longer base any activities in the Community Room which is located within the Medical 

Centre. Home Learning support was supported by preparing materials from home and delivering 

them to families who had previously attended the Homework Club.  

 We are running sessions and training online rather than in person 

 We are about to provide prop bags (cheerleader pom-poms, chiffon scarves, shaker eggs and ribbon 

sticks) to each member to use at groups when we’re able to restart and to use at home to help them 

keep active and keep their spirits up. 

Services delivered to homes/ doorstep services  
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 As the organiser, instead of organising group meetings I am providing a delivery service; shopping, 

food parcels, medication delivery. 

 posted crafts 

 home delivery rather than clients attending centres. 

 Our food bank is now collection only at the door with our family food bank closed and deliveries or 

collection offered instead. 

 Our older peoples luncheon club is now being delivered to homes 3 days a week rather than once in 
the centre. 

 We have changed to support older people at home. We always did outreach work and now have an 

Increase in complex case work. 

 Home library service was recovered in June which was to support our most Vulnerable and at need 
customers. This was door step delivery of books which was to help reduce isolation. 

 Home library service was recovered in June which was to support our most Vulnerable and at need 
customers. This was door step delivery of books which was to help reduce isolation. 

 some door step visits. 

 Switched to home support 

 We turned our annual Plant Swap event into a Plant Drop, with volunteers delivering vegetable 

plants, salads and herbs to people's homes. We were able to do this though funding from our ward 

councillors, and because many people from our network came forward to help others. 

 Doorstep Delivery. We have started Doorstep Visits and had resumed small group meet ups but 

those have paused with local restrictions.  

 help with grocery shopping and resources and delivering craft activity packs to the children we 

support. 

 Community care in people's homes delivered through a mix of face to face visits (very few at first but 

now numbers significantly increased) 

 food delivery 

 Socially-distanced home visits and park walks have taken place 

 We are delivering shopping, prescriptions and making welfare calls. 

 We have offered one off outdoor cuppa and chats for very small groups 3 to 6 people and door step 

drop off services to support individuals who are most in need. 

Adaptations to accommodation services  

 Our homeless shelter has become a 24/7 operation under the governments 'everyone in' mandate - 

this will end at the end of September and we will continue our winter shelter which doesn't provide 

daytime accommodation. 

 We have a women's crisis house which was empty at the start of lockdown, this was used to house 

failed asylum application men with no recourse to public funds from a partner Charity. 

Effects on staff 

 We have changed our staffing structure in order to meet the challenges Covid had brought. 

 Less work meaning staff only back part time after having been on furlough during full lockdown. 

 Much more frequent meetings of senior team 

 Significant efforts to ensure staff feel safe and supported throughout this difficult period including 

new routes for staff support 

 Staff commitment to our social purpose has increased... permitted numbers attending has declined 
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 As a reuse organisation we have been inundated with donations. Our service has changed as we 

now have to decontaminate all our donated goods for 48hrs which has meant that we need to hire 

containers to store them. We also have had to change our staffing structure to include 2 new 

positions, door monitor and container filler. In all though we are trading better than pre Covid 

Large scale changes  

 We had to completely change what we’re doing previously with new restrictions 

 Massive shift in how we work but our core (ie supporting out members) has continued and grown 

 Most of our services have had to change--and we have had to introduce new services to respond to 

COVID, eg prescription delivery. Impossible to describe in detail here as we run a lot of services! 

Nature of the service has changes/ buildings used for a new purpose 

 The services we provide have changed. The social activities are reduced but we have increased our 

support to provide outreach, emergency food support and emotional support to people of all ages. 

We are also providing more support to more and more people with mental health problems. 

 During main lockdown period we used the hall as part of a local food bank hub 

 We used to hire out rooms in our community building - this has now been closed to members of the 

general public and is now being used by nurses training in Covid care. 

 We are now operating as a food bank. 

 As the organiser, instead of organising group meetings i am providing a delivery service; shopping, 

food parcels, medication delivery. 

 New delivery contract 

 We are providing a Shopping and Cleaning Service, and a prescription collection and delivery service 

at the moment. 

 Stopped services delivered by volunteers in people's homes and moved to shopping, prescriptions, 

phone befriending etc 

 Used to hire out office space and rooms for activities, large meetings etc. Now building open and 

certain groups starting to return but all a bit uncertain due to ever-changing regulations. 

 Our work has continued, albeit in some areas very differently. Examples as follows: Enhanced and 

increased cross system working to respond to the operational challenges of the pandemic (health, 

care, voluntary sector).  

 Focus is currently on work as Community Support Organisation and providing food support and 

looking to see how building can be used in alternative ways. 

Funding flexibility 

 Emergency funding for new services 

 Quicker turn round for grants, more flexibility for funding 

No change/ maintained regular service 

 All our services continue to be delivered as we have residential and community services contracts 

with a large number of local authorities. 

 It hasn't changed a lot. During full lockdown we had lots of requests for collection of prescriptions 

and shopping since relaxation these requests have decreased 

 Basic service has not... generally none contact. 

 Client demand has stayed the same over time but has had significant peaks and troughs. 

 Continued admission to In-Patient Unit for specialist care, including COVID-19 positive patients 
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 The demand for the furniture business has increased and is performing better on last year. Largely 

the business as a whole has not been effected since being allowed to reopen. 

 We have not recruited new members, but am trying to make sure all current service users are being 

taken care of and have everything they need 

Financial issues  

 Demand has increased, but availability of private funding has decreased. Therefore, we are entirely 

reliant on grant funding at the moment, the majority of which has now been utilised. 

 Catering social enterprises now loss making : - lunch clubs have closed; meals on wheels (loss 

making without lunch clubs) have increased; no price elasticity 

 No longer able to offer emergency accommodation - gone from providing 14 emergency beds a 

night to 0 and no obvious way forwards. Office is shut - we're wasting £23k on offices we can’t use, 

but also can’t vacate in the crisis, landlord, like most landlords, thinks the extraction of wealth is a 

legitimate form of income, despite literally doing nothing except awaiting the next cheque and 

hassling us when it's more than a day late. 

 Lack of funding 

 As a day-care provider we have had increased interest from families eligible for 'free' childcare 

hours. Unfortunately we need to reach close to our maximum capacity not to make a loss as these 

hours are underfunded. Due to aiming to maintain covid19 restrictions this is a significant challenge 

with staggered start and finish times etc. 

 Many of our earned income has gone and we are providing prescription pick up and shopping 

No funding / no fundraising events  

 No fundraising afternoon teas etc. no short mat bowls. 

 Fund raising has slumped. 
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Other reasons for digital exclusion faced by people organisations work with? 
 
Varying confidence/ competence using digital technology 

 People are not comfortable with video conferencing 

 Some individuals don't want to use digital technology / want the choice to remain 

 don't really see what difference is having a coffee morning with yourself and a screen, when you can 

you ring a friend 

Low income  

 Our service users are on a low income and struggle to afford access to wi-fi or digital technology 

 Poverty 

 Many of our beneficiaries speak English as a second language and we are based in an area of 

deprivation so there are multiple barriers. 

 Financial poverty impacts on digital inclusion 

 Not all our customers can afford a Smart Phone so cannot access the technology 

 

Funds/ capacity for digital development (pros and cons) 

 We are all volunteers & use our own laptops. Do have website, twitter & fb but don't have spare 

funds to buy in Zoom or Microsoft Teams. 

 

Services not suited to digital delivery 

 More difficult for our clients to engage with people you haven't met before on line , and to then 

discuss sensitive issues with them 

 

Limited digital access and usage  

 Some of our Shed members don't have the internet, or even a smart phone. 

 Most of our bereaved clients have only rudimentary IT at home- some not at all. They are having to 

rely on neighbours for basic provisions. 

 We have a very in person ethos with paper record systems and face to face communication. Many of 

our beneficiaries speak English as a second language and we are based in an area of deprivation so 

there are multiple barriers. Prior to lockdown we were planning to meet with Rachel Benn from 

100% digital Leeds to explore support available. 

 We work with some people in supported living who don`t have access to digital technology, the 

homes don`t make it available to residents and don`t support their residents to learn the skills. 

 our service users have had various difficulties with accessing digital support 

 We had access to a few ipads which have been loaned out to service users who to access the 

internet. 

 

Age (barriers for older people and children)  

 Some of our older customers do not have internet capability to view the bikes available for sale and 

make an appointment. 
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 Attention span online is limited for some children, especially those with additional needs 

 We have been able to offer Mediation on line but most Child Contact is face-to-face - some clients 

struggle with IT/the cost of this 

 Some of the young people who belong to our sections, particularly and the younger age groups, 

don't like joining Zoom or Skype type meetings and activities 

 Older people find it hard to learn a new skill, would much prefer to just talk on the phone, don't 

really see what difference is having a coffee morning with yourself and a screen, when you can you 

ring a friend 

Outdated technology 

 Many of our volunteers are running old computers with unsupported software and cannot access 

many of the services that would be useful. They are willing to upgrade but need help setting up and 

that is not possible with social distancing and restrictions 

Unreliable/ slow technology 

 Live in rural area with variable Wi-Fi 

Language barriers 

 It takes a lot to staff time to talk through and explain in community languages. Dur to their 

disabilities, staff even have supported them with video call explaining how to download or use an 

app. Most of our staff work part time and with one individual it can take upto 1-2 hours to set up 

and then on an weekly basis when they need support to join the group for online classes. 

Positives of increased digital technologies/ no issues  

 Virtual platforms have kept the Charity being able to contact members and with setting up 

individual training some members have now been able to join in. 

 We have digital technology and it is not a problem as such in our environment 

 We work with people who are themselves workers/volunteers - all the above have been true to 

some extent - people across the sector have made enormous leaps and bounds in the past 6 months, 

both buying kit, leaning how to use it and applying creatively ++ 

Other 

 It is more than 3 and a mixture of all of the above depending on which area we are working in. 
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Other reasons for digital exclusion faced by staff?  
 

Varying confidence/ competence using digital technology 

 Confidence by both volunteers and service users vary. Something we may focus on when thigs return 

to some sort of normal. 

 Staff mostly very poorly skilled on all aspects of IT and indeed effective communication 

 Lack of confidence to use digital technology 

 Lack of confidence in using new technologies initially 

 

Funds/ capacity for digital development (pros and cons) 

 lack of paid staff time for development 

 We do not have staff. We only have volunteers but we still have a busines to run 

 Staff did not have work laptops to use at home however through grants we were able to purchase 

and provide them. This included work mobiles. 

 Wider IT organisational capacity and support 

 We are struggling to afford to update old IT equipment in our offices (though we are bidding for 

funding for this). Staff use own devices 

 Thanks to Covid emergency funds to support us buying few equipment ie laptop, headphones etc. 

 We had just received before Covid funding to purchase 4 IPads to help patients learn how to use 

them by having an IT corner in the room. Hope to eventually restart in the meantime giving 

individual help to use Zoom etc. 

 We would like to develop digital technology to support the businesses of the future 

Services not suited to digital delivery  

 Staff sometimes feel that the service they can provide using digital technology is not sufficient to 

meet the user's needs 

 Frontline services can't be delivered in the same way 

 Maintaining contact with local residents is our main issue. 

 Zoom has its limitations. 

 Staff feel that they need to truly identify WHO need the extra help as they are by sheer nature of the 

barrier harder to find and access other than face to face 

 some of our service users have access issues  

 Our services are not designed for it. 

 Some staff do not have confidential spaces at home to deliver support 

Limited digital access and usage 

 Staff confidence around technology as affected who was able to access IT remotely 

 All of our tutors have been expected to engage in mandatory training at a National level online 

during the summer in order to be able to continue to teach courses for the WEA moving forward. a 

lot of the tutors/staff/volunteers know that quite a number of the key partners we work with across 

Doncaster have large numbers of clients who for different reasons cannot learn online at present - 

this leaves staff and tutors feeling frustrated knowing we have many students who haven’t engaged 

in any learning since March. 
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Age (e.g. barriers for older people and children) 

 In similar charities/businesses staff are expected to be interacting with children and devices have 

got in the way of doing this. 

Outdated technology 

 We are struggling to afford to update old IT equipment in our offices (though we are bidding for 

funding for this). Staff use own devices 

Unreliable/ slow technology 

 The unreliability of many ICT packages, especially video conferencing. 

 Poor internet speed 

 Bad internet connectivity where we work. And digital technology is not what is required to help 

people deal with the current situation. 

 Slow internet speeds - having to use their own equipment 

 Internet connections and equipment to offer to students 

Language barrier 

 Different languages spoken by staff & clients 

 It is real hard to communicate with people with exceptionally low levels of english over Zoom etc 

Time consuming 

 New systems introduced which have taken time to learn as all training being done remotely 

 Sometime just a little thing can hold us back. We are fortunate to be able to provide digital 

equipment to all staff to continue working from home. 

Positives of increased digital technologies/ no issues  

 We don't have paid staff, but we 4 Trustees have all been in regular contact, by phone, email and 

face to face, socially distanced, meetings. 

 I work from home anyway so it is fine. 

 Digital security 

 Staff seem to be managing well 

 Staff find it easier to engage people to talk about difficult topics 

 Not a problem for staff. 

 Staff working in isolation 

 Staff all use digital access 

 None of the above 

 None of the above, all feel happy 

 No issues at all 

 Staff have been able to support service users to some extent via IT and phone calls 

 I think our staff are managing fine with technology 

 Workers have made enormous leaps and bounds in the past 6 months, both buying kit, leaning how 

to use it and applying creatively ++ 

Not a significant issueThinking about the period to until the end of the financial year 
(31 March 2021) what are the main risks to your income? 
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Lack of fundraising opportunities/ unable to secure funding  

 The fundraising landscape is changing. Trusts, local authorities and central government are focused 

on providing crisis funding, supporting those organisations in danger of going to the wall. As a result 

of this, there will be less money available to more financially stable - but financially hit - 

organisations like ours. 

 Funding pots remaining closed 

 Without activities or training events, we have no participants to pay their contributions; and we 

have no reason for funders to award us grant aid. 

 We may struggle to get grants, although Sheds like ours are set up to help remove social isolation, 

so funding might not be an issue in these troubled times. We are mainly funded by grants from such 

as The Lottery Fund and anything else we can lay our hands on. 

 Lack of funding and grants for staff wages. 

 Main risks are not having time to source ""new"" funding opportunities and put funding applications 

together. 

 Our risk relates to continuation funding to one of our main grants which expires on 31st March. 

 Fundraising becoming more difficult. difficult to secure larger amounts of money for new projects 

etc 

 Lack of grants for non-Covid applications 

 Lack of fundraising events by corporate partners. Inability to host fundraising events 

 Some funding is ending so need to secure new grants 

 Lack of ability to fundraising events. 

 Inability to carry out fundraising that requires social contact 

 NO fund raising events 

 Fundraising via social events, the Summer Gala and a Fireworks event has not been possible 

 No regular grant funding in place. We are looking for 2-3 years of funds to pay salaries & running 

costs 

 Lack of time for sourcing funding  

 Lack of support from statutory services - we have been turned down three times for support grant 

from the district council 

 funding organisations not accepting applications 

 Lack of grant funding being available. Lack of cafe / shop income. Inability for us / others on our 

behalf to fundraise 

 being unable to fundraise, reduction of paid for services, inability to secure continuation funding 

 Our turnover is so small; we effectively work on good will plus several council grants which are 

obviously for specific purposes only. 

 Two large grants coming to an end with no indication from funders is they will reopen 

 Funders only looking at output based contracts and delivery 

 lack of opportunities for community fundraising 

 We have two major grants coming to an end in December and were due to start the reapplication 

process before the summer. There is continued uncertainty as to whether the grant programmes will 

reopen. Worst case scenario is that they don't and we have a huge funding gap, but even a break 

between funding ending and starting would have a significant impact. 

 Earned income and grant finding been reduced 
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 The lockdown continues and people's needs for our services outstrip our ability to supply - so 

overstretched and not enough time or understanding by funders that trust, and assisting people 

takes time and is not a tick box exercise with an easy answer. 

 Inability to fund raise 

 Our income is secure to 31 March 2021 however the slow return of paused/diverted funding streams 

that we rely on to run projects and make a FCR contribution to core running costs means that we 

are not able to secure income from April 2021. Big Lottery still not being available for our usual work 

is a big concern.  

 We have not been able to replace project income that ended financial year end 31 March 2020 and 

as yet can't see how we will be able to replace project income for financial year ended 31 March 

2021. This means that project work will cease and the FCR contribution to core not secured, causing 

sustainability issues beyond April 2021. 

 Funding being restricted 

 We would like to apply for funding 

 Funding applications submitted pre Covid are on hold.  

 We may receive less funds from one and only contracts we have with local authority. 

 Grant funders disappearing; regular donations dropping off; planned fundraising events unable to 

happen; no donations from charity bucket at venue where one of our projects operated which can 

no longer continue 

 The main risks are post 2021 year end, when the grant funding finished and the earned income may 

still not have retuned. 

 Lack of private funding for commercial/trading activities 

 Lack of appropriate grant funding 

 Fundraising income is drastically reduced which is used to develop new way of supporting women. 

 Lack of community fundraising such as marathons and lack of corporate support as they are not in 

the office. 

 Reliance of grant funding. 

 Re-securing funding for that which is due to end is going to be a challenge as there is so much 

uncertainty as to what we will be able to deliver when and most funders want to fund a clearly 

defined project with outputs and targets. 

 Interruptions to existing funding streams that can't be predicted. 

 We are a commissioned service funded in the main by Leeds City Council. There is a possibility that 

this funding could be cut due to the financial difficulties LCC are experiencing. As such, we have 

currently put a freeze on recruitment to any vacancies funded by the LCC funding. We are also 

finding it more difficult to attract external funding as we have not suffered a loss of income due to 

COVID. If we cannot attract external funding some of our projects will end and the staff working on 

those projects will be made redundant. 

Funding cuts/ recession  

 Cuts to funding by local government. 

 cuts from current local authority contracts due to Covid costs not refunded by Government 

 That we don't get small local community grants to contribute to our funds so we can deliver free 

community music events. Also that sponsors may now have smaller promotional budgets & 

therefore don't continue to sponsor us. 

 Reduction in funding available & hugely increased expectation of outcomes 

 End of furlough 
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 All of our finances come from individual donations or from small grants from other local charities. 

We are aware that many other charities are struggling, and we have already received grants for this 

calendar year so are unlikely to receive more. Also, with the financial downturn people are less likely 

to be able to give, and there are many other local good causes who need the support. 

 CCG, PCNs and other funders may decide they don’t want to continue funding our altered services. 

 Local authority cuts due to Covid-19 

 In year cuts 

 The recession and cuts to local authority budgets 

 Recession reducing people's free resources to donate and reducing value of our reserves (investment 

portfolio) 

 Reductions in NHS CCG income availability 

 We rely on voluntary contributions and some grants and the organisation so although the voluntary 

contributions have dried up our overheads (trainer fees) have stopped. 

 Dip in private giving - which makes up about 15% of our income 

 Schools not having a budget to fund our services. 

 Council going bust. 

 Councils deciding they can no longer fund contracts for individuals to attend our service. We would 

have to close 

 Reductions to Local Authority budgets which will inevitably be passed on to commissioned services. 

 Council contracts being terminated due to lack of funding having serious repercussions on the 

Charity 

Decreased income due to restricted services and reduced usage  

 We cannot offer a full service, therefore our income stream is reduced. Core costs - staff wages are 

an issue as most funding applications will not cover staff costs for everyday work keeping us viable, 

including time for future planning, writing bids, building partnerships etc. 

 Continued Covid 19. Limited take up of our interventions. 

 It's swings and roundabouts for our group. We have lost income as we cannot charge a fee for 

attending class, but using zoom is cheaper than hiring a room in a community centre. In the long 

term, if we are unable to return to a community centre to run the class, we will not to be open to 

new users and therefore not thrive and grow as a group. 

 Our inability to charge our service users for traditional services that we cannot currently offer them. 

 Lack of income due to few or no private hires and no events. Financial year is 1st January to 31st 

December. 

 Without activities or training events, we have no participants to pay their contributions; and we 

have no reason for funders to award us grant aid. 

 Rycroft leisure is a sports and youth centre; our youth centre side is grant funded so at the moment 

this is sustainable. However, our sports centre is reliant on income from the bar, food sales, gym and 

room hire plus the user groups such as football and majorettes training and competitions. Pre Covid 

we had a lot of disabled groups that used the sports paying for bike hire, buying food and drinks 

which all contributed to the sustainability of the centre. 

 Our financial year ends on 31st December. Main risks are enforced closure, a reduction in footfall as 

individuals feel reluctant to visit or hire the premises, inability to screen or showcase events. 

 Will not be able to do so in the same way. 

 unable to reintroduce selling of commodities because of social distancing. 

 Main risk is maintaining local interest when little is happening 
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 Our village hall will remain restricted to the type of activity we can offer 

 Department for Education does not allow residential school visits 

 Loss of our earned income the lack of time whilst delivering services 

 Not being able to open for regular groups 

 Schools not returning and or allowing us in to deliver services 

 Not being able to operate our income generation services at an effective level due to COVID 

restrictions 

 Lower take-up of services means our income cannot cover our fixed costs/overheads. 

 Not being able to restart services 

 The main risks to income streams is the lack of earned income from our countryside activities. This is 

because we have either had to suspend services or because we have to work with much smaller 

group numbers when we do go out. 

 Non activity and high overheads 

 Not being able to replace funding for groups and wellbeing activities as we cannot deliver these. 

 If we can’t restart our groups we will have no income apart from a small amount from a charge for 

Zoom sessions.  

 If we do restart our groups our income will be much reduced because of limits on numbers we can 

have in the venues 2 metres apart.  

 It will require work to build up our rentals. Perhaps more significant is the increased difficulty in 

working with local schools which is an important element of our funded community arts work. 

 Inability to run events and recruit to lottery in light of Covid restrictions 

 We cannot deliver training, which is an income stream.  

 Venues may not be open.  

 Ongoing Covid-19 related restrictions that impact on our ability to use our setting to bring in 

revenue and to meet prospective families. 

 Finally if many people lose jobs locally then there may be less short term need for childcare. We saw 

this earlier in the pandemic with parents on zero hours contracts losing work. 

 Being unable to maintain our social enterprises. Plus being unable to undertake in person 

presentations to our support base.  

 B2B trading becoming non-existent. 

 Government restrictions on young people visiting residential settings 

 Slower uptake of paid social care and lack of volunteers to enhance that care and provide support 

for example befriending 

 If our funding was stopped because we aren't delivering what we usually do 

 If we cannot deliver all or services, we won't get paid by the LA via 'payment by results' model of 

new business due to us not being able to network/market ourselves face to face 

 We usually receive some income from session fees and contributions. This was affected by our 

service closures between March 2020 and July 2020. We expect this to continue being affected due 

to the following reasons: More families facing financial hardship, resulting in the need to reduce or 

waive fees to prevent barriers to accessing the service. Some families have not yet returned to the 

service due to reasons such as shielding. 

Reduced income channels (e.g. declining user fees, memberships, rentals, sales)  

 Loss of room rental - whilst maintenance costs remain 

 No membership fees 
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 Not being able to open our village hall 

 Our main tenant is the local school so cancellation of their booking is the main risk. 

 Tenants terminating residential leases. 

 Continuing lack of demand for Room Hire by local groups who have not restarted activities due to 

Covid. 

 No rental income 

 we are very dependent or hiring out the Hall. Some hirers have returned, with some new faces, but 

income will not be back to normal. 

 Sale of goods, library fines, community gallery income, commission of ticket sales for local events 

...all income gone! 

 decrease in income  

 No rental income 

 Not all income streams are active but costs are almost back to normal levels, lower usage. 

 Reduced income, delays to growth 

 That we will not have any 

 Buildings not generating income and having to decide to keep or ditch 

 Room hire not picking up - Covid restrictions forcing people to work online and not meet in person - 

having to use reserves and  making redundancies 

 Building having to be closed or very limited in use which means there is no rental income to cover 

general overheads which cannot be avoided. 

 That the parents of the beavers, cubs and scouts, stop paying subscriptions, or the children 

themselves they no longer wish to belong to our sections, thus reducing our subscription income. 

 Loss of rental income 

 Not accepting private bookings. 

 social restrictions will prevent us earning any income from hire of the village hall. We still have bills 

to pay. 

 Not charging subs as we have no face to face meetings. Need to pay national organisation 

capitation fee in January 

 No income coming in from letting the hall. 

 Giving will be reduced/stop if people lose jobs and our rental income stream has dried up and 

unlikely to return 

 1) Funding being restricted, 2) Not being able to attend events to sell our goods, 3) Not being able to 

return to delivering our paid for outreach services 

 A decline in our membership and subsequent decline in our income. 

 Lack of income from booking charges 

 Our main risks are losing tenants whose businesses may be affected by economic constraints and 

customer purchasing power. 

 Our main risk for sessional hire relies on the government allowing sport and health and educational 

classes to continue. 

 drop in donor income due to national recession. 

 Huge losses expected on the 31st March - minor decreases expected before then 

 Risk of reduced Income 

 Income from groups is lower 

 Reduction in unrestricted income continues to place pressure on reserves, 
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 Our income comes from a) invested funds in the form of endowments b) income from the rent of 

buildings c) fees for management of grant programmes. 

Reduced demand for services 

 It's not safe for us to hold the events that would usually generate income. However, we don't have 

staff or a building to maintain, so the financial risk is lower for us. 

 If we don’t meet face to face scouting our income is nil 

 Fundraising via social events, the Summer Gala and a Fireworks event has not been possible 

 Any other lockdown measures are likely to reduce our income from face-to-face services. 

 As the period in which we are not able to host larger events and gatherings continues then there is 

an inevitability to the financial risk we will face - we have accessed a good amount of support from 

grants etc. and this has ensured we haven't had to dip into our reserves as yet - but that is likely to 

change the longer we're unable to provide our full range of services. 

 Inability to open all our shops (lack of volunteers, staff shortages) 

 Lack of events - social distancing 

 The lack of face to face may mean people stop using the groups services or activities. 

 The main risks to income Oct-March will be if we have to close our dementia cafes again. Income 

from these is £550 per month (i.e. £3300 over the 6 months) 

 A return to face to face support with new outreach projects is our organisations main source of 

income generating work. 

Future uncertainty and stunted growth  

 COVID-19 concerns have resulted in some reluctance by user group members to commit to an 

immediate return. 

 Lack of new business due to uncertainty in the market. 

 Organisations not spending money on training and development 

 Authorisation of budgets for development or non-core activity on hold. 

 We have regular donations which haven't stopped, however, we will have to budget more carefully 

and plan projects, rather than just go ahead with them. 

 Unable to market effectively and very low level of referrals from other vol sector organisations in 

our area. They have said they have waiting lists but will not pass on to us who could help people. We 

do not know why this is but think it may be a problem in their heads about perceptions around paid 

for services sitting in the charity sector. it is an old fashioned area to be working in compared 

perhaps to other parts of the country ? 

 No immediate risk as our income has more than doubled due to generosity of both public and 

private sector donations alongside some specific grant funding However this may be more of an 

issue in the following year as outgoings have increased but our more usual small funders might be 

less likely to fund us due to the increased income this year and public generosity may well reduce 

over time. 

 We are dependent on five local authorities continuing to fund individual personal budgets, which is 

our main source of income. This has been the case to date, but there is a degree of uncertainty 

about how long this will continue 

 We need to employ more staff, we have currently 10 vacancies. 

 We are much more reliant on funding now, but capacity to deliver projects is a concern. 

 There are few risks this year. Next year local authorities maybe looking for in contract reductions. 

 Subscription excess just lies in a bank account as we are unable to use it. 
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 Continuing to grow at the rapid pace we have we will require funding for additional staff and 

volunteers before the financial year is complete. 

 If we cannot provide a positive workplace (due to the pressures of operating at close to capacity/the 

outcomes of our restructure/general unattractiveness of working in early years compared to other 

sectors) we may lose valued team members and whilst recruitment is not without costs we may also 

need to make redundancy payments. 

 sustainability and maintaining services 

 Too many Trusts and Foundations are focusing on emergency funding and not allowing charities to 

plan for longer term. 

 Too many Trusts and Foundations have changed their criteria or paused this, related to point above. 

Also, disability has not been seen during this pandemic so far. 

 We have funding until March 2021 but we don't know what will happen beyond that date. 

 As well as dealing with services during Covid additional pressure to apply for additional funding 

from other sources for sustainability has been immense! 

 We are heavily reliant on Grant income and public donations and it is unknown as to what grant 

funding will be available in the coming months/year 

 We should be okay but we are having to redirect resources to meet need and demand our 

commissioners and funders have been very good up to this point but not sure how this will be in 6 

months’ time. 

 We are OK in the short term, having been the beneficiary of grants and also being a CSO, so getting 

money from NYCC. It is the next financial year that we are worried about 

COVID cases and another lockdown  

 An additional flair up of Covid cases will mean not enough people attend my classes in person. 

 Infection risk within the team causing lockdown of our workshop 

 Lockdown shutting us down again. 

 Lockdown returning and having to close the premises 

 no cafe income as not safe to reopen due to spike in cases and vulnerable volunteers 

 Continued lockdown 

 General staff absence (including income generation staff) for Covid related reasons 

 If we go into lockdown again, I will have to close my business down. 

 The threat of another lockdown, closing the business and having no support from the government 

with wages and rents. 

 Lockdown  

 Main risk is another lockdown without furlough. 

 Service risks: Covid outbreaks affecting staffing directly or indirectly (eg childcare requirements for 

school children sent home); may lead to closing services - people from transforming care may need 

alternative provision (if this is available !)  

Increased costs/ demand  

 increased operational costs 

 Covering staff costs and replacing the loss of earned income 

 CAPITAL SPEND ON ESSENTIAL BUILDING MAINTENANACE 

 Rent increased massively and am expecting bills to increase too 
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 There may be rising costs of key items due to both opportunities to and pressures on our suppliers - 

we have seem this with PPE already. There may be an impact from Brexit on costs of food and 

similar day-to-day items. 

 covering costs will be more difficult 

 We may have to start using reserves, we normally keep at least 6 months of total running costs. 

 Meeting massively increased demand 

 we have chosen to use our reserves and reallocate our resources rather than needing to survive 

 We are having to use reserves to meet income shortfalls each month. Obviously this is not 

sustainable long term. We negotiated a deferment of rent but the main risk is that the landlord will 

not defer this again in the new Year and we will have to pay £150% of rent each month 

 Hot meal services are in high demand - particularly if elderly/vulnerable shield again but need 

subsidy - these people generally low income. Alternative free services are an emergency response 

but can make us unviable - so if this is introduce it must be maintained for the long term. 

Increased competition  

 Increased competition from duplicate services 

 More competition for funding from grant funders 

 We do receive some statutory funding, however this does not cover our full running costs and so we 

are reliant on fundraising from the community, local businesses, grant providers and trusts and 

foundations. Not being able to deliver community events and the increased competition for grants 

has made it more difficult to achieve our community fundraising targets. 

Extreme financial insecurity  

 As previously stated, the financial risk has been assessed by trustees and the charity will close in Dec 

2020 

 The requirement of all emergency funds to be spent by year end, creating a cliff edge for many 

organisations whose earned income streams will not have recovered by then. 

 Unless we are successful in gaining some of the funding bids submitted our reserves will be 

completely depleted and trustees may have to close the charity and make staff redundant. 

 If we go into lockdown again, I will have to close my business down. 

Financial security/ no risks to income 

 None. Our financial model gives us security. 

 Always been self-sufficient - earnt our own income. 

 Our income is secure until that date. 

 No risks at present 

 We are a Local Authority Library so no risk to the service 

 No immediate risk as our income has more than doubled due to generosity of both public and 

private sector donations alongside some specific grant funding However this may be more of an 

issue in the following year as outgoings have increased but our more usual small funders might be 

less likely to fund us due to the increased income this year and public generosity may well reduce 

over time. 

 We have funding to replace our lost income that will last about 6 months. 

 As we were not being charged for the room we used to run our Activity group we have only had to 

currently pay Zoom costs. Currently we have money in our account but this has been funded for 

specific purposes so are in touch with the funders who have been flexible. 
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 We don't anticipate any 

 We are financially sound currently as we have two new funds for Covid work 

 This is actually a period of huge opportunity as we build affordable eco-homes, so we should be able 

to buck the trend on companies in trouble.  

 We are fortunate to be supported by the National Lottery Covid fund to cover our overheads over 

the next six months... this gives us enough breathing space to improve our trading income back to 

preCovid levels and aspirations. 

 We have local authority funding until 2023. 

Other 

 Devolution in SCR area in 2021 

 Closure of cic 

 NB we chose rather than needing to use reserves 
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If yes, what ways have funders offered flexibility? 
 
Supported changes to service delivery and greater flexibility over how funds are used  

 Some have allowed us to reallocate funds. Some have allowed us to change the nature of our 

services if demands takes an unexpected turn. Others have said that we can underachieve slightly 

on our original target figures. 

 Been proactive in talking with us. Understating of the issues we are facing. Reduced the monitoring 

burden. Appreciating that the services have had to shift to meet the needs of our service users, and 

trust! They trust us! 

 Changes to plans 

 Money allowed to be diverted 

 Around service delivery 

 Around service delivery 

 Amendments to delivery methods accepted 

 Amendments to work plans encouraged 

 Allowed staff to refocus 

 enabled us to re-invest underspends, adapted ways of working 

 Bigger contribution to core running costs 

 Grant can be used as trustees decide 

 Using some of the funding for a different purpose than initially applied for. 

 Supportive of the new ways of working and the different things we have experimented with 

 Continued to fund us in spite of us delivering slightly different services to meet changing need 

 That have allowed funding to be spent on new ways of working during lockdown 

 Seem to have engaged with the ideas of changing services to meet need in a different way i.e. going 

to the home of a lonely person rather than getting them to attend a traditional day care session 

 Flexibility to use funding differently to meet needs which may have changed since application made 

and funding received 

 Understanding of changes to service 

 Change to what we could use some funding for 

 Allowed us to use funds in the way we see best 

 They have allowed us to vary how we deliver service 

 They have allowed us to be creative in the way we have delivered our service under the constraints 

of home-working, varying digital inclusion and the restrictions imposed by government.  

 Understanding our shift in priorities 

 Understanding that the methods of service delivery have been affected 

 Changing some of the budget to be used for other purposes. 

 We have been able to move funds from one project which was less in demand and redirect the funds 

to activities that were in demand 

 more flexibility in terms of funding. 

 Changes to delivery 

 Spending it on other things, enabling staff to be furloughed 

 Freedom to use fund as appropriate. 

 Some underspend on a previous grant has been retained for similar work.  

 some allowed us to use the funding as we saw fit as long as we continued to support older people in 

some way. 
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 We have been able to adjust our service to ensure we are following the current restrictions and 

enable social distancing and adequate health and safety. The adjustment is different to the delivery 

we had intended when receiving statutory funding. 

 We have had various degrees of flexibility from funders. One funder completely unrestricted our 

grant - allowing us to spend as necessary rather than the original project spec. 

 Supported and valued our changes in focus responding to need of our members 

 Our local Council accepted a proposal to use 12 months funding in a 9 month period as we closed for 

3 months at the onset of the outbreak of Coronavirus 

 Just saying that we can use grant money to plug gaps and pay for running costs, etc 

 Our funders have allowed us to redirect funding to cover the costs of our different activities since 

March.  

 Change of spend remit. 

 Contract to deliver a particular activity changed to deliver alternative activity during lockdown. 

 Flexible in ways of working and re-assignment of funds to priority activity. 

 They have told us they will still support us when the situation has improved 

 They have offered flexibility in how our services are delivered. 

 Allowed some freedom within overall project funding and not specific to budget headings. 

 changing purpose of the grant 

 First unforeseen circumstances with covid 19, restrictions have altered activities we are able to 

deliver. 

 They have allowed us to alter our project goals 

 Leeds City Council has suspended quarterly monitoring information and allowed us to be flexible and 

innovative in our approach to helping vulnerable older people. 

 They have been relaxed about what we are delivering as long as we are delivering 

 Sharing ideas and problem solving solutions.  

 They have worked closely with us to look at how we can maintain a service and what we need to do 

this.  

 Changes in outcomes and delivery 

 Changed numbers as we can't work with big groups,  

 Change of service 

 By enabling us to change activities 

 We have no contract income, but have Trust grant income. Funders have been flexible as regards 

being acceptant of our reconfigured care 

 Allowing funding to be allocated to different staff members who needed to work when those they 

usually fund couldn't. 

 Our main funding pre-COVID was for our room hire expenses which quickly became null and void 

they have enabled us to spend this on delivering increased peer support hours which has been 

invaluable. 

 USING FUNDING MORE FLEXIBLY E.G TO PAY STAFF HOURS INSTEAD OF WIDER PROJECT RELATED 

COSTS  

 Allowed us to redeploy some staff in the emergency phase 

 One funder told us we need to account for spending but to use discretion. Another awarded money 

for food provision to be spent as we see fit 

 Less restrictions on how money is spent and understanding that things change. 

 Purchase of equipment to change delivery methods 
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Supported COVID specific changes  

 allowing us to use funding for Covid-19 related support. 

 Allow us to reopen in a secure way and to keep our building maintained to a reasonable standard 

 Redirected our funding to Covid support. 

 Asked us to flex our services to support the Covid community response locally. 

 They have been happy to be flexible in the way in which funds are spent - redirecting to Covid-19 

related costs etc 

 They have all agreed for us to adjust the service to meet the needs of the pandemic in the short term  

 Some grant funding has been Covid-19 related to ensure viability and has not been ring fenced. 

 Two funders are happy for us to reprioritise our work delivery based on our experience we gained 

during COVID19. We are currently working on this. 

 accepted that certain things simply cannot be delivered under lockdown. 

 Changing funded projects that were no longer able to run in schools and transfer the funds to a 

more specific project to support children and young people during lockdown. 

Supported remote delivery 

 Supporting remote methods of delivery 

 A couple of project funders have allowed us to re-allocate grants between budget lines to better fit 

with what we have been able to deliver from home-based working. 

 Allowed us to change project delivery to deliver training and events online 

 Allowed us to alter the delivery model from face to face to online and accepting that certain aspects 

of the contract can't be offered but alternatives have been implemented. 

 Allowed us to transfer one to one support digitally 

 Allowing different ways of working (remote contact with service users instead of face to face) 

 deliver remotely 

 funders have recognised our unique role to be a digital resource for other arts organisations by 

creating radio programmes, podcasts, soundscapes, etc. 

New grants, loans, funding (often with less conditions and simpler application processes) 

 Some funders have also given one-off grants which have helped us adapt to new circumstances and 

keep operating even though existing projects had to pause. 

 We have received grants without conditions. 

 No conditions applied to the new grant we have received 

 The Hospitality grant was easy to access and kept us in business. 

 Received one £500 grant. No restrictions on how I could use it. 

 provided some additional funding for COVID-19 for essentials 

 We have funding from The National Lottery, Wakefield Council and CCG 

 Possible additional loan arrangements 

 Offering additional funding. 

 Agreeing that a loan element of funding would not have to be paid back. 

 bunging us cash, occasionally 

 I think the application process has been simplified and quicker and results issued faster.  

 Offered Booster grants and emergency grants without a lengthy application process. 

Advanced payments 
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 Have paid in advance 

 Paid a year up front 

 have paid up to 3 months in advance 

Deadline extensions and delayed start dates  

 Extended delivery dates by 3 months. 

 Allowing extensions of project end dates 

 Delayed reporting for end of grant evaluations 

 Extension of deadlines 

 Extension of time limit for project completion 

 Timescales have been adapted. 

 Extended deadline for delivery 

 EXTENDING TIME FOR PROJECT COMPLETION 

 Extensions 

 They have also been understanding about delays in spending by deadlines. 

 We have been offered extensions to grant periods, so we can complete the project at a later date. 

 less stringent on reporting deadlines 

 extending the life of projects 

 Extended deadlines 

 rolled over our funding 

 For face to face project delayed start date 

 Increasing deadlines by which funding can be spent 

 Around timescales to complete the project 

 Some funders have allowed to change start dates for spending the fund. 

 By extending project length in order to repurpose funds 

 Allowed us to take longer on delivery 

 understanding with report deadlines. 

 Grants for longer 

 Other funders have been flexible around how projects are delivered and understanding about delays 

in meeting certain targets. 

 will not expect us to spend the money by deadline 

 ESF funding - allowed us a 6m extension on the contract and permitted changes in budgets 

 Extending deadlines 

 Some have extended deadlines 

 Time period 

 Given us more time to complete projects 

 Deferred payment on one loan. 

 extended end date. 

 moved delivery (start and end ) dates. 

 They have been more relaxed about spending/monitoring timeframes. 

 grants being delayed if planned outcomes cannot be delivered on time due to COVID. 

 Allowing pausing and restarting of programmes. 

 Re-profiling spend over different periods.  

 One has said we can wait to use the funding or if goes on too long will have to consider Zoom 

options 
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 We had to cancel dour major event (Music Festival) because of the Pandemic & therefore could not 

spend small local community funds. We have been allowed to keep this funding provided we spend 

on next year’s festival by the end of March 2021. 

 Given us longer to spend the funding. 

 they have also been flexible about timescales on projects to ensure that things which might not have 

been able to be delivered in a pre-Covid timescale can be extended. 

 Some of our in-person projects will be delayed from 2020 to the first half of 2021.  

 putting delivery on hold. 

 Projects put 'on hold' some however have said that the full remaining life of the project won't be 

offered once we can safely recommence. 

 Grants on hold 

Allowed for shortfall in performance targets  

 Have been understanding of the limits we face with time and have kept reporting requirements 

simple 

 They agreed that we could continue to pay our tutor even though they were unable to run any 

sessions during lockdown. 

 Targets/ outcomes and delivery model used. 

 Projects have been put back but the funds remain with us even though delivery outcomes are 

delayed 

 Reduction of KPIs/outcomes 

 accepted some shortfalls in targets expected. 

 adjustments of targets 

 a reduction in numbers delivered to 

 Reduction in the number of people we need to work with 

 others suspended targets 

 50% cancellations if they were already booked in 

 Flexibility with monitoring targets and evaluation methods - these don't always work well with 

remote working. 

 Funders have been very understanding that our ability to support our volunteers has been greatly 

affected by the covid 19 pandemic and have continued to support us with our agreed funding. We 

are very grateful. 

 They have been more relaxed about spending/monitoring timeframes. 

 Some recognition of core overheads needing to be paid regardless of building being operational or 

not. 

 Allowed us to delay report and amend reports. However the amount of paperwork has increased 

with increase in on costs and form fatigue 

 Some funders have continued to fund us even though we are unable to offer our usual services. 

 less focus on original outcomes 

 No requirement to hit expected targets or deliver within community settings 

Simplified/ reduced reporting and monitoring  

 simplified the reporting 

 Reduced interim reporting 

 Less demand for reporting.  
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 Reduced reporting.  

 allowed paperwork not to be signed and meet audit standards (where we have not seen families). 

 Reduced requirements for reporting compared with normal 

 Some suspended monitoring 

 Contractual KPI monitoring 

Additional support 

 Ongoing supportive dialogue with CCG 

 Legal Aid Agency has offered to turn round claims for legally-aided mediation quicker to support 

cash-flow. 

Not relevant/ no change/ don’t know  

 Not relevant pre March 2020. 

 Honouring previous commitments 

 Not sure about this as we have only had funding for specific project since Covid-19. 

 Unsure 

 Difficult to answer this one, as the grant we rec'd was CDC Covid Grant 

 We have kept within the terms of the grants and not needed to be too flexible. 

Negatives/ uncertainty  

 we have also had some funders who have not been flexible and have still expected targets and claim 

deadlines to be met 

 They have said they will continue to pay at the moment, but who knows how long that will continue 

if we cant offer the building based service at full capacity 

 unsure of the longer term expectations 

 Some have asked us to put programmes on hold until we can deliver face-to-face again, but this 

doesn't solve the immediate cash flow problem/ immediate effect of Covid on those we support - it 

would be nice to be trusted to spend this funding where we see fit in the middle of a pandemic, 

rather than funders still wanting us to deliver what we committed to pre-Covid times. 

 

What ways have funders offered flexibility? If no, what has been the reasons for funders 
not offering flexibility? 
 

Don’t know 

 I wish I knew! Ask Whitehall or the EU! :) 

 Don’t know 

 No idea, some not flexible at all.  

 They haven't provided reasons 

Unable to fulfil output  

 Only output based, if it didn't happen, we didn't get paid. 

 Ultimately some funding is project based. 

Lack of flexibility. Rigid requirements  
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 The lack of flexibility has been from European funded projects where the rules are less flexible. 

 National guidelines on big funders seem to be more strict for understandable reasons 

 Not being flexible about post grant reports and lack of feedback 

 Stricter financial measures and reporting more frequently which outweighs the funds awarded as so 

more more work is needed to be done. 

Funders make the decision  

 One insisted on furloughing a member of staff, however allowed us to re-allocate the funding saved 

to later in the project. 

Lack of awareness of severity of situation  

 lack of understanding of how Covid-19 has impacted and the need to ensure that community 

organisations and community buildings can be sustained as they will be a critical part of the 

recovery planning and new support required in the coming weeks, months and possibly years. 

 They do not understand the impact of Covid on grass roots charities and how limited resources are 

to deliver support. Nor do they understand that digital is not always the answer. 

Poor working relationships 

 Difficult people 

Other 

 We receive an annual precept 

 The grant was a fixed sum 
 

What are the top 2 areas in which you feel you need more support? 
(Responses have been spin into individual answers) 
 
Financial support, funding, grants 
 

 Fundraising 

 Funding 

 Additional grant funding 

 Financial sustainability 

 Funding 

 The national £10,000 Business Rate rebate grant has saved us from closure but this needs to be 

repeated. 

 Financial in 2020, Financial help to modernising the building eg increase ventilation in small rooms, 

so we can reopen the toilets and the kitchen. changing lighting so that it comes on automatically 

etc.. 

 Funding 

 Funding being offered, So much time is wasted even finding funding to apply for. 

 Financial support for our plans to develop new business ideas and to continue to improve and 

maintain the building to a high business and community standard to meet the modern day needs 

(which is a challenge as it is a 1932 build). 

 Funding for structural repairs and improvement. 

 Financial support if there is a second wave of Covid cases. 
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 Financial support 

 Staff salaries 

 Now Registered as a charity to help more people as we required more funding but not part of the 

practice as now an independent charity but they still assist in some areas to help their patients. 

 To pay the bills 

 Operating costs 

 Funding 

 Direct government funding separate from that delivered by the Big Lottery would be a great help. 

 Funding 

 Fundraising. 

 Another furloughing scheme when this one ends 

 Long term financial support to replace furlough 

 Funding 

 Funding 

 Funding opportunities especially for core costs 

 Help with all aspects of sourcing/applying for funding 

 Core Funding 

 Funding for the next financial year. 

 Fundraising 

 Financial - need free reserves to protect the charity short-term. 

 covering part salaries for a longer period of time 

 It would be good to have longer term funding for our project. 

 Finance and funding opportunities (particularly opportunities for local authority tendering and 

commissioning) 

 Access to funding 

 Long term income/contracts. 

 Government grant support 

 Grant funding 

 Finance 

 Local authority - rent reductions 

 We need cash to pay for overhead without any requirement for service delivery attached. Grants are 

fine but they require service delivery which is an additional cost to overhead 

 We desperately need the Government to recognise the vital work that Sheds provide and get The 

Charity Commission to make it easier for Sheds to become charities. We are in the Social 

Prescription field and liase with the newly appointed Government officers in our local area - BUT WE 

DON'T GET FUNDING!!! We have to go begging! 

 Future funding  

 Further core cost funding available to organisations such as ours (although we will be transferring 

to a CIO structure but this takes time) 

 Post March 2021 funding - none of the main grant bodies appear to be open for business and this 

imperils our whole outfit. Next year we have a 250k shortfall which i would usually have submitted 

grant apps for maybe 50% of this already. I have not so far because the grant makers are not open 

to new proposals of this kind 

 Having properly funded childcare from national/local government would be ideal. 
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 Funding to get back up and running with smaller groups in mind due to social distancing I would 

have to charge more for my sessions 

 core funding to support management and huge portions of time taken up fire fighting Covid 

 Agreements/guarantees from councils that funding will continue until building based services can 

resume safely 

 Future resilience funding 

 Funding 

 QUICK UNRESTRICTED FUNDING FOR BUIDLDING MAINTAINANCE  

 Longer term financial planning (post March 2021) 

 Brokering with funders to ensure we are being supported 

 Accessing COVID relief funding quicker 

 more clarity from funders on when grant programmes will reopen. 

 Funding 

 Fundraising 

 Grant to pay for hire of building 

 Finding funding for core costs - staff wages. 

 in the foreseeable future, financial support may well become a requirement. 

 Guarantee that minimum operating costs can be covered to avoid the building/ organisation going 

under. 

 Lobbying of key funders like Big Lottery to release new criteria for future non-emergency funding 

and resumption of funding streams; accepting larger contributions to core 

 Funding support for our plan to build disabled access to our building has been less available as so 

many funds are focused on Covid 

IT and digital support 

 IT support 

 Technology 

 Use of IT platforms to deliver services online 

 Access to improved technology 

 Taking our programmes online 

 A grant to improve our online presence would be helpful 

 Digital support 

 Using digital technology  

 digital infrastructure 

 using Zoom & WhatsApp ourselves so okay currently but may need more help from the surgery to 

advertise which they have done previously as our charity was originally run & supported by the 

Patient Participation Group. 

 Digital innovation - using digital resources creatively. 

 Purchase of laptops for volunteer leaders to offer our services digitally, and also the same for some 

young members so they can access it and be included 

 in house IT specialist 

 Digital technology support/ 

 Digital technology and access for clients 

 Developing our digital offer e.g delivering training online instead of face to face 

 Digital adaptation 
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 Digital inclusion 

 Comms I. T. 

 The digital offer for clients’ needs investment to allow them to feel less excluded and isolated. 

 Our Service Users are in the majority over 75 years of age, and they do not have broadband at 

home, or a computer. The majority of them do not have any IT skills and they have really suffered 

with loneliness and social isolation over the 'lockdown' period. We are currently trying to develop a 

Tablet Lending Scheme, where we would give those that were interested in learning IT, a computer 

tablet with a pre-loaded wifi card on it so that they could have an internet connection. We would 

then work with them remotely and guide them through how to develop their IT skills in partnership 

with Digital Leeds and 'Learn My Way' modules, using our own and BT's volunteers. 

 Supporting disadvantaged communities to have access to digital infrastructure and training 

Planning/ future development  

 Business planning for the future 

 Financial planning 

 Planning for recovery and sustainability 

 business development and marketing 

 Additional help with grant applications would be helpful 

 Sector specific support with preparing for a future lock down would be very useful 

 We need to know what they are planning for the next 3 months not just next week 

 Additional staff resources to enable us to deliver but plan ahead for replacecment if earned income. 

Training/ upskilling  

 Training for staff such as first aid & food hygiene 

 training to enable us to secure funding  

 technology training 

 Training for staff so that they can answer literally any questions from members of the public 

 Time for training staff and volunteers in online systems 

 Appropriate free training to upskill the entire NCVO workforce. 

 Delivering training to staff who are too busy to book on training 

 Accessible training - especially for specialist roles   

 Developing our digital offer e.g delivering training online instead of face to face 

COVID guidance and procedures  

 Knowledge of C19 guidelines 

 COVID-related posters, clarification for volunteers 

 Advice for reopening.  

 Advice on safely running events in community buildings. 

 Clarity around the changing rules 

 Clarity about some of the guidance - it is often unclear or contradictory 

 Guidance can be difficult to navigate. We have managed to get through the lock down, but it would 

be a major concern if we had to stop our services when just getting back up and running. The 

uncertainty is a big problem. 

 Clarity on instructions 

 Clear guidance on what local restrictions mean we can deliver 
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 Information about the safe way to resume activities 

 The main issues seem to be outside of anyone's control relating to the ever changing landscape of 

Covid and restrictions. 

 Support and guidance to help us to continue to safely operate (for as long as possible) our dementia 

cafes if/when government and local rules change 

 Just making sure we are doing everything in a compliant manner 

 Ensure the guidance is being followed for engaging with young people in a detached youth work 

setting 

 Clear, consistent and timely guidance on Covid restrictions.  

 Government guidelines and keeping up to date with new and ever changing things 

 disability shielding guidance 

 Understanding the restrictions and what impact they have on our business 

 Good practice guides for Charities delivering directly to families/young people to mitigate re Covid 

19. 

 Navigating the tortuous and ever-changing world of Covid-related legalese and vague bureaucratic 

nonsense. 

 More clarity and guidance from NALC and the external auditor in relation to the interpretation of 

new legislation on the holding of meetings and completion of annual accounting documentation for 

Parish Meetings. 

 More up to date information on when/if it is safe to open community 

 People who can dissect the confusing and ever changing messages about what you can and cannot 

do 

 Keeping upto date with nhs chances etc 

 Clarity over application of local restrictions to our services when they are not commissioned. e.g. 

therapeutic daytime activities. We have made all activities COVID-secure but cannot currently 

reopen under local restrictions.. yet such opportunities are life-saving for at-risk adults. 

 managing changes to guidance! 

 Interpreting regulations for community centres and Village halls. 

 I would have appreciated more advice about whether or not we should restart our groups given the 

vulnerability of our members. I took the decision to delay restarting but am still not sure if it was the 

right thing to do. 

 We need clearer guidance from government and more explanation of the reasons behind actions. 

 reduce the amount of confusion in the guidance provided. 

Building capacity and infrastructure  

 Capacity to increase availability of deliveries  

 Capacity 

 Data analysis 

 Running a childcare provider in a deprived area it is very difficult to offer families the 'free' hours 

they are entitled to and make ends meet. This is the case nationally.  

 Community transport in our area needs a lot more attention and  

 How can a small organisation take non-cash payments? 

 Buildings 

 Paid full -time member of staff. 

Partnership/ collaboration/ knowledge sharing  
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 Partners 

 developing partnerships with larger organisations such as NHS. 

 working in partnership 

 Support in keeping in touch with other providers to share learning. 

 More joined-up networking and better strategic thinking to reduce poverty in our area - very 

patchworky at the moment. 

 Local Authority 

 Guidance and resources for engaging with local schools. 

 We receive no support from our local ICS 

 Our organisation can deliver services on the behalf of statutory organisation and we can do with 

sustainable SLAs. 

 communications 

 communication expertise 

 we feel we have a viable business if we can open up our building for community use and work with 

family focused organisations that don't have a base. Linking in with ABCD initiatives to identify 

resources like ours might help us to endure we meet community needs. 

 Support C.I.C.S's and Social Enterprises. 

 the NHS has to become a player, working with CVS organisations, to ensure that transport services 

are joined up 

 System wide issues and being a part of the change programmes in place - there is so much going on 

that we need to know about and that effects our organisation and beneficiaries, its difficult to keep 

up. 

 We feel very alone as there is traditional charity thinking and NHS big cumbersome structure and 

Social Services with one size fits all approach and registered care providers who think of us as 

competition so Social Enterprise doe snot seem to have any real support structure organisation in 

the Harrogate District 

 Better understanding of Social Enterprise across the region and definitely the district  

 The support from the local community will return when restrictions end. 

 Governance 

Support for volunteers/ volunteer recruitment  

 Volunteer recruitment 

 Volunteer recruitment and retention 

 Voluntary Org - attracting volunteers 

 getting volunteers back on site. 

 2.Removing the burden of DBS checks. Groups that rely wholly on volunteers have to do around 10-

12 checks to get the same number of hours as a full-time employee - who requires only 1 DBS check. 

 More volunteers recruited to replace leavers 

 More managers to support volunteers 

 Support with returning volunteers and are we able to get back our volunteers in a covid world 

 How do we then start recruiting new volunteers in an uncertain world to make up numbers that may 

have decided not to return. 

 Face to face engagement with volunteer to maintain contact 

 We are just keeping in contact with the volunteers and service users until circumstances change. 

 Regular, reliable volunteers that can drive, with clean license and access to their own vehicle. 
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 more staff and volunteers  

 Struggle with recruitment only 

Adapting new sustainable ways of working  

 Agile working policies 

 Keeping sustainable after Covid 

 Sustainability 

 Help to develop a strategic plan for if lockdown happens again, as many resources have now come 

to an end. 

 Refocusing and re-prioritising our delivery  

 Time to adapt to new ways of working without reductions in funding 

 Trying to understand which services we could provide which would be valued by the wider 

community at this time 

 How to use our building to support the wider community through this difficult time 

 we have moved into different areas e.g. delivery and have had to find our way through what we is 

required to be in place. For us moving from facilitating to delivery in a short period of time. 

 Without meetings we receive no income and risk the loss of our members (children & young people).  

 We are a community group which can still deal with day to day issues and have adopted a buddy 

system to support older residents and those in need... this costs nothing... there are signs of of some 

isolation though (as folks try to be responsible ) as the effects of Covid continue. 

Reopening/ face-to-face  

 Advice setting up the return to face to face. 

 returning to work safely - use of other venues as the rooms we have are not appropriate. 

 Ensuring systems are in place which are practical to allow activities to take place at our activities 

centre 

 With the grant support we feel optimistic as long as the school continues functioning and we are 

able to hold socially distanced events. 

 We need to be able to open our Scout Group to start normal face to face meetings. 

 Who will help us when we can start meeting at groups again? who will help us to set back up and 

reconnect with services 

 Support and guidance for those running all businesses and suffering because of the restrictions on 

their work in the gym, pilates classes, health classes, which are affecting their incomes and project 

planning for the year ahead. 

 Beneficiaries - they have used our face to face services for a long time, many are finding it difficult 

to switch to virtual approach. Also, we are unable to provide what we used to - where do parent 

carers go locally for the help they need when they need it? 

 Safe Premises to meet- small number of clients only- but requires support with Assessment which is 

not forthcoming and a source. We could afford to pay for premises. 

 Lobbying on the need to get people back into venues - when it is safe to do so  

 Accessing community rooms is acute 

 Be allowed to run school residential visits - we can sort everything else out. 

 No social distancing requirements 

Recognition 
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 National Media 

 Promotion of village halls 

 Promoting the value of the work we do 

 marketting - adverts etc. 

 marketing 

 engagement 

 Recognition from the government that our sector cannot reopen - we feel forgotten. 

 Getting people to listen and understand that our idea is viable and realistic and that we can solve 

the housing crisis if we adopt the new approach we represent. 

 Assistance in publicising our digital offers. 

 Trying to understand which services we could provide which would be valued by the wider 

community at this time and how to advertise such services to let more people know about them 

Engaging hard to reach groups 

 Engaging with people who are hard to reach.  

 understanding of why the most vulnerable are not always easy to deal with but the impact of 

assisting in sorting things out is huge. Accessing more support and understanding of the effect of 

brain injury on behaviour (caused by RTA and fights) and drugs. 

Health and safety / wellbeing support / risk management  

 PPE 

 Support for wellbeing of vulnerable people 

 Mental health support.  

 support for groups to feel safe to come back 

 Safeguarding through virtual means. 

 More police support to enforce mask wearing. 

 risk assessments/cleaning 

 Risk management 

 information on the risk assessments and associated measures to help make them 'Covid-secure'. 

Less requests for information / less surveys  

 We are constantly bombarded with requests for information and surveys, we could almost have one 

member of staff dong this. It is not helpful and certainly doesn't help us get on with adapting our 

services and keeping staff, volunteers and clients safe which are our priorities 

Nothing  

 Nothing at present 

 At the moment we do not require additional advice as support 

 As we are such a small, self sufficient organisation, we are managing O.K 

 WE don't need support. We just need this pandemic to be over 

 Not need any 

 We are managing to keep our charity going  

 I cannot give an answer at this moment in time 
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Have you introduced any additional support arrangements for staff during the 
pandemic?  
 
One-to-one check-ins, catch ups, mentoring  

 regular social distancing catch ups 

 Regular phone calls/check ins 

 Higher frequency of 1-1 support 

 one-to-ones 

 Paid for weekly mentoring for Chief Officer 

 more 121s, daily check-ins 

 Go Vox check in service, although not convinced this has been as useful as we had hoped. 

 More frequent catch ups, zoom supervision 

 Teams have 10-15 minute check-ins three times a week rather than a weekly team meeting.  

 Buddy System 

 We have offered 121 mentoring 

 weekly check ins from managers 

 One to one support sessions from social work team available for staff who are struggling / need 

additional support 

 Regular contact with caretaker and ensuring she is comfortable with arrangements. 

 On the spot cuppa and chat for staff to log in to if they are available so staff can connect and catch 

up. 

 We're offering webinars to support mental health to all staff and 1-2-1 coaching for office staff, 

funded through one of our existing grants and delivered by an external company 

 More frequent informal check ins and supervisions. 

More supervision  

 External supervision if needed.  

 Regular Supervisions 

 More regular online supervision meetings 

 External supervision/coaching. 

 While supervision was previously carried out, due to their own COVID issues we needed to change 

arrangements and have been able to acquire specialist supervision free of charge for 12mths. 

 On-going staff and volunteer support provided by management. 

More frequent staff meetings/ contact  

 Zoom meetings 

 More frequent staff meetings. 

 Daily zoom meetings with all team members 

 Managers maintain daily contact with every staff member. 

 More regular meetings by zoom 

 More frequent support to staff, volunteers (before Pandemic monthly) now at least weekly 

 on line daily zoom team meetings 

 We have set up online meetings with team members who are isolating to make sure they are still 

involved in what we do. 

 Additional Email/telephone contact 
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 Weekly contact and time to discuss issues 

 Additional (Zoom) staff meetings 

 Regular conference calls 

 Twice weekly Zoom meet up with staff 

 Peer support meetings online 

 Virtual meetings 

 When staff were furloughed, regular contact be me as manager of the charity by regular round-

robin email updates and individual pastoral support telephone calls. Keeping staff involved in as 

much as possible, for example involving all in the return to working risk assessment process and 

consulting on protocols for new ways of working. Team meetings via Zoom. 

 A weekly staff zoom meeting 

 Weekly staff meeting on zoom, so that staff working from home are less isolated. 

 Increased company meetings from monthly to fortnightly 

 Regular Chief Executive Updates (Question Time) available to all staff via zoom 

 Regular meetings of senior team (daily, now 3x a week) to keep all the team up to date with all 

developments 

 Had Zoom updates with the management team to keep in touch with the situation. 

 24 hour contact with the management about any matters arising during their working day if 

needed. 

 Building individual and team resilience. Team meetings held outside in the Dover Street car park, 

social distancing at all times. 

 instant access to colleagues, management, via telephone, zoom, Microsoft teams  

Wellbeing based meetings  

 Online weekly check-in to just have fun - not work based - mental health based 

 Welfare Calls 

 Wellbeing 1-1s 

 Staff positivity meetings 

 Increase in frequency of team meetings, peer support. 

 video blogs 

 We talk about people's general wellbeing every team meeting and in supervisions 

 Twice-weekly lunchtime zoom gatherings for socialising, to enable sharing, nattering, peer support 

and general banter! 

 Debrief sessions for staff to discuss concerns before they go home for the day 

 We connect with our volunteers regularly to make sure they are okay. 

Online training and/or resources  

 On-line training offers - how to cope with Covid 19 

 We are all volunteers, with a structure in place which requires various checks in order to become a 

leader (DBS) + specific training. 

 Mental health training 

 Peer networks, mental health first aid - both learning and support, listed resources of different 

support for staff, customers, children, BAME groups, training 

 Online training 

 Online training 

 Re-induction days for staff returning after furlough 
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 Additional tech training in creating remote radio broadcasts. 

 Covid-19 staff website opened with regularly updated information including FAQs 

 Regular - at least weekly - staff emails (updates to managers, updates to all staff) 

 Access to on-line resources, and telephone assistance 

 External facilitator in providing remote services. 

 Formalise what we had before and remind people about it, provide training etc. 

Counselling, wellbeing, support resources  
 

 Unlimited free counselling 

 Ad hoc counselling service contract with local provider for staff and volunteers that feel this would 

be of use to them 

 We part of a national membership scheme which has provided inline tools to support wellbeing. 

 Increased emphasis on wellbeing and good MH. Encouraging time off. Discussing burnout and being 

kinder than usual 

 Online coaching/support sessions 

 We don’t have staff but we have introduced buddy system for residents of the village 

 Been on a few therapy walks 

 Support groups 

 Social Calls 

 Wellbeing resource sent out council wide to all staff 

 Mental health training 

 Support Domestic Abuse and isolation 

 Online support 

 Access to wellbeing support 

 Peer networks, mental health first aid - both learning and support, listed resources of different 

support for staff, customers, children, BAME groups, training 

 A range of wellbeing services. Hardship funds 

 Peer support 

 Group support 

 Managing distress - Staff Health 

 Mental health app 

 Providing access to peer support networks and stress management tools. 

 Developing coping and adjustment skills 

 We have reminded them of the services available to them through our Mindful Employer 

membership. 

 Online - counselling services, training (e.g. Covid safety) 

 Help line 

 Clinical Supervision 

 Online team support activities 

 Self-care sessions within team meetings.  

 Hired a specialist to support staff, looking at a health plan to include counselling long term.  

 As well as weekly check ins from managers we have distributed wellbeing packs to all staff with 

'treats' and wellbeing advice and support. We have also reupholstered our staff room and made 

other changes to promote staff wellbeing 

 Mindfulness 
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 Unlimited counselling 

 We have a specific Covid Stress policy 

 Dedicated staff helpline and email address 

 Well-being workshops, internal support processes 

 Wellbeing workshops on-line by staff member for other staff 

 Extra staff monitoring especially around mood. 

 As a company we send regular messages out to staff in relation to their wellbeing and mental 

health, we will finance any additional help if required. 

 Additional staff survey to gauge staff wellbeing and highlight any areas of concern 

Allowing for greater flexibility of working practices 

 Although we already operate flexible working arrangements, we have been even more supportive to 

ensure that staff can balance additional demands due to Covid-19 e.g. home schooling.  

 Offered changing hours or the ability to work from home in order to accommodate children being at 

home. 

 Support for people working from home 

 Arrangements to better facilitate home working. 

 Time off for childcare. 

 Flexibility with working patterns. 

 Working from home 

 Flexible working hours 

 provision of equipment for home working.  

 We have been more flexible with working hours as this is a stressful time and want to support the 

team through the struggle 

 Flexibility in their roles 

 Allowed a staff member to Furlough. Was generous with working from home arrangements. 

 Clinical supervision has been increased for all support workers to enable them to access it outside 

normal supervision. 

 Adaptations to staff workloads on a daily basis  

 Different working practices and peer support 

 Also have changed the staffing structure in order to ensure senior staff are on site full time. 

 extended hours management and flexible working. 

Additional safety procedures  

 Employed contract cleaners to ensure staff feel valued and safe, top up of pay to 100% until July. 

 PPE monthly distributed to all active volunteers 

 We have created staff bubbles in each site to reduce the chance of spreading the virus. 

 Scrubs provided to all clinical and clinical support staff enabling them to change at work and leave 

scrubs behind 

 Physically, screens and distancing procedures. 

 We produced a risk assessment for working in a Covid secure environment 

 Specialist equipment bought and PPE for compliance to government guidelines and regulations for 

keeping all personnel safe and well.  

Digital group chat 

 WhatsApp group 

 Dedicated whats app group 
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 Just set up a WhatsApp group for volunteers to contact each other. Text messages to update service 

users on the situation. 

 Staff What's App 

Maintained regular support  

 We have an amazing team we supported each other prior to this through different challenges and 

changes so we really didn't need to introduce any in addition to what we already do. 

Printed information  

 Written information sent to homes of each staff member  

 Postcard to all staff to say thank you 
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What are the positives for your organisation/ your service users to emerge 
from COVID-19? 

 

No positives  

 Absolutely nothing, it's all negative for us trustees and our members. 

 None 

 None. 

 Can't think of any 

 none 

 None 

 There have been no positives which have emerged for our service users during Covid 19. Rather the 

experience has had a negative effect on service provision and has contributed to further stress and 

anxiety for our beneficiaries 

 None 

 Ask me that in 6 months 

 Not appropriate as we have not been able to launch the service yet 

Strengthened community support and social networks  

 Its shown we are a strong and supportive community who work hard to deliver a comfortable space 

for our village and surrounding areas. 

 New links with local community organisations/community drivers. 

 Community has come together 

 Social networks established prior to covid now coming into play with beneficiaries caring and 

looking out for each other 

 Greater links with other charities, groups & our community as a whole. 

 A community pulling together and taking responsibilities seriously. 

 Strengthening of community bonds. Improved communication with local authorities and Council. 

 Support networks and individual helping one another to get through this period of Covid uncertainty 

 Sense of community and togetherness and a recognition of the very many good things we had pre 

Covid-19 and the importance of these. 

 A lovely close knit community with very caring people. 

 There are many people who want to help, in many ways, but it just all needs organising! 

 Increased trust with our communities 

 Participants have had the opportunity to meet people they wouldn't normally be able to 

 There will be more needs within the communities and more potential to use our building for 

community use and support our wider community with the services we offer. 

 A deeper and clearer sense of purpose and what we can contribute to our local community and 

wider world through radio and our presence in Seacroft, an area with a general shortage of third 

sector and arts organisations. 

 Increased community working. 

 Support from and to those using the groups and activities. Strength in local community. 

 Greater connections with other local organisations.  

 New friends made during Lockdown. One unexpected outcome from the Covid lockdown has been 

the new friendships made between NET volunteer befrienders and those they called. Although there 
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have been many hours of conversation, very few have met face to face. Many of NET’s volunteers 

have expressed a wish to meet the clients they have been in contact with over the last 12 weeks 

when it was deemed safe to do so. 

Improved sector-wide collaboration, partnerships and better working relationships 

 Improved team cohesion and cross organisational support, including more rapid and more effective 

decision making  

 Enabled us to work more closely with our partners & Local Authority 

 Our organisation teamed up with some other local providers to establish a community response in 

the area, from this we have established good working relationships both with the community and 

with partner organisations 

 Increased engagement with local partners. 

 Increased importance of partnership work 

 Increased partnerships 

 More caring attitude but this is now waning 

 Better partnership working with other community organisations and businesses 

 Increased profile 

 better partnerships 

 New and strengthened partnership working 

 Greater partnership working 

Connections and partnerships between other organisations. 

 Secured a contract (our first ever contract) with a national organisation to deliver support locally - 

something we'd never have had the opportunity to do if it hadn't been for specific Covid funds from 

the govt. 

 Improved links with VCS and statutory partners 

 Even better working relationships with both councils, closer links with other local service providers, 

wider age range of people that we're supporting and being able to signpost on to other forms of 

support. 

 Good working relationship. 

 Greater joint working across agencies 

 The positives are: Working closely together as a CIC and business users to solve problems.  

 Partnership working has increased our profile with some services increased 

 Florence Nightingales. As part of the 2020 Florence Nightingales bicentenary, Net in Partnership 

with Lotherton Hall and the Arts Council is working with all organisations in our community 

following the success story of knitted Angels placed around Garforth in December 2019. 

 We have seen a HUGE amount of national and local public support 

 Quite a few inc - increased connection with both existing members and new orgs; stronger p/ship 

working with stat and Third Sector partners; increased recognition and visibility of the sector 

 Some good partnerships built up with other agencies that we wouldn't have anticipated. 

Increased use of digital technologies  

 Almost all our events have been delivered via zoom which has made them more accessible to people 

with long term health conditions and outside the Leeds area. We've been able to attend more 

partner events via Zoom and cut down on staff travel time 

 Increased use of Tech/ digital. 
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 We have been forced into using remote technology for meetings (teams) this will continue and save 

money in terms of mileage/time etc. 

 Greater use of and confidence in the use of IT for people who would not normal use IT 

 Pushed us to get more digitally savvy quickly! 

 We are developing new ways of working to help the digitally excluded and hope to launch in 

October 2020 

 More imaginative ways of working e.g. use of digital technology not tried before 

 We are getting more adept at using the internet, especially Zoom. 

 Holding Zoom meetings saves time/money. 

 Some staff have become more digitally savvy in a short space of time 

 Considering digital offers 

 better use of digital technology to increase reach 

 New skills around IT and digital offering 

 Training for staff to work remotely  

 All staff trained to access electronic systems, process`s, paperwork 

 Increased use of digital resources 

 We are now able to offer clients the choice of Zoom/WhatsApp appointments, with some face-to-

face appointments for those who cannot access digital technology or prefer to come to our offices. 

 Rapid development of remote learning and meetings 

 An increase in digital offerings. Although this won't necessarily benefit the organisation's finances 

 Moving to an online referral system which had been developed but we had not previously trialled 

which has been beneficial to partner agencies  

 We've discovered a new way of engaging participants using Zoom, which is something we may want 

to build on in future 

 We're setting up a parent / carer support network - we've not been able to do this before as we 

work across Yorkshire, but Zoom has made this possible 

 Some participants have engaged very well with Zoom, and prefer it to face-to-face sessions as they 

can access them from their own home 

 For some service users, new means of communicating are preferred - phone calls, zoom calls, virtual 

groups - as they do not have to leave home to access our care 

 Rapid implementation of technological improvements (eg tele-education) allowing much wider 

reach at lower cost 

 It has forced us to engage with technology and social media more. 

 We have been able to Zoom call regularly. We will continue to use video calling in the future. 

 Increased flexibility new online record keeping system purchased. 

 Some of us have increased digital skills 

 We hold quizzes and have a WhatsApp group 

 We have learned that we can expand our reach through the use of online activities. We are seeking 

to ensure all our beneficiaries are digitally-included. We have reviewed our referral process, made 

our care services more fluid and reconfigured our entire care provision, enabling us to support more 

people. Also, although not preferred, we are undertaking many online presentations to supporting 

churches and to our support groups, whilst in-person get togethers are not feasible. We have 

increased our social media presence. We have also increased fundraising measures. 

 Embracing new tech and ways of working - we are all zoom experts. 

 Great use of technology to reduce the travel requirements of the organisation 
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 Use of online technology - to delivery online groups.  

 On-line training, using new systems to streamline organisational processes 

 Organisation had to move to electronic paperwork systems far more quickly 

 Developing online workshops and ways of working that will benefit new service users that would 

traditionally be isolated at home 

 Service users become confident around digital technology, accessing and engaging in online 

workshops, online social groups 

 Service users developing new social skills around zoom etiquette 

 Service users previously not using IT have been loaned 4G ipads and we have supported them to set 

up emails, download zoom and join workshops 

 Service users meeting different service users across sites due to having access to 5 days a week 

zoom workshops  

 We should have offered virtual appointments as a possibility before. 

 We should have had more on-line resources for our members. 

 Most people are ok using zoom now 

 Young people are engaging more with us as they like the digital offer. Providing Instagram live 

support sessions have been really successful. Our technology has stood up to the challenge and we 

are proud of that. 

 Staff are more 'tech savvy' and have been creative in how they support service users 

Recognition of positive impact and successful service delivery 

 How we have adapted and developed our IT systems and skills, enabling us to still take referrals, 

deliver a service 

 Our virtual offer, whilst a pale shadow of our normal services, does offer some positives for the 

future. 

 Our participants have told us how much it meant to receive something in our Plant Drop. We have 

supported people who are shielding and self-isolating, those who are caring for others, NHS staff 

and people who are grieving. We know that this made a positive difference to people's lives at a 

really difficult time. 

Service specific benefits  

 As we work with domestic abuse survivors it means we have become more relevant and have been 

highlighted in the local press and statutory organisations have given us positive feedback and set up 

referral pathways. It means we have received vital funding and are now able to provide our clients 

with a wider range of emotional and practical support for both the women and the children we work 

with. 

 For us, massive potential opportunity to offer a solution to homelessness resulting from the end of 

Gov't support.  

 Systems in the Immigration and Asylum tribunal centre function in a more streamlined way meaning 

asylum seekers no longer need our support whilst they wait for an appeal hearing in the waiting 

room 

 Regularly ring those who don’t have the technology to have a chat as elderly with some having 

loneliness issues. 

 During Covid 19 we have been knitting little Florence Nightingales - These knitted figures will have 

an encouraging and caring message attached to them like ”remember you’re loved” or “somebody 

cares”. These lovely little characters are going to be placed around the Lotherton estate and local 
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community during the Nurse’s Picnic. August 2021. This celebration of our nurses and community 

carers will be rescheduled for after the Covid -19 restrictions are lifted. 

 Thanksgiving Banner further developments. We are working with Lotherton Hall who is supporting 

us with the materials and delivery of craft packs to everyone that has been involved with NET in the 

community during Covid 19. The pack will contain materials for individuals to produce an image no 

larger than 8x8 inch square. On this square they can celebrate people who have and are helping 

them during this lockdown period. It could be thanksgiving to God, family, caregivers, neighbours. It 

could just consist of a name written in fabric pens, or if they are artier it could be a collage. If they 

like needlework it could be a cross stitch or needle point. It could be silk painted or quilted. It could 

be done in fabric paints or pens. It could even be knitted! 

 When the squares are finished they will become part of a ‘Thanksgiving Banner’ that will be part of 

the Hospital Parade at Lotherton Hall during the Nurses Picnic next summer. This has now been 

extended to include two Primary Schools in Garforth and Kippax. Garforth Academy High School. 

Tesco Staff Team. The Coop Staff Team both Kippax and Garforth. Garforth Lions. CTiG. Garforth in 

Bloom. 

 That opportunity has arrived! Lockdown restrictions were EASED in England from 4th. July. To 

celebrate these friendships NET is providing cream teas to each volunteer befriender and befriendee. 

Free of Charge. This is to be shared, respecting social distancing and contact guidelines, together in 

the garden / suitable space of the befriendee. Government guidelines on social distancing and 

contact rules apply.  

 Extracts from Volunteer logs: “Molly said she was very well. She was wearing a mask all the time 

she was out now and she felt safe. I asked about her hair cut and she was very happy to have it 

done now. I told her I had a mobile hairdresser to do my hair and she asked for her number, which I 

gave her.”“Went round 15th July to take Molly her afternoon tea it was so lovely to meet her after 

all this time. We sat in the garden for ages and had a lovely chat.” 22nd July took Maria's afternoon 

tea round, we sat in the garden and had a lovely long chat. She said she had really enjoyed her 

afternoon tea and was very grateful. She was saying how lonely she gets. She was left a house by 

her grandparents in France and she gave it to her daughter who lives in Holland. She said she 

regrets giving it to her because if she had kept it for herself and invited her daughter to it for 

holidays they would have holidayed together. She said her daughter has been in France in the house 

for a few weeks, she knows because one of the neighbours in France lets her know when her 

daughter arrives and leaves. She said she was an only child and feels guilty for leaving her Mum and 

Dad alone in France when she moved to England and now her husband has died and her only 

daughter lives in Holland she feels very sad.“Oh let’s talk about something happier”. She brightened 

right up and we had a long conversation about things she had enjoyed in her life. She asked if I could 

book another afternoon tea next week to meet up because she enjoyed having company at long 

last! I said there would be no problem. She was delighted! 

Improved teamwork and communication  

 We are closer as a team. Vastly improved communication. 

 The creativity of staff in responding to the need to provide a service in difficult circumstances 

 New ways of working and appreciate being able to get together much more than before. 

 Increase in supporting each other 

 Our resilience and ways of working together, community coming together 

 Much better communication links and channels to our community 
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 Having gone through the experience of Covid 19 the positives we can relate to are working together 

virtually and creating programmes for our members which can be done within their own home, 

good example is running a camp virtually. This also gets the members thinking outside the box in 

order to progress through the Scout Award system. 

 Over 100 staff who have are flexible in how they work to provide the necessary service. Pulled 

together as a team 

 Strong team spirit 

 Everyone pulling together to keep hall open. 

 A real sense of team spirit and family. 

 Improved efficiencies - team spirit / building 

 Staff have been very supportive of each other. 

 Increased staff engagement across teams. 

Improvements for service users (also expanding demographic of service users)  

 More service users have joined us 

 Service users have been able to access poverty relief opportunities such as free laptops to allow for 

collaborative/online learning. Service users have been gifted various food vouchers. Service users 

were able to save form their income as Land Aid gave a grant that allowed Anah to pay their service 

charges for many months. This made service users feel valued and raised morale. 

 Created a new Online service 

 We had to rethink our provision for young people during the summer holidays so the model looked 

very different from last year, but the changes we made were positive and successful and this is a 

model that we expect to use in the future - Covid or no Covid. 

 Our service users know that they can call on us for help and support and we will respond. We have 

seen some service users adapt and embrace technology 

 able to provide members with their own prop bags will hopefully have an impact on their ability to 

exercise/dance at home and this would be good for their health and well-being. 

 Our ability to grow and develop to satisfy the increase in demand for our services and the ability of 

some of our beneficiaries to advance into volunteering and help others in the way they themselves 

have been helped. 

 New service users 

 Virtual services are proving very successful, we're reaching people we couldn't before, and will be 

continued even after face-to-face services resume. Also going virtual has allowed us to set up 

services that are not viable otherwise 

 A willingness to ask what people need and respond to that. 

 Expansion of certain services to support our most vulnerable.  

 Accessing more people via an emergency food parcel service we set up 

 Understanding from the general population re our beneficiaries’ experiences 

 Stark reality of digital poverty measures that will now allow us to help with this 

 More older people are accessing our services 

 We are able to provide a much need service which our members really enjoy and get great value 

from (I've taken this from there feedback) 

 It has adapted us for the better, will will now be making our service accessible to anyone in the UK 

 Volunteer Telephone Befrienders over 1200 calls going out daily to our clients and those that have 

been referred with chronic conditions under the age of sixty which includes Children & Families 
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Opportunity to learn new delivery models, new ways of working, and flexibility (i.e. working from home)  

 We have had to innovate and adapt at rapid pace - we have become more nimble, flexible, have 

increased our reach and number of services. 

 Learning new ways of delivery - forced us to try new forms of delivery 

 Lots of learning around different delivery models 

 Staff really rose to the occasion! Set up new services, changed working practices 

 Considering a different way of working i.e is part home working a viable long term option 

 Working from home has given opportunities not considered before 

 Needed to change our service in order to move forward. Needed a core of people willing to get stuck 

in & help. Trustees needed a shake up. Some have resigned. The ones left want to be more involved 

 Our Organisation can start to operate again as a Scout Group 

 We have realised that we can be flexible and able to change and innovative when it comes to 

finding solutions to issues. We have completely switched what we do from facilitating to delivery of 

essential services 

 Shown that some home working is possible. 

 Development of staff (Deployment to other services )  

 Development of offering service in a different way 

 Reorganising to develop food bank  

 More flexible working  

 We have streamlined processes 

 A willingness to support and think about emerging needs and issues we will have to face and 

support people with - a flexible, quick and nimble approach taken. 

 New areas of works 

 Flexibility of some home working for many staff. The push to review how and when services are 

provided. 

 We have embraced the benefits of home working and a virtual offer, whilst still acknowledging they 

are no substitute for the real thing. 

 A better understanding of need; benefits of telephone conversations; the absolute vital importance 

of physical face to face support - beyond anything that we knew. That we are very very good at our 

job and that we respond and act faster and better than any other organisation that we know of that 

deals with veteran support. 

 May come out leaner smarter and perhaps a bit meaner! ie won't waste time on collaboration if not 

feeling accepted 

 We have demonstrated how responsive and flexible we are as an organisation to enable us to 

respond to presenting need. 

 Training will commence again as soon as possible 

 Agile working 

 blend of online and face to face good for some 

 Flexible working, partnerships, housing first approach 

 People have enjoyed more flexibility in working from home 

 Improved cross system working to address operational issues and risks (health, care, voluntary 

sector) 

 Increase in flexible working, including home working 

 Moving forward with each new opportunity to see what may happen next and make the 

environment work for the user. 
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 Trying different things like sending materials home to families. 

 Building alternative business models e.g. eBay shops 

 We've become more flexible and have more regular contact with our members. 

 Setting up a remote service 

 We have shown we can adapt and continue to support families even from afar. 

 We have found new ways of supporting our members during lockdown (practical help with shopping 

etc, regular phone calls, lending people our supply of games, books etc to use at home, regular 

zoom meetings with live music for singalongs - obviously only for those people who have the means 

of joining in a Zoom session 

 Home working has proved to be manageable and is likely to continue to be so. 

 More flexibility/home working. 

Confirmation that services are valued/ raising profiles  

 Covid has raised the profile and need for specialist services, not just on local but national level. 

 Confirmation that group members value the class and appreciate being in contact with group 

members. 

 The local council have added us to their standard signature and are now advertising us as a key 

support service. 

 It appears that parents still want their children to participate in scouting, even if it is only virtually at 

the moment 

 Some pride in the fact that we are still providing some Scouting for young people despite the 

difficulties 

 Our clients feel well supported still 

 improved profile 

 We have had confirmation that the community needs our support service 

Resilience, creativity and empathy  

 Resilience, understanding, person centred approaches in building confidence 

 We pull together 

 We are still here! 

 Observing staff and how they have had the opportunity to show individual strength which had not 

been apparent previously in a face to face world 

 We are still together and looking at ways of how to reopen 

 We have seen that some of our users have been more appreciative of the work we do and that we 

are a charity so heavily hit by the closure - we hope to capitalise on this when we can open properly 

to engage them more in our activities, events, friends schemes etc. 

 It has forced us to be creative. 

 We have a resilient team and the one team culture has remained really strong. 

 An increased understanding/ empathy from people who were previously unaware of how hard life 

can be financially as more people have been forced to manage on reduced incomes or benefits and 

have realised that benefits don't really cover the cost of living. 

 Creative responses from staff team 

 The passion and resilience of our staff has been further evidenced, and we're closer as a staff team 

as a result 
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 We've had to think creatively about how to deliver funded work, which has opened up new 

opportunities 

 We have been innovative where possible. 

 Keeping the businesses running and providing a safe and welcoming environment to work. 

 A sense of purpose to help people succeed in their work and or classes. To make sound budget plans 

and keep to them. 

 Some staff realising that people are very resilient and don't need wrapping in cotton wool. 

 Demonstrated that we can respond quickly to a presenting crisis and reorganise our services to work 

remotely 

 More engagement with alternative ways of offering support (eg online). 

Health and wellbeing benefits  

 Working from home clearly has a place moving forwards but it is also good for staff wellbeing for 

them to work together in an office environment. 

 Enhanced care round the clock to improve nutrition, physical and mental health. 

 People have a new found appreciation of the benefits of being outdoors. 

 Staff sickness has been very low :) 

 We know that we can cope with what ever is thrown at us 

Opportunity for structural improvements/ building works  

 We have been able to carry out a major stage repair and structural improvement. 

 We were able to carry out significant repairs and some improvements to the building. 

 None - except we've had a good spring-clean! 

 Repairs renovations risk Assessment and process 

 We had to leave a premise for refurbishment we would have had much disruption this has been less 

of an issue. 

Financial benefits and funding 

 Savings from reduced costs eg travel/activities 

 Local grants to help with PPE, etc. 

 Being able to access specific Covid-related emergency funding 

 We are a financially robust organisation who do not rely on one source of income and we have a 

strong management team able to take us forward. 

 Funding opportunities have been made available.  

 Covid has provided additional funding opportunites that have helped us to meet important needs of 

the service. 

 Increased Income in the short term via emergency funds - not having to have to jump through hoops 

to get it! 

 Financial resources to support service users for longer to help them access employment support, 

training, debt services, mental health activities 

 We were also successful in obtaining funding for one-to-one therapy services and the ability to offer 

this to our service users has been welcomed. 

 Increased warehouse capacity due to increased funds available  

 Becoming more aware of grants 
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 One-off grants have enabled us to support vulnerable groups, where we wouldn't normally receive 

funding 

 new funding 

Sustainability and time saving  

 More environmentally friendly 

 Reduced travel. 

 Less travel 

 Having time to catch up with a backlog of administration - and to do surveys! 

 More free time 

 Learnt how to use zoom / teams making us much smarter with time / travel 

 Forcing us to become paperless and move services online has led to better efficiency 

 Management not having to waste time travelling to meetings, reduction of organisations carbon 

footprint, reduction in travel expenses 

Increased volunteers  

 Increased voluntary commitments. Increased hygiene. Booking enquiries as other venues not 

available. 

 There's more willingness to volunteer in the local community 

 New cohort of volunteers enjoying making a difference 

 Increased number of volunteers 

 increased volunteers 

Developing emergency and/or crisis response  

 Significant planning done in the past around responding to an emergency / business continuity 

planning effectively put into practice 

 Our disaster recovery plan worked 

Future planning  

 Trying to plan ahead and working on a survey of needs for business, education, health, projects, 

organisations which may shape the future of the i centre 

 Creative ways of including members of the community in future. 

We are more focussed on future planning and have been able to make valuable contacts through forums 
 
 
 

Any other issues or areas you want to raise?  
 

Digital channels present a challenge (e.g. excludes some service users or small capacity organisations, 

increasing isolation/ loneliness  

 My fear is those that are vulnerable and digitally excluded are becoming invisible to many services 

as many retreat to working remotely. This cuts across all ages, people want people not online even 

if they do have access to the equipment. People are becoming more isolated and lonely and there 
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are no services for people to access face to face putting additional pressures on those places like 

ours where we are open to the public and we refuse to turn people away.  

 We have realised that those groups working with disadvantaged groups are often unable to 

communicate with their clients via digital channels. 

 Many small organisations lack the infrastructure to work remotely such as office 365 and voip 

phone systems. 

 Signposting people remotely is a big challenge 

 Some clients still want to meet face to face as they are older and don't like using technology, even 

though they have it available 

 When most services went remote there needed to be some of us who remained frontline face to face 

to support service users to use the remote services. 

 Some clients have found it easier to engage on-line, others have found it harder and more isolating. 

People are tired now - its been going on a long time. we have not yet assessed the impact of the 

sudden changes to a virtual world on quality and effectiveness of services. 

 Social contact is vital to volunteering. There are clear negatives well-being to the suspension of face 

to face activities 

Risks for older and/or isolated people  

 In the long term, and as an older person myself, I am worried about the quality of life for older 

people. It feels as if we are being sacrificed and forgotten. It is hard to envisage a time when groups 

of older people can be together again and feel safe. I don't know if any thought is being given to 

that? 

 Need for wellbeing activities for isolated people 

Calls for greater support (e.g. support to small organisations, and support surrounding balancing parental 

and working commitments  

 Support for small local organisations. 

 We have been massively let down by our supporting Charity, historically since support in North 

Yorkshire was devolved to Darlington. This story is repeated all over the region. 

 There is little or no support for voluntary sector organisations who are finding it difficult to continue 

in the present climate. 

 50% of our staff (6 of 12) have children of primary school age. They have to find immediate childcare 

when school year groups etc close abruptly; awaiting test results etc. The uncertainty and pressure 

of work and childcare in the home is very stressful. As an organisation we are trying to be as 

supportive as possible and created a childcare policy specifically to respond to the national 

lockdown. However, as a small organisation dealing with this long term could be financially 

unsustainable, whilst we are losing capacity and the mental health of our staff (and their families) is 

suffering too. It would be good to know as a sector how other small organisations are dealing with 

this and supporting their staff and how we might lobby the Government for paid parental leave 

during this extended period of lockdown and uncertainty. 

 We have been relied on as a primary emergency food service by many local authority services in our 

area, even though we are a small charity that replies on donations and volunteers. We could close 

tomorrow if we run out of funds or people, and leave a lot of local people really struggling for help. 

It's shocking that we now rely on small charities to make sure that people don't go hungry in our 

communities. We need an approach that puts money in people's pockets to enable them to 

purchase their own food. 
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Negative impacts of COVID (e.g. centric approached are detracting attention away from pre-existing 

vulnerabilities and future planning)  

 Too much emphasis on vulnerability to covid at the expensed of all the other pre existing 

vulnerabilities 

 Huge negative impacts to for people - especially re MH, loss of income, jobs, access to health 

services 

 The longer that Covid restrictions apply the future of all organisations will be in danger of financial 

ruin. 

 Negative impact on people-facing, community-based organisations. Our whole purpose is around 

bringing people together in community spaces, so very challenging and worried about social impact 

on people. 

 No. thank you. Also, apologies for the negative response below but we are absolutely pulled out. 

Uncertainty surrounding future/ long-term  

 Uncertainty of the future is very unsettling, pessimistic attitudes by some are demotivating, future 

planning is very difficult, mental health is becoming more prevalent so continued support and 

funding will be needed for several years before we can get back to 'normality'! 

 Yes we need to stop thinking this is short term and look for innovative ways to deliver services safely 

longer term.  

 We are worried about the long-term financial sustainability of our organisation. We are a not-for-

profit organisation and being without income for five months was a real blow. 

 No thank you but as time goes on there may be. 

 Future commissioning arrangements 

Financial precarity  

 We were invited by the local district council to apply for a support grant to help us get through the 

Covid outbreak. We were successful in our application which has provided us with financial security 

for the next year. 

 It is difficult to find funding for core costs such as staff salaries. 

 Current work environment is particularly difficult for organisation that: Earn income: rely on 

fundraising / donations, have staff on furlough, run buildings 

 We’re not eligible for business rate relief 

 We need to know what funding is available post-March 2021, so many funders haven't any ideas 

what grants they'll be giving out next year and this is worrying - will there be any money for 

charities to apply for? We need to know! 

Stronger partnerships working and networks 

 Need to link up with other organisations. Some help with getting local networks together would be 

good. We are in a town which is part of a large district. A regular Zoom meeting for local 

representatives would be good 

 It is very difficult finding the right person to contact in large organisations such as NHS. We would 

also like to be able to make connections with large corporations as we could support their staff for a 

fee and use the money charged to also deliver community services, which would reflect well upon 

their organisation. 

Calls for more assistance with re-opening and clarity of COVID government guidelines 
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 Government guidelines are confusing 

 More practical help at the coal face to encourage groups to restart, many groups are outfaced by 

the guidelines and legislation, so actual visits to the buildings by trained people to show them how 

they could restart 

 The changing climate surrounding C19, makes it difficult to understand what we can or can do. 

 Services seem under pressure to re-open regardless of local lock-down restrictions, more discussions 

and guidance from councils should be happening 

 Would there be benefits from geographic meetups perhaps linked to the hubs where covid support 

was coordinated from? 

Impacts on the rural economy  

 Our local rural economy is supported by small businesses and these are being maintained but all 

things are dependent on each other. 

 The i centre provides a venue for 13 small businesses and 8 sessional businesses. Each are self 

employed but some larger businesses employ more staff. 

 Our small rural economy has been enhanced by the diversity of the i centre. Such a complex mix 

built up over the past 8 years. This must be viewed as important to maintain and feed back to the 

government is essential from parish and local councils as well as from business forums so that the 

small business can be supported and maintained in such difficult times. 

 If the small businesses go, then the rural economy and all who rely on them will have very few work 

options and life choices available to them.   

Contract types  

 Output based contracts! 

Calls to subsidise the cost of the postal service  

 Resorting to post is now hugely expensive. There should be a concessionary postal rate for charities, 

to make it affordable to send out information periodically, say every quarter maximum. 

Calls to share and celebrate good work  

 Go shout out loud in Boris Johnson's ear about the vital work that voluntary sectors like us do to 

keep hordes of older people out of the hair of the NHS. One chap had not been out of his house for 8 

years, but by being persuaded to visit us just once, he suddenly found other guys, much like him. He 

became a regular member. News of his story got as far as The Financial Times and they came to our 

Shed in Halifax to do an article about Micheal and the Shed. 

Feedback on the survey itself  

 Yes. Question 19 asked for only three boxes to be ticked. I found this very difficult to answer giving 

only three. I could easily have ticked almost every box for all the services/ clients / organisations etc 

we deliver to. Being a hub Co coordinator we were also dealing with Children and families. Open 

age. 

 


